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PREFACE
Trying to analyze the components and variables that influence
the manner in which leaders design and lead, and the resultant impact
on psychological learnings in a wilderness experience
,
is like
describing a river you've seen several times driving over bridges,
for all you know, elsewhere the river may laugh down mountain streams
,
fill a chain of lakes, or join the ocean at a busy port. Imagine that
several people were enlisted to find out what this river is about...
to describe its crucial aspects, its design, behavior, and perceived
outcomes. One person might begin by looking for tributaries
,
water-
sheds, and rapids. Another might observe a season's snowfall
,
rain
and drought patterns. Someone else could chronicle the conflict of
farmers and cattlemen
,
of dam builders and environmentalists
. A
fourth might ask a boatman, and a bank-dwelling artist, and contem-
plate their unrelated versions of the river's significance
. Still
another might collect the poetry of women who have drunk and washed
in the river's water.
Were this imagery not too metaphorical to become the conceptual
model of a study
,
I would suggest that the river is the psychological
experience of women in wilderness . I would point out that only those
sections of river where ten leaders have taken organized groups of
adult women are being considered
,
and this may well omit considera-
tion of the majority of the flow. The leaders themselves haven't
lived the whole river, so they take their groups to the sections they
have explored—and introduce the river experience which may center on
paddling on it, swimming in it, farming alongside it, or fishing from
wet boulders . Some leaders take with them mountain women, who have
known water only as streams ; some take plainswomen, who have never
seen a canyon; some city women, who have heard of rapids upstream
but have seen only the harbor.
Were the task still to discover the essence of the river, all
groups would tell of their discoveries : one, of the tumult of
spring rainstorms ; another, of the trickle of brown water deep within
canyon walls; another, of ice flows and footprints in frozen banks.
All return with their truths about this river .. .they even call
it by the same name.
The purpose of this study is to glean from descriptions of the
subjects some understanding of the course this river travels, and to
record some of its powers and nuances in its interactions with plants,
animals, weather, rock and river-dwellers . The study is built on the
assumption that as varied as the ecologies of sections of river hun-
dreds of miles apart may be, there is some commonality underlying the
descriptions its visitors bring home. It assumes all parts of the
experience are related: the river sustains the birches which make
Vll
possible the lodges of beavers, so beavers might be called an outcome;
but the beavers in turn shape the flow of the river and who lives in
the swamps their dams create, so they may equally be called an
influence
.
The metaphor is hard to turn into a model with clear relation-
ships betweern elements of leadership behaviors
,
course structure
,
participant expectations, goals and organizational contexts. I simply
share that I see the study describing what section of the river the
leader takes folks to; the means of traveling she offers; the ways in
which the landscapes they come from and the stories they've heard
about rivers, inform what they come to believe a river is; and how
they may see/reacv^ to/swim in/paddle through water differently after
the journey
.
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abstract
OUTDOOR/WILDERNESS APPROACHES TO PSYCHOLOGICAL EDUCATION
FOR WOMEN: A DESCRIPTIVE STUDY
September, 1979
B.A. Earlham College, Richmond, Indiana
Ed. D. University of Massachusetts at Amherst
Directed by: Gerald Weinstein
This study describes ten structured outdoors experiences aimed at
promoting lasting psychological gain for adult women. Variations in
form and content are identified. Commonalities in leaders' goals and
assumptions are named. In addition, the study assesses the influen-
tial factors in designing and leading such experiences based on the
field study and related literature.
The field study depends on participant observation and inter-
viewing of the leaders of the ten trips/courses. Relevant literature
in psychological education, small group leadership, and women's
studies provides the theoretical base of the study and has led to the
development of a set of "Considerations in Designing and Leading
Adult' Women ' s Trips/Courses for Psychological Gain."
Four questions are raised for investigation. The first question
asks: What have been the research directions and what should the
directions be to further the understanding of the form., content, and
effectiveness of women's outdoor experiences? The answer, round in
IX
reviewing the literature of women's and co-ed courses, is that the
dominant direction has been to prove individual change in attitudes.
Research on individual outcomes has been inconclusive and marred by
methodologidal inadequacies. A more useful direction of identifying
specific goals and studying the influence of leadership and course
structure is suggested.
The second question asks: What is the range of form and content
in existing courses for women? The answer, from the field study of
ten diverse experiences, is that courses differ more in emphasis and
form than in content . The content is agreed by leaders to include
gains in appreciation and expectation of oneself and other women;
gains in physical and psychological skills needed to pursue new
interests, risks, and goals; and gains in awareness/appreciation of
the natural environment. The forms vary widely. Included are
weekend retreats and campouts
,
extended wilderness fasting and playing
native -American games of psychic power, a two week mountaineering
expedition, and assertiveness-training through backpacking.
The third question asks: How do leaders make decisions about
design and leadership to maximize psychological gain? A framework
for viewing leaders and their programs identifies factors involved in
leaders' behavior. Previous organizational ties, role models,
involvement with psychological approaches and women's groups, and
their own introduction to outdoors pursuits are found to mold a
leader's beliefs and actions. These background factors appear as
pov/erful as the goals and participants of a given course.
X
Th© fourth Quostion cisks : Can guidalinas for ©ffsctive course
design and leadership behavior be gleaned from the leaders studied
and related literature? The literature of psychological education,
small group 'leadership
,
and women's groups is used to confirm and
expand the variables identified by leaders in the field. A set of
considerations for leaders, based on crucial course factors, leaders'
interventions, and predicted consequences, is outlined.
The study has uncovered many course
,
leadership and outcome
variables to be investigated in future research. Included among
them are: the effect of women's outdoor experiences on stages in
feminist consciousness; the impact of women's outdoor experiences on
women's friendships; the effectiveness of local, grassroots women's
trips/courses as opposed to courses run by large organizations;
and the necessity of match of participants' goals, expectations,
and values with those of the leader and the course
.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Oricrins of the Study
Structured outdoor experiences for adult women’s psychological
gain are a recent phenomenon. Within the last five years, courses
with titles like "Women in the Wilderness," "Women in the Woods,"
"Women’s Outdoor Workshop," and "Womenstrength" have come into exis-
tence. In 1974, there were four such courses.^ Today there are over
one hundred.^
A combination of forces has contributed to the emergence of out-
door adventure courses designed specifically for women. New atti-
tudes from the women’s movement have promoted interest in women
achieving increased physical competence, in working in all-women’s
groups, and in entering areas of recreation previously dominated by
men. A growing interest in the ecology and in wilderness pursuits
has pervaded America in the last decade. At the same time, the human
potential m.ovement of the ’60’s has fostered continued interest in
educational and growth experiences for "normal" adults.
^Personal conversation with Anne Ketchin at Asilomar Conference
Center November 1977.
^The Spring 1977 Quarterly "Women in the Wilderness" listed some
twenty organizations designing and offering trips especially for
women. Their calendar section included some thirty courses for^
March, April and May. And they are one of four networking organi-
zations on the west coast alone
.
1
2The sudden emergence and rapid growth of these courses has pro-
ceeded virtually undocumented. Only two studies have been published
on the effects of structured wilderness courses on women. (Strutt,
1969; Koepche, 1973.) No descriptions of the variety of courses,
their leaders, or their participants, have been published. There has
been no qualitative survey or analysis made of their form and content
This study is the first review of the "state of the art" of the
range of outdoor adventure or wilderness experiences that are struc-
tured for participating women's psychological gain. It grew out of
the researcher’s professional needs as a leader for some systematic
basis on which to responsibly select course goals, activities, and
leadership behavior. Quickly discovering there was no body of
research to use as the basis for such decisions, the experience of
other leaders was sought
.
From reviewing existing research on psychologically-aimed out-
doors courses, it appeared that attempting to study effectiveness of
various course designs and leadership styles was premature. Goals
were insufficiently clear for success to be measured (Shore, 1977).
Critical variables in the process of psychological gain through
wilderness experience had not been identified (Shore, 1977; Smith,
1974). Therefore, an exploratory study vias needed to identify pro-
ductive questions for experimental research.
An initial letter of inquiry found that other practitioners
shared the need for explicit information on women's outdoor programs
and that organizational sponsors wanted to know if there was any
consistent "women's approach" to wilderness experiences. A
3descriptive survey of programs, highlighting leaders' goals and
assumptions, was undertaken.
Section I: Purpose of the Study
The purpose of the study is a practical one: to contribute to
an understanding of how to design and lead outdoor/wilderness
experiences aimed at psychological gain for adult women. The study
raises questions and attempts to answer them through a field study of
selected leaders, informed by an investigation of literature of
several related fields. The specific purpose is to address the
following questions:
Foundations: What directions has research taken, and what directions
should it take, to provide an understanding of the form,
content, and effectiveness of psychologically-aimed
outdoors experiences for adult women?
Description: What is the range of form and content in courses
currently offered? Who are the leaders? Who are the
participants? What are the goals? What activities are
included? How are the courses structured? What are
leaders' assumptions? What results do leaders perceive
in participants?
Analysis: On what basis do leaders of programs make decisions
about appropriate course design and leadership behavior?
What are the commonalities and differences in goals and
assumptions?
4How does literature from related fields enlarge and
inform leaders' notions of the critical variables in
'f
course design and leadership behavior?
Synthesis: Given the process by which practitioners design and
lead courses, and the critical variables identified in
the literature, can a systematic basis for decision-
making be outlined?
Given the research methodologies available, and issues
of importance to practitioners, what questions should
be investigated in future research?
Section 2: Background of the Problem and Significance
of the Area of Investigation
The context and significance of women's outdoor courses is
established in the following series of discussions, demonstrating
that:
a. Women have identified needs for fuller psychological
equality in areas including assertiveness, confidence,
initiative, respect for each other, and positive mental
health
.
b. Psychological education courses can effect participants'
awareness and control of their thoughts, feelings and
actions, and can promote mental health for women.
c. Outdoor adventure courses share the potential of psycho-
logical education for promoting gains through specific
educational interventions; Outward Bound courses have
5effected psychological attributes important to women.
d. Gains in physical functioning promote gains in psychological
well-being.
e. The experience of women becoming competent in the wilds
carries such cultural symbolism as to cause American women
to see themselves differently.
Women's Needs for Psychological Equality . The women ' s movement has
thrust into public consciousness the psychological and social conse-
quences of women's second class status (De Bouvier, 1953; Firestone,
1970; Janeway, 1974).
Some of the psychological consequences of this lower status
have been documented in recent literature. Women have lower expecta-
tions of their own capabilities than do men (Horner, 1979; Maccoby,
1974). They lack positive regard for each other (Janeway, 1975).
They are less likely than men to take the initiative and assert them-
selves (Maccoby, 1974; Haan, 1972). They are more fearful than men
(Maccoby, 1974).
It is now common knowledge that the social consequences of
inequality are reflected in women's higher rates of institutionali-
zation for mental "abnormalities" (Chesler, 1972) and their higher
incidence of mental illness (Sheehy, 1974; Chesler, 1972).
Rather than seeing these psychological differences as "normal
for women" or as personal deficiencies, consciousness raising
groups
develop understanding of them as consequences of women's
oppression
(Walker, 1970; Freeman and Piercy, 1974; Micossi, 1970). However,
naming the origins does not always answer the individual's need for
strengthening desired attitudes, such as confidence or initiative
(Kincaid, 1973; Nygard, 1973).
6
Psychological Education Courses Offer a Medium for Change . Psycho-
logical education is one alternative women increasingly seek to
strengthen psychological functioning, and to complement feminist
therapy and support groups. Courses like life-planning, leadership
development , Education of the Self for Women, and assertiveness
training offer a method for growth in a specific area without casting
women as "patients." Psychological education courses differ from
consciousness raising groups in that they offer particular strategies
women may use towards positive mental health (Alschuler, 1971) and
focus less on social change (Bailey, 1976).
Weinstein (1976) describes the common ground of psychological
education courses: they aim to increase awareness of personal
thoughts, feelings and actions, and teach learning strategies for
personal change in thoughts, feelings and actions. Scattered results
dem.onstrate that such courses do influence scm.e women's attitudes and
behaviors effectively (Tait, 1976 ; V/eiskott and Cleveland, 1977;
Erikson, 1977; Hart, 1974).
Wilderness courses with psychological goals have been cited as
one kind of psychological education. As early as 1968,
Alschuler
cited Outward Bound as an example of psychological education,
with a
specific goal of increased self-reliance. VJhen Katz ana
Kolb (1969)
studied Outward Bound to discern its educational
principles and
7practices, they found the basic goal to be "personal growth." They
defined "personal growth" as the participants' ability to overcome
psychological obstacles in the same way that they had overcome physi-
cal obstacles. This ability was believed to last beyond the duration
of the course.
Wilderness Courses Promote Physical and Mental Health . Typical goals
of non-Outward Bound women's courses, while vague and unresearched,
clearly fall within the realm of "positive mental health:" increased
ability to deal with fear, increased initiative, increased trust of
oneself and others. Early research on women's gains in Outward Bound
courses offers preliminary evidence that wilderness approaches are
effective. Strutt (1966) reported increases in stability, dependa-
bility, liveliness, criticalness, and non-conformity. Koepche (1973)
demonstrated increased match of ideal and real self, and decreases in
both state and trait anxiety.
Coed Outward Bound groups report generally boosted feelings or
self-worth and self-concept (Roberts, et al., 1975; Fletcher, 1970,
Linder and Linder, 1971; Nye , 1975; Weider, 1976; Winkie, 1974).
These non-specific feelings of enhanced self-esteem are also the
informally reported gains of women participants in various outdoor/
wilderness courses, rather than specific learnings of strategies for
personal effectiveness as might be expected from psychological
education. However, such generalized "boosts to the psyche are
strikingly similar to results of various programs that improve
normal
adults' physical abilities.
8Investigators such as Read (1975), Dodery (1969), Fould (1974),
and Greenwood (1976) report correlations between changes in physical
self and feelings of self-worth. Typical are two studies of women:
Samuelson (1969) showed that a seven week physical education course
produced significant positive changes in self-esteem in high school
women. Hanson and Neddies (1974) showed that a jogging program
effected significant positive changes in seven of eight areas of
self-perception in eight sedentary adult women.
Thus far, we have noted the significance of psychological educa-
tion as an appropriate method for developing psychological strengths
that women seek, and that Outward Bound and other wilderness courses
are one promising approach within psychological education. Physical
activity appears to contribute particular power to experiences of
psychological enhancement.
Women's Relationship to the Wilderness Holds Changing Cultural
Significance . Another component of women's outdoor wilderness
courses--the wilderness setting
—
justifies their psychological signi-
ficance from a wholly different viewpoint . Scholars in American
studies contend that American women spending time in wild terrain
without the protection and assistance of men is in itself a culturally
symbolic occurrance carrying psychological weight (Nash, 1963;
Gherman, 1975; Diamond and Edwards, 1968).
Investigations into the meanings given to wilderness show that
conscious and subconscious associations have changed greatly over
time. Nash points out that in Puritan colonist times, the wilderness
9was an evil, godless territory where savages ran naked and chaos
reigned. Women who were evil (adulteresses) were sent there. In the
devil's reign, they became powerful witches.
Later the transcendental view romanticized those who could
survive in wilderness, seeing it as a test of character and purity
for men. Women, however, were still assumed to be the antithesis of
wilderness. Edwards and Diamond (1968) analyzed American literature
for women's place in the frontier myth. They concluded that women
were seen as the bearers of order, morals, constraints, and civili-
zation: "The basic assumption is that femininity and wilderness are
implacably opposed" (p. 53).
More recently, the role assigned the American wilderness has
been the vestigial frontier, where counterculture groups take a
stance in opposition to, or redefinition of, the social order (Nash,
p. 257). This symbolic use of the wilderness as a place outside of
social constraints, representing the good natural order rather than
the demonic, is reminiscent of Hemingway.
The wilderness, then, has traditionally been a stage on which to
break out of old roles and to redefine choices and social order.
Historical convention has also held women to be neither desirous nor
capable of venturing into the wilderness without men. Combined, these
two traditions impart a cultural and psychological significance to the
phenomenon of women's wilderness courses.
Outdoor/Wilderness Courses for Women are Worth Investigating. In
summary, the significance of the recent innovation of
psychologically-
10
aiined adventure courses for adult women is based in the areas of need
women have identified for fuller psychological equality (assertive-
ness, confidence, initiative, respect for other women, positive mental
health). Besides the evidence from preliminary studies indicating
women’s Outward Bound courses do effect relevant areas, there is
evidence from psychological education that fuller awareness and
control of one's thoughts, feelings and actions can be gained through
specific educational interventions. In addition, there is evidence
that gains in physical functioning promote gains in psychological
well-being. And further, there are arguments from American studies
that contend that the experience of women becoming competent in the
wilds carries such cultural symbolism that it causes women to see
themselves differently. In combination, the promises of psychological
change offered by these vantage points suggest a potential of out-
doors courses that is worthy of investigation.
Section 3: Evolution of the Study:
Steps that Defined the Design
The first visible wilderness courses for adult women were begun
by Outward Bound in 1973. Simultaneously, but invisibly, outdoor
courses for women were begun across the country in various organiza-
tions such as YWCA's, women's centers, continuing education programs,
and environmental education centers (see Table 1 for course descrip-
tions). The initiative for these courses consistently came from an
individual who, herself, had found particular meaning in outdoor
experience
.
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The author was one of these individuals. In 1973 she was hired
by Hampshire College to lead courses and trips for college women.
Students were to use an experience in the wilderness as a means of
developing self-knowledge. (Self-knowledge was defined as increased
ability to name one's thoughts, feelings, and actions.)
The investigator had learned a great deal from the Outward Bound
model, but felt strongly there must be other ways to structure and
lead outdoor experiences
.
Outward Bound had been developed to strengthen British seamen's
will to endure the stress of war. The author's students were young
women struggling with the lack of structure of an experimenting college.
Leaders at Outward Bound were typically silent, action-oriented,
highly competent outdoorspeople (Borstleman, 1969; Hendy, 1975).
The author's leadership style emphasized sharing responsibility,
facilitating self-awareness, and a strong feminist consciousness.
To structure outdoors courses that were appropriate to the
college women at Hampshire, and to her own leadership style, the
researcher turned to the literature for guidance.
The available literature, hovrever, was very limited. There was
little written about psychological gain through wilderness courses
other than the Outvrard Bound literature (Shore, 1977). Within the
Outward Bound research, there were only four studies that even
separated the results for women from those for men (Strutt, 1969;
Koepche, 1973; Linder & Linder, 1971; and Borstleman, 1969).
The available literature did, however, point out three facts.
First, the instrum.snts for measuring psychological gain of
participants were inadequate and unreliable (V/ylie, 1961). As a
result, even the literature on Outward Bound was of limited use.
Second, there was no substantive analysis of the effects of
various course components. Neither course goals and activities, nor
leaders assumptions and behavior, were documented or analyzed compre-
hensively (Shore, 1977). Considerations in planning courses for the
needs of particular participants were undefined.
Third, there was no documentation of courses and programs aimed
at adult women. Despite rumors that such courses existed, an ERIC
search yielded nothing.
The conclusion was that the existing literature could not pro-
vide the author with the guidelines needed to structure her courses
at Hampshire. What criteria could be used to tailer an individual's
course goals and leadership style to accommodate particular students?
Step One: Establishment of Need for and Feasibility of a Descriptive
Study . The investigator's first step was to identify other prac-
titioners organizing and leading psychologically-aimed courses for
adult women. Some 185 letters of inquiry yielded information on
twenty such programs across the US. All were outside of Outward
Bound and involved some kind of outdoors experience (see Design of
Field Study for full description from preliminary inquiry). (See
Appendix A for letter of inquiry. See Appendix E for full information
on respondents. See Appendix C for preliminary protocol.) The
participants were from markedly different economic, social, and
political backgrounds. The course goals, while mentioning some
Table
1.
SAMPLE
COURSE
DESCRIPTIONS
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affective change, were vague and broad-ranging. The organizational
sponsors included YWCA's, women's collectives, and universities. The
geography ranged from California mountains to a Massachusetts ropes
course
.
All responding leaders, both men and women, requested information
on other programs. Many expressed shock and delight on hearing that
any other similar courses existed. Numerous handwritten responses
suggested that leaders were eager to share their experiences.
Leaders needed explicit information on existing courses. Com-
bined with the lack of research in existing literature, the conditions
called for a descriptive study. Carpenter comments (1954) that the
purpose of preliminary, descriptive research
...is to establish a clear description of materials
and phenomena under investigation .... Intensive and
prolonged observation of the complex phenomena seems
essential for building the necessary order for later
research, (p. 215)
Judging from the response to the initial inquiry, a field study
was within reason. It could provide the "intensive and prolonged
observation". In addition, it could begin to connect the existing
leaders and programs who seemed to be working in isolation rrom
each other.
About a dozen responses to the initial inquiry were from organi-
zations that sponsored outdoor/wilderness courses for adult women.
Some respondents had already begun courses, while others were planning
to initiate them.
Several sponsors saw the courses as simple extensions of
their
existing program. They did not mention revising course
goals or
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design, but wanted to know how to reach the women's market.
In two cases sponsors commented that all their programs wsre
open to women, and aimed at all participants' development. Surely,
they contended, their courses were already "women's courses."
In several other cases, there were questions about modifying
course offerings to suit adult women. Clearly, there was a need for
information on what constitutes a "women's course." The practical
answer was to determine through the field study if there were any
consistencies in programs aimed at adult women.
Thus, an informal assessment suggested specific needs of prac-
titioners and course organizers that were compatible with the author's
need for a systematic basis for making decisions about goals, course
design, and leadership style. Specific questions for the study to
address could now be defined.
Step Two; Review the "State of the Art" . The field study was de-
signed to investigate a sample of the programs that exist. Descrip-
tions of each course include goals, assumptions, course design,
participants, leadership behavior, and results as perceived by the
leader.
The descriptive data was collected in interviews with each
program's leader and from the author's participant observation in 10
courses between June, 1965 and January, 1978. (Procedures for
selection of programs, methodological considerations, data collection
and data analysis are detailed in Chapter Three of this study.)
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S_tep Three:
—
Analysis of Data . From the descriptive material, an
analysis of the consistency and variations among the program was
sought. This required developing a common formulation for viewing and
categorizing data on each program. A leader's background and assump-
tions, both recognized and unrecognized, emerged from the fieldwork
as paramount to understanding the basis for her goals, course designs,
and leadership behavior. Leaders' assumptions became the major
focus of the analysis.
Presentation of the data was achieved by applying the formulation
for viewing programs to information collected in each course. Simi-
larities and differences among goals and assumptions were discussed
and charted.
Step Four; Research Review in Related Fields . Describing the range
of commonalities and variations in the assumptions behind the ten
programs studied did not establish a systematic basis for designing
and leading courses. Therefore the literature of related fields was
lised to inform the findings from the field. Findings from psycho-
logical education, small group dynamics, women's studies, leadership,
and sex differences research were considered: the purpose was to
identify the critical variables likely to affect what participants
learn in outdoor adventure courses
.
Step Five: Synthesis . Combining these variables with observations
from the field was still insufficient to establish coherent guidelines
for all the decisions faced by a leader planning and running a course.
However, the combination raises crucial questions for practitioners
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to consider in selecting appropriate goals, course design and leader-
ship style for a given group.
Finally, recommendations for research were developed. Workably
important directions for research were formulated. Specific,
answerable questions were raised, and a comprehensive study outlined.
Section 4: Significance of This Study
Like any descriptive study, this review of the "state of the
art" lays groundwork for experimental research. It establishes the
parameters of the kinds of research questions that can be answered,
by reviewing previous research and available methodologies . It
clarifies the range of goals attempted, so effectiveness studies
can be designed. It identifies specific critical variables, so
comparative studies can be conducted. And it assesses the needs of
practitioners, so researchers can focus on needed and usable questions.
This study is also of significance to practitioners. As evi-
denced by response to the initial inquiry, course leaders are working
in isolation. They are unaware of the existence and definition of
other courses and their leaders. They seek explicit information on
all aspects of other programs, and want to know if there are consis-
tencies in courses within the field.
Conducting the field study, the investigator discovered that she
was not alone in the need for some systematic basis for decisions
about course design and leadership behavior. Other leaders, when
probed about the assumptions behind a particular decision, began to
realize the extent to which they relied on their own nari'ow
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experience. Leaders expressed appreciation for the opportunity to
'^l^t'ify their own basis for decisionmaking. They expressed astonish-
ment in discovering that they did, in fact, operate from unstated as
well as stated assumptions. They requested feedback on how their
goals and practices compared to those of other leaders. And they
wondered what difference their behavior made.
This study offers a perspective from related literature, as well
as from existing practice, on the critical variables in designing and
leading outdoors courses for participants' psychological gain.
Leaders can use this perspective for modifying their courses to fit
both their unique leadership styles and the participants' individual
needs. And they can compare their approach to approaches of their
colleagues
.
Section 5: Organization of the Study
The following chapters describe the "state of the art" of wilder-
ness and outdoor experiences that have been designed specifically
for women's psychological education.
In Chapter One, the study is introduced. The origins of the
investigation are named; the purpose of the study is presented, the
context and significance of the problem area are discussed; the evo-
lution of the design is explained; the significance of the study is
offered, and the organization of the study detailed.
Chapter Two examines the directions that research on psycho-
logically-oriented adventure courses have taken. Previous
directions
critiqued, and productive directions for the ruture
suggested.
are
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In Chapter Three, the methodology and design for the field study
are explained. Limitations and assumptions of the design are con-
sidered. In the second section, a categorizing framework for viewing
programs is presented. Definitions of categories are offered, and
use of the framework is illustrated.
In Chapter Four, the data from the field study is presented.
Programs are considered individually, using the categories developed
in Chapter Three. In the second section, consistencies and variations
among programs' goals and assumptions are described.
In Chapter Five, findings from related literature on crucial
variables in course design and leadership are presented. A perspective
is drawn from the literature of small groups, psychological education,
sex differences, women's studies and leadership. This perspective is
used to inform existing practices observed in the field study, and
both support and enlarge upon the variables identified by leaders.
In Chapter Six, the study is summarized. Conclusions about "the
state of the art" are drawn. Recommendations for research are
offered
.
CHAPTER TWO
RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
What direction has research taken to develop an understanding of
the form, content and effectiveness of psychologically-oriented
courses for adult women? The first section of this chapter examines
the two existing studies and shows how each exemplifies the direction
towards outcome research and the associated problems.
In the second section of the chapter, investigations of form and
content or outdoor experiences are considered.
In section three, new research directions are suggested, based
on the inadequacies of past approaches.
Section I
It is a bit misleading to speak of the literature of psycholo-
gically-oriented outdoors courses for adult women. "The literature"
is presently comprised of two studies: one of 86 young English
factory women who attended an Outward Bound course in 1966 (Strutt),
and one of five housewives and career v;omen who took a course in back-
packing in Washington in 1975 (Navicky).^
A major study is now in process that examines the impact of Out-
ward Bound women's course. Ann Ketchin's preliminary results indi-
cate 234 participants in the 10 day experiences from 1974 to 1977 saw
vfide -ranging effects related to self-definition as women. The context
she uses is our cultural period of rapidly changing gender-role defi-
nitions .
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These two studies are a part of the literature of psychologically-
oriented wilderness /adventure courses, and must be viewed in this
context. This literature is dominated by studies of the impact of
Outward Bound courses on individuals. Impact is demonstrated by
changes in scores on psychological tests: self-concept measures,
adjective check-lists, and tests of internal-external locus of control
are typical. Statistics on pre- and post-test scores are frequently
reported in conjunction with questionnaire and interview responses
from participants, parents, teachers and employers about attitude
changes. The concern has been for proof of the effectiveness of the
OB experience in promoting personal change, not answering questions
about form or content for the course
.
Researchers have defined "effectiveness" as an improved sense of
self. Gains in self-confidence, initiative, tolerance, moral
development, perseverance, stability have been found. Improved sense
of self is also evidenced in behavioral changes . Juvenile offenders
stay out of jail; absenteeism is reduced among high school students;
English shop workers choose more strenuous vacations.
Teenagers attending Outward Bound standard courses are the
largest category of participants and research subjects. High school
students and their teachers, juvenile delinquents and college
students are the second largest category. Smaller numbers of drug
addicts, mental patients, businessmen, and novf , adult women, are
represented
.
The tv;o existing studies of adult women's courses can be used
•^o illustrate research direction and the problems associated with
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these directions. Strutt's study, "The Influence of Outward Bound
Courses on the Personality of Girls" (1966) was the first study to
psychologically appraise an Outward Bound course. Ten years later,
Navicky published her research on "The Effects of Basic Backpacking
Course Upon Self Reliance and Mutual Trust in an All Women's Group".
is the first study focused on American women between the ages of
20 and 60 who are not teachers or mental patients. In addition, it
is the first report on an outdoors course for women apart from Out-
ward Bound
.
^
Strutt's Study Exemplifies Two Research Problems . Strutt (1966)
studied British factory women who attended an OB course. Course
participants answered Cattell's personality factor questionnaire
before and after the course. She found significant changes, that
remained stable over 6 months. Compared to a control group, parti-
cipants scored more stable, dependable, lively, critical, less
sensitive and conventional. Sponsors reported observing differences
in the participants. Questionnaire responses showed no clear beha-
vioral changes (such as getting promoted at work or using vacation
time differently).
This early study illustrates two problems of research metho-
dology. First, researchers depend on tests of standardized measure
to evaluate inner changes, despite the proven unreliability of these
measures (Wylie, 1961). The unreliability extends to the frequently
used Tennessee Self Concept Scale andRotter's test of Internal and
External Control, as well as Cattell's and Gough's adjective scales
of personality (Windle, 1976),.
2
Hereafter referred to as OB.
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Secondly, researchers assumed clear correlations between atti-
tudinal and behavioral change. Much of OB research assumes that
participants’ changed attitudes will be observable in their changed
behavior
.
feyicky's Study Exemplifies Research Directions
. Navicky studied
five women, housewives and professionals, who took her basic back-
packing course. The course consisted of ten sessions--evening classes,
a cookout
,
a day hike, and an overnight. Participants answered an
adjective checklist before and after completing the course. It
included attitudes towards "backpacking" and "getting dirty." The
checklist scales estimated self-reliance and mutual trust.
The sample size of five makes interpretations or generalizations
of her results impossible. However, her work is important for
several reasons. First, it is the first attempt to evaluate psycho-
logical gains from a course that focuses on skills and exists cut-
side of OB. Second, she identifies self-reliance and mutual trust
as the goals for an all-women's course. Third, she allows that
"success" or "effectiveness" in the course might mean different gains
for different individuals . Increased self-reliance might be impor-
tant for women low on that trait . Increased trust in others
,
with an
accompanying decrease in self-reliance, might be important for other
participants
.
The study also illustrates six research problems typical in the
literature. In the ten years separating Navicky 's study from Strutt's,
researchers adhered to pre- and post-testing. Scores on tests have
been typically combined with "soft” data collected through interviews,
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and questionnaires designed by course organizers (Bumpus and Hanson,
1973; Stuckey, 1974; Foster et al
,
n.d.; Heaps, et al, 1974; and
Vanderwitt, Locke, 1973).^ Statistical results frequently differ from
conclusions drawn from the "soft” data. Reports frequently suggest
that test instruments are faulty, and request that readers draw their
own conclusions from testimonials and self-reports.
Second, researchers have adapted and invented instruments to
measure their specific interests. For example, Navicky's semantic
s^stit ial includes an item asking "How you feel about backpacking
without men." The problem with using original instruments and adap-
tations is that it raises serious doubt about the reliability and
comparability of such tests.
A third research approach exemplified by Navicky's study
si that it is designed and conducted without traditional standards
for psychological research. Navicky illustrates the extreme by
using a sample of five with no control group.
A fourth direction is that researchers have continued to use
certain tests in spite of their inconsistent results. Navicky's
use of Rotter's locus of control test is typically ambiguous. She
admits that her results were not significant; but she interprets
certain comments students made after the course to suggest a move in
the direction of inner control. Of three studies using an I-E locus
3 ...
These studies are merely the ones with adult participants com-
bining some standardized measure and questionnaire-interview. Some
15 more teenage participants use the same general combination. See
Appendix D, charts of previous research. Tables 13-16.
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of control test one reports significant change and two report none
(Borstleman, 1969; Fersh and Smith, 1971; Bumpus and Hanson, 1973).
The use of the Tennessee Self Concept Scale is another such case.
Some researchers find significant change on two or three scales, and
some find significant change overall (Heaps, Thorsten and Clark,
1974; Nye, 1975; Winkie, 1974; Fersch and Smith, 1971). Rather than
moving on to develop or modify tests or methodologies that could
give clear trends, the same tests have been repeated with the same
unclear results.
Only recently have researchers begun to question whether courses
lead to different gains for men and women. Koepche's study in 1973
was the first to question whether the variables of change considered
(reduced state-trait anxiety and a move towards ideal self) were true
4for both sexes
.
Navicky’s attempt to demonstrate that gains in mutual trust
stem from participation in an all-women's group illustrates a new
research direction considering gender. In the few years that gender
has been considered, the results have been mixed and inconclusive.
Three studies find gains to be significantly greater for females
(Winkie, 1974; Vanderwilt and Locke, 1973; Foster et al, 1971). Two
studies found sex to be a variable only in combination with other
factors of economiic status, self-esteem and scholarship (M.L. Smith,
1976) or with course attended (Stuckey, 1974). Four studies report
*^Koepche found the starting points were different but the amount
of gain was not.
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no significant differences (Linder and Linder, 1971; Nye
,
1975;
Fletcher, 1970; Koepche, 1973).
Finally, Navicky’s study concerns "normal" adult women. Research
between Strutt’s study and her investigation only included adult
women as members of some other subcategory: groups of teachers,
mental patients, drug addicts, rock climbers and college students.
Some of the reported results for adults are impressive. Gains ob-
served in teachers, for example, include increased self-confidence
and empathy for students (Hawkes, et al, 1969). Sixty percent of a
group of mental patients were subsequently released (Jerstad and
Selzer, 1973). College women's changes as measured by the POI were
dramatic enough to bring one co-ed group's scores to a level of sig-
nificance (Vanderwitt and Locke, 1973). Brigham Young students
showed overall positive change in self-measures by the Tennessee
Self-concept Scale, and these changes were maintained over one year
later
.
It is difficult to generalize from these studies to a broad
spectrum of adult women. Ketchin's preliminary results (1978), with
224 participants, suggest that the OB course is significant to
"normal" American wom.en: especially to suburban, middle class
mothers in their late 20 's to 60 's. This sixth direction, consider-
ing gains for "normal" adult women, suggests additional research is
forthcoming
.
In summary, there are only two studies which have researched
the
effectiveness of outdoor courses for women. Together they
represent
seven of the field's research problems in outcome research.
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1. Use of standardized test to measure attitude and self con-
cept change, despite tests’ inability to measure inner
states
.
2. .Assuming correlation between attitude and behavioral change.
3. Combining "hard" and "soft" data.
4. Ignoring some traditional standards of psychological
research
.
5. Continuing to use certain tests without consistent results,
or construct reliability.
6. Ignoring, until recently, gender as a variable.
7
. Normal adult women investigated as members of some other
subgroup, not as population in itself (until recently).
Currently, problems in research methodology mask the effective-
ness (or ineffectiveness) of outdoor courses promoting women’s
psychological gain.
Section 2: Research on Form and Content of
Outdoors Courses
Though none have specifically investigated women’s courses, a
few research efforts have been directed towards the form of outdoors
courses for psychological gain. Very few of the course structures
have been identified or studied. The variables that have been con-
sidered include: mix of participants, course activities, duration,
and leaders
.
A few studies have recently speculated that the mix of partici-
pants, especially single sex vs. coed, is a possible influence
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(Navicky, 1975; Linder and Linder, 1971). Both studies hypothesize
that women take on more task-orientation in all women's group than in
coed or all male groups. Linder and Linder's speculation arises
from comparing the gains in initiative in an all women's patrol, to
the gains in nurturance in an all men's patrol. Navicky 's is a
personal observation. Kelly and Baer (1971) examined the role of
course activities. They compared juvenile delinquents' gains from
physically strenuous OB courses to gains made from more reflective,
interpersonally-focused courses. On the basis of recidivism rates,
the physically -oriented courses were significantly more successful.
In contrast, Roberts, White and Parker (1975) investigated
differences between courses focusing on physical skills and those
focusing on personal discussion and the arts. There were no signifi-
cant differences in promotion, leadership, or use of leisure time for
English shopworkers . All were found to give trainees "a boost to the
psyche." There are no studies of the effects on women of courses with
varying activities.
Course duration may be a significant variable. The sem.ester
long OB courses for high school students in consistent positive gains
in relationships amongst students and between students and teachers
(Weider, 1976; Forander, 1974; Snooks and Long, 1976). In contrast,
standard OB courses have markedly mixed results on increased tolerance
for others. Two studies show positive change (Fletcher, 1970;
Smith, M.L. 1975). Three studies show no difference (Linder and
Linder, 1971; Smith, M.A.W., 1971; Schroder and Lee, 1967), and two
studies show decreases in tolerance (Smith, M.L., 1976; Dean, Hart
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and Montis, 1974). There are no studies comparing gains of women in
an ongoing outdoor adventure group to women in a single intensive
course
.
Two studies considered the effect of the attitudes and emphasis
of particular leaders on the results (Linder and Linder, 1961;
Jickling, 1977). However, the leaders' impact was not the major
investigation of the "study." It emerged only in attempting to
interpret the findings.
At present, speculation, rather than studies of leaders' impact,
IS typical of the literature on course variables. The only exception
is Kelly and Baer's clear demonstration of the differences between
physically rigorous and more reflective courses on youth recidivism.
The impact of course structure, leadership, duration and mix of
participants is at an undeveloped stage of speculation, having been
superceded by outcome research.
Psychological Processes Proposed as Basis of Personal Growth . Four
previous studies have developed propositions regarding how and why OB
experience effects participants. Rhoades (1973) adapted Kurt Lewin's
model of personal change. He conceptualized OB as a three step
process of unfreezing, change, and refreezing new attitudes and ways
of thinking. McKean (1964) compared OB with three models from
anthropology: as initiation rite, as revitalization movement, and
as play. He concluded that a form of adult play was the most convin-
cing model. Pv-oberts , et al (1975) analyzed OB sociologically, as a
profit-making organization v;ithin the English youth work movements.
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The content of the experience was values inculcation. Pinkson (1976)
sketches a model of adventure for drug addicts. Living in a wild
environment that is still in internal balance is, in itself, a
healing process.
Outside Outward Bound literature, but closely related,
Czikzentmihalyi (1975) examined rock climbing, along with surgery,
composing music, dancing, playing chess, for the intrinsic rewards
such pursuits offer. He suggests that the content of all these
experiences is a variation of the creative process. When the level
of challenge matches the level of participants' ability, such pur-
suits offer the possibility of a state of deep concentration,
timelessness, control and freedom.
Research has not identified one psychological process at work
in outdoors experiences. Adaptations from models of group process,
anthropology, sociology and the creative process raise interesting
hypotheses and models for further study. None of the research has
focused on outdoor courses designed specifically for women.
Section 3: New Research Directions
One can now see the general directions that the literature has
taken over ten years. One can see, as well, that the research
techniques used have made the results inconclusive and questionable.
Yet the outcome research trend continues. Studies use statis-
tical tests to measure individual change despite indication that
tests are not capable of measuring inner states. These attitude
tests do not match closely with individual course goals. In addition.
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the courses being studied do not lend themselves to rigidly matched
control groups, observation schedules, or representative samples.
The studies are not derived from questions that practitioners are
asking, but rather the need to prove that participants are indeed
emerging changed" human beings. M.A. Smith, perhaps the most
stringent of the OB psychometricians, illustrates the unproductiveness
of pursuing these directions:
Smith's earlier studies (1975) included designing an instrument
specitically around the goals of Outward Bound (self-esteem, self-
awareness, self-assertion, and acceptance of others). After first
using this instrument in an interrupted time series, coupled with
participant observation, she concluded that: a) OB had positive
impact on self-assertion; b) there was variable evidence for positive
impact on self-esteem; c) there was weak and partial evidence for
positive effect on acceptance of others; d) there was no evidence
of impact on self-awareness.
Later, she expanded her empirical study to include participants'
grade point average, leadership positions, disciplinary involvement,
plans for college, absenteeism, and ratings of school adjustment over
one full year following participation in OB. Results from these
correlations indicated that OB has no effect on self-esteem, self-
awareness, self-assertion or school achievement, and a negative effect
on acceptance of others. She analyzes possible reasons for ques-
tioning these results. However, she offers only a list of possible
explanations for why the first and second studies should be in such
disagreement
,
and suggests that there are no definite conclusions
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about the effects of OB. This, with three years of work, large
funding, and sophisticated psychometric strategies.
Arnold Shore (1977), after completing his massive and thorough
review of all Outward Bound research concluded that:
Despite the inconclusiveness of the attempts to
demonstrate clearly the effects of Outward Bound
. . . .more studies of self-concept are not indi-
cated ... (rather) .. .attention needs to shift to
questions of curriculum and leadership
decisions. (p. 39)
The fact remains that interest and participation in outdoors
experiences for adult women is expanding. The critical question may
not be: "Does it work?" Rather, the first question may be "what
is it?"; asking "What is it you’re trying to do? ... .Towards what?"
could help avoid the muddle of self-concept testing, used when
specific psychological goals remain undeciphered. Because broad
questions are unanswerable through the technology of psychological
testing, it could also prevent repetitious and inconclusive studies.
While asking "What are you trying to do?", one can also ask,
"How are you trying to do it?" "How is it that people achieve the
results you have defined?" These questions open an investigation of
the crucial experiences associated with particular goals. Immediately,
this investigation would offer course leaders access to alternative
frameworks for planning and leading these new experiences . In the
long run, it could offer measurable comparisons of courses that are
natural control groups in the study of particular variables. For
example, courses might be attempting very similar goals with similar
participants and leadership while employing markedly different
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strategies. Another research approach would be to design courses with
dissimilar goals, but using quite similar formats, with very different
kinds of women, etc.
At present, research must focus on collecting descriptive data
from which select questions for study can be derived. In time, it will
be important to evaluate the lasting effects that a particular kind
of psychologically-oriented adventure course promotes in a particular
group of adult women
.
Such investigations can meet immediate needs of leaders for
information about other courses, and for new ways to think about what
it is they are trying to do. This research will lay the groundwork
for eventual comparisons of approaches and lasting effects by sur-
veying the naturalistic experiments going on in the field at present.
Following is a chart summarizing recent research directions,
their inadequacies in terms of understanding women's outdoor exper-
iences in ways useful to leaders making programmatic and leadership
decisions, and recommendations for future studies.
Table 2. Directions and Inadequacies of Previous Research
direct ion /problem.
Dominated by studies
of OB courses
,
though
with ever diversi-
fying populations.
Study of wom.en ' s
experiences in OB
courses underway .
Only one study of a
non -OB women's
inadequacy
Assumption that the
goals of OB are the
goals of all out-
door experiences,
has no basis. No
reason to expect
that OB experience
is most appropriate
structure for adult
recommendations
Studies of other programs
with similar goals/different
structures and similar
structures/ different goals
are needed. At present,
what courses exist for
adult wom.en with either
similar or different goals,
structures, is unknown.
course
.
women.
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direction/problem
Towards effectiveness
measured by existing
tests, adapted
instruments, unless
there is agreement
about what obser-
vable behavior the
course is meant to
promote (a social-
ly agreed upon goal
like j .d . '
s
not
going back to jail)
Towards gathering
subjective, anec-
dotal or interview
data on what parti-
cipants see them-
selves gaining
(one consistent
direction in re-
sults is that
participants do
perceive them-
selves as differ-
ent
,
having
gained a valua-
ble experience)
Establishing begin-
ning directions to
consider leader-
ship as a course
variable, as well as
change or emphasis
of structure, time,
degree of physical
experience within OB
Towards placing
data on participants'
experience in some
model or context
( anthropological
,
sociological) to begi'
to define the content
inadequacy
Existing psychological
tests either don't
measure what program
seeks to promote (e.g.
handling stressful situ-
ations more confidently)
or are incapable even to
accurately discern chan-
ges in internal states.
For normals, no agree-
ment on aim of adult
women's development or
education.
Worthwhile direction to
continue, especially if
know how to interpret
it. Hasn't been done
for adult women out-
side of OB; hasn't been
done for leaders who ob-
serve numbers of par-
ticipants and might have
most available data.
No studies comparing ef-
fects of leaders and
their behavior on women.
No framework for assess-
ing the importance of
leaders' style, behavior
and decisions throughout
the course (inside or
outside OB) (No course
with drastically differ-
ent formats, goals inclu
ded, since literature
grew out of OB)
Starting with the model
rather than the milieu
influences the resear-
chers' perceptions, and
is of use primarily to
others who share that
perspective (outdoors
recommendat ions
Define answerable
questions that are in
line with what prac-
titioners want to know
rather than churning
out statistics for
"proof". A first step
is to locate people
offering women's
courses and ask what
they would like to have
investigated. A second
is to define what ques-
tions are answerable.
Explore richness of
personal feedback from
participants in order
to establish more
appropriate definitions
of "valuable exper-
ience"
Identify what aspects
of course design,
leadership vary be-
tween individuals
(and are thought to
,
be significant) to
make researchable
comparisons
.
Participant observation
allows the entire ges-
talt of the course/
experience to generate
the concepts, rela-
tionships, categories
from which a model
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direct ion/problem inadequacy
leaders often can't
utilize study if they
don't come from that
perspective
)
recommendat ions
can be constructed
(acknowledging the
assumptions brought
by the participant
observer). Leaders
gain from comparing
the experiences of
other leaders in a
form they under-
stand.
CHAPTER THREE
THE FIELD STUDY: METHODOLOGY FOR DATA COLLECTION
AND ANALYSIS STRATEGY
Chapter III explains the methodology and design of the field
study. Procedures for data collection and data analysis are detailed.
A method for viewing programs is developed to categorize and compare
data on programs studied.
Section I presents the purpose of the field study, the rationale
for the methodology of data collection, procedures used in data
collection, and steps in data gathering and data analysis. Metho-
dological problems and limitations of the study are considered.
Section 2 presents the author's formulation of a method of
viewing programs for women's psychological growth. The categorization
system emphasizes leaders' goals and assumptions. A series of dia-
grams are used to" illustrate relationships between background and
contextual factors, goals and assumptions, course factors, and per-
ceived outcomes (Figures 1-4). Discussions of each diagram include
definitions of the components, examination of the influences of
components on each other, and illustrations from one of the leaders
studied (Jean Ketchum).^
^Hereafter referred to as Jean. The leaders studied gave spe-
cific permission for their real names to be used. Reference to leaders
by first name, while unconventional, was decided on for this study, to
impart a degree of familiarity consonant with a practical report to be
utilized by other leaders in the field.
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Section 1: Design and Methodology of the Field Study
Purpose of the Field Study . The field study was designed to answer
three questions:
1 . What is the range of outdoor/adventure programs for women
in terms of participants, goals, course design, leadership
behavior, assumptions, and perceived outcomes?
2. On what basis do leaders of programs make decisions about
appropriate course design and leadership?
3. What are the commonalities and differences in goals and
assumptions?
Choice of a Descriptive Survey using the Case Study Approach . The
first question raised—the range of form and content of women's
programs--suggested a descriptive survey. Fox (1969) outlines the
criteria for such a study:
...in educational research there are two conditions
which, occurring together, suggest and justify the
descriptive survey. First, that there is an absence
of information about a problem of educational sig-
nificance, and second, that the situations which
could generate that Information do exist and are
accessible to the researcher. (p. 424)
The review of the literature of outdoor adventure courses revealed
a severe lack of information on the variety of courses aimed at
adult women’s psychological growth (Chapter II). The significance of
such courses had been established through evidence that psycholo-
gical education, physical activity, wilderness experience and
Outward Bound courses can promote psychological gains sought by
adult women (Chapter I). The responses to the letter of inquiry had
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established that there were a range of types of programs and leaders
available for study. Thus, a descriptive survey was in order.
The various kinds of descriptive surveys
--mass
,
correlational,
case-study, and retrospective (Fox, 1969)—were considered. The case-
study approach was judged the most appropriate after considering mass
and correlational methods. A mass study was inappropriate to the
size of the sample. Further, the twenty programs identified as
meeting the definition of women’s courses for psychological gains
were not necessarily a comprehensive list. So even a mail or tele-
phone questionnaire of all twenty would not guarantee the compre-
hensiveness sought in a mass survey.
Second, a correlational study based on a questionnaire was pre-
mature : the crucial variables of courses to correlate were not
identified. Even those aspects judged to be important (participants,
course design, goals, assumptions, leadership behavior, perceived
outcomes) could not be thoroughly described by practitioners respond-
ing to written or spoken questions. Leaders were not able to arti-
culate specific goals, assumptions, or leadership behaviors.
The case study approach offered a way to collect data on these
aspects through extended observation and interviewing of selected
individuals. It also promised opportunities to discover other
crucial aspects.
Furthermore, to answer the second question--on what basis leaders
make decisions about course design and leadership behavior--the
influences of a leader's personality, previous experience, and present
context had to be deciphered. Fcx comments, that "the basic
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for* "the case study is that there are processes and inter-
actions, such as aspects of personality and social functioning, which
cannot be studied except as they interact and operate within an
individual." (p. 427).
Fox further asserts that the case study approach can have broader
implications
:
Moreover .. .the probability is that if we learn how
these processes interact and operate in some few
individuals, we shall also learn much about the
processes in the abstract, (p. 427)
A survey of ten cases was designed, to give some representation
to the range of courses, with extended investigation of five of the
leaders to uncover the processes involved in course design and
leadership
.
Choice of Interview and Observation Methods . The case study approach
typically uses the unstructured or partially structured interview
(Fox, 1969; Holies and Marshall, 1972). Unstructured interviews
encourage the rapport of intimate conversation to develop, and allow
the discussion to move into unforseen concepts. Selltis (1968)
notes unstructured interviews "are particularly helpful for explora-
tory studies in which so little is known about a subject that
structured questions would be premature, forcing subjects to give
misleading responses" (p. 37).
Combining interview with participant observation is a field
technique developed in anthropology. Becker and Geer (1969) argue
the advantages of utilizing the combination for the social
sciences.
First, they suggest, the meanings of words to the interviewee
can be
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learned more precisely through observing the actions to which they
refer. Secondly, the interviewer can try out using the informant's
words himself, and receive cues as to whether his usage was correct.
Thirdly, observing occurrences the investigator would not have
thought to inquire about, and clarifying their relationship to other
events through continuous interviewing, can lead to the discovery of
new hypotheses. Fourthly, the experience of the events as a parti-
cipant suggests causes and consequences otherwise overlooked.
Becker and Geer argue that these are advantages of participant
observation rather than going into the field as an "uninvolved,
objective observer." Several authors have shown the impossibility
of entering a situation with pure objectivity and remaining wholly
uninvolved (Johada, 1959). Further, the presence of a "pure
observer" is thought to distort the interactions observed (Bogdan,
1972) and promote alienation of the participants towards the inves-
tigator (Johada, 1959; Becker and Greer, 1969).
For this study, participant observation was chosen particularly
for its advantages in allowing the investigator to be accepted and
trusted. For leaders to feel comfortable with questions probing
their unstated goals and hidden assumptions, the investigator had to
quickly establish a relationship of openness and rapport. Other
researchers have noted that outdoors leaders place high value on
full, active participation and are suspicious of non-participating
observers (McKean, 1964; Katz and Kolb, 1968; M.L. Smith, 1975).
Investigator participation, therefore, was mandatory to win leaders
confidence
.
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Methodological Concerns
. The problems of participant observation
are various (Fox, 1969; Becker and Geer, 1969; Johada, 1959). Two
were of particular concern:
1. The assumptions and perspectives of the individual investi-
gator are reflected in what she observes and what questions
she asks, as well as all interpretations she makes.
2. In the dual roles of participant and observer, the demands
of participation often infringe on the investigator being
in the right location, or undistracted by the activity, at
key moments for observation.
In addition, there were limitations particular to this author as
the lone investigator in such a study:
1. Having led similar trips/courses herself, she had some
investment in confirming her own assumptions and biases.
2. There was no second investigator to compare field notes
s
of observations and inferences
.
3. The investigator was known to have visited other leaders.
Combined with her desire to be helpful and build the trust
of the leader under study, at times she fell into the role
of consultant rather than observer.
Some of these concerns were reduced by three practices developed
in the pilot study. One practice was intended to minimize the impact
of the investigator's assumptions on what she observed: she
prefaced
writing her daily field notes by naming the assumptions she
would
be likely to have brought to the day's events. Another
practice was
to note each morning probable moments in the day's
schedule for key
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observations of the leader, and to try to be available to observe
carefully at those times. A third practice was to go ahead and take
a consultant's role, if requested, after the observation period:
the investigator discovered that talking to leaders about other
leaders' goals and assumptions helped with clarification of their
own beliefs.
The limitations of the author as investigator were partially
counteracted by advantages stemming from her background:
1. Being a leader herself invited acceptance as a peer. It
also meant she had previously experienced many of the
activities, which allowed her attention to be more on the
participants' responses to the activities and leader and
less focused on her own reactions. Further, because she
was familiar with the decisions that arise for the leader
at various points of courses, she could sense some of the
key times to observe closely.
2 . She had experience in interviewing using probing questions
for clarifying goals and unstated assumptions.
Steps in Data Collection and Data Analysis .
I. Pilot Study . To field test the observation and interview
plan, the investigator co-led a short women's canoe trip with a
leader who agreed to be studied. This leader shared her
recognized
leadership assumptions and goals for the trip in a preliminary
inter
view (partially structured protocol: see Appendix C).
On the trip,
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the investigator took field notes based on a very general observation
guide. Key observation areas included
— how the leader introduced goals, expectations and group
members
at what points and to whom the leader asked questions, sug-
gested behavior, and posed problems
at what points and to whom the leader gave encouragement
,
support, and validation
— what physical work the leader did
— what skills teaching and other instruction the leader did:
for whom, at what points, and in what manner
participants' imitation of the leader and/or other participants
— participants' interaction patterns, roles, and developing
group norms
— amounts of time and effort given to learning skills, making
group decisions, reflecting on the environment, the group, and
individuals
After the trip, the investigator re-read her notes from the
preliminary interview and identified observed behaviors of the leader
that seemed to be the enactment of her stated goals and assumptions.
She .also inferred some additional assumptions from the leader's
behavior. In a second interview, these inferences were presented to
the leader and confirmed, disconfirmed or clarified.
From the pilot study, the investigator learned that specific
time with the leader under study had to be scheduled before, during,
and after the course for adequate interviewing. Revisions in
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interview and observation guides were made to allow for leaders to
talk first about their own areas of excitement and concern, and for
the investigator to be a less obtrusive participant.
II. Data Collection . Step One: Selection of Appropriate
Leaders . Identification of leaders whose trips and courses specifi-
cally aim at psychological gains for women of eighteen years or
older was done by sending out letters of inquiry. The 185 letters
of inquiry went to a variety of institutions, agencies, and outdoor-
related programs, and included a request for names of other appro-
priate leaders. Letters came back from seventy-six people in
various schools, women's centers, organizations who identify them-
selves using words such as wilderness, outdoor physical education,
environmental awareness. Outward -Bound-type , and recreation. Addi-
tional responses came from individual psychologists, therapists,
feminists, and outdoorspersons (see Appendix A for letter of inquiry
and sample of respondees).
II. Data Collection . Step Two: Selection of Leaders to be
Studied in Depxh . Of the leaders identified as appropriate, plus
further information from telephoning, ten leaders were selected who
appeared to work in programs which differed widely.
A leader was appropriate if she/he
1. mentioned any internal, personal gain for
participants
2. emphasized women's gains or participation
3. was running a course/experience between June
14 and
September 1 of 1976
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4. ran courses open to any healthy adult woman (no pre-
requisite skills)
The guidelines in selecting the leaders and courses to be
visited were
1. The sample should include courses whose participants
and leaders differed as widely as possible in age, sex,
class and educational backgrounds, race, identification
with the women's movement, and previous outdoor
experience
2 . The sample should include courses that varied in form
and sponsoring organizations
.
3. The sample should include courses with differing purposes
as articulated by the leaders.
4. The investigator had to travel by bus from site to site:
geographical proximity should be within the limits of
transportation
.
Arrangements with those leaders selected were made for lengthy,
2
on-site interviews, coupled where possible with field observation.
(See Appendix B for information on sam.ple: background information
on leaders and participants, course descriptions, dates and sites of
field observations
.
)
Two leaders scheduled for trip visits had their trips cancelled.
This left the sample without a male leader and without a leader
connected to the Girl Scouts
.
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Data Collection
. Step Three: Interviews and Observations
.
In most cases, the initial on-site interview was partially structured
and taped (see Appendix C for preliminary protocol). It aimed to
®^acit the leaders' stated goals, assumptions and formats for pro-
moting psychological gain through outdoors experience. In cases
where the author went to the field with leaders who were not eager
to verbalize their beliefs, she worked first as a participant/observer
and used her observations of leader behavior to infer goals and
assumptions. These were confirmed, disconfirmed
,
or clarified in
subsequent conversations with the leader. In cases where the
author was unable to observe the leader in the field, she depended
on asking for many more illustrative incidents to clarify what the
leader meant by each concept.
III. Data Analysis . Step One: Preliminary Categorization of
Data . Prior to gathering data some categories had been named: goals,
course design, leadership behavior, participants, assumptions, and
perceived outcomes. Data from field notes and taped interviews was
first sorted into these categories for each program.
III. Data Analysis . Step Two: Development of a Common Frame-
work for Viewing Leaders and Programs . One of the questions guiding
the fieldwork had been "On what basis do leaders of programs make
decisions about appropriate course design and leadership behavior?"
Notes and transcriptions relevant to this question suggested that
some additional categories of information on leaders should be
reported. Specifically, categories describing background and
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conlrex't'usl influsnces on leaders, and what the leader perceived as
crucial learning experiences, were added. "Assumptions" was broken
into two categories: assumptions about psychological gain, and
assumptions about effective leadership.
The interactions of a leader's goals, assumptions, background
and contextual influences, on her course design and leadership be-
havior were not simple. Further, unrecognized forces were found to
play a role in determining decisions and behavior. To clarify the
interactions of each of these factors on the others, a diagram was
constructed. This diagram was reviewed by three professional
trainers of outdoors leaders and judged to accurately portray the
interactions of leaders' goals, assumptions, course design, behavior,
perceptions of crucial learning experiences and participants' gains
(see Section 2 of this chapter).
III. Data Analysis . Step Three: Presentation of Data . Using
the diagram as a consistent framework to view each program, field
notes and transcriptions were sorted out for each category . Choosing
an example or quote to represent the data for a given subjective
category (e.g., leadership behavior) was guided by the frequency of
reference, and by the investigator's sense of what was consistent
and typical of a given leader and course
.
Two leaders reviewed the data presented to summarize their
programs. Both confirmed that the data presented was an accurate
distillation of their beliefs and practices.
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III. Data Analysis
. Step Four: Comparison of Goals and
Assumptions
. Commonalities in goals of the ten programs were defined.
Differences were examined by comparing the emphasis placed on goals
by different leaders, and by the assumptions from which the goals
were derived. A series of diagrams were drawn to illustrate the
role in psychological gain, as perceived by leaders, assigned to the
following factors
:
1. acquisition of wilderness skills
2 . experience of womanfriends and group membership
3. acquisition of psychological concepts
4. leadership and role modeling
5. experience of wilderness
Limitations of the.Field Study . Methodological and design limitations
of the study can be acknowledged:
1. The ten cases surveyed are neither a random, representative,
or comprehensive sample, in terms of research advocated
sampling strategies.
2. Participant observation depends heavily on the openness and
keenness of the investigator. Unstructured interviewing
depends heavily on the investigator's abilities to establish
rapport, probe significant concepts, and join observations
to informant's statements. With the author as lone obser-
ver and interviewer, the breadth and validity of her
perceptions and the quality of her interviewing was
inevitably uneven, and reflected to some extent her
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personal assumptions and unresolved issues. A second
investigator was not feasible.
As in all exploratory studies, identification of crucial
factors for observations and questioning was not possible
beforehand. While this allows an openness in exploring
what those key variables may be, consistent, in-depth
observations of crucial areas may be sacrificed.
Despite the significance of women's courses resting on
psychological gains for participants
,
the study focuses on
information from leaders. And leaders are demonstrably
inaccurate in their estimation of participants' gains
(Lieberman, et al, 1973). Statements a leader makes about
participants' growth must be interpreted in light of her
assumptions and goals, and not taken as reliable evidence
of lasting outcomes.
Section II: Formulation of a Framework for Viewing Programs
This section establishes the categories by which all the
programs under study will be described. These categories, and their
relationship to each other, are diagrammed in Figure 1.
The overall scheme diagrammed in Figure 1 is presented in two
parts. The categories involved in derivation of goals and assumptions
(the upper half of the diagram) is detailed in Figure 2. The inter-
action of participants with course factors (lower half of diagram) is
detailed in Figure 3.
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Following each of these expanded sections of the diagram, cate-
gories are defined and illustrated by reporting data from one of the
leaders studied, Jean Ketchim (Figures 2a and 3a).
Finally, additional interactions among course and leader
^^titors are discussed and added to the original diagram (Figure 4).
The basis of the emergent categories used for data analysis is
summarized
.
Discussion of Figure 2: Definitions and Illustration
of Categories
Background and Contextual Factors: Definitions.
Leader’s background alludes to her previous experiences with
wilderness trips and leading such trips; her previous experiences
working with women in the outdoors or in other situations; her
previous experiences leading or participating in groups or courses
for psychological growth; her own role models; and her own under-
standings of wilderness /group experiences that lead her to concep-
tualization of personal growth and change.
Organizational context refers to the organization a leader is
currently part of; specifically, the organization she offers the
course through; and organizations she had previously been associated
with which have influenced her assumptions.
Philosophical context is a leader's understanding of the needs or
problems of women in general, and how she envisions full psychological
functioning
.
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FIGURE 1. FRAMEWORK FOR VIEWING PROGRAMS
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Perception of participants is the leader's analysis of the
members of a particular group she leads; of their readiness for next
experiences; of their needs for support, verbalization or adventure;
of the issues raised by their life situations and previous exneriences
with women or wilderness; of what their goals and major learnings
might be
.
Assumptions and Goals: Definitions
Assumptions about process of psychological gain refers to the
kinds of learnings leaders see being promoted by wilderness trips,
the particular activities that trigger these learnings, and elements
of discussion or reflection thought necessary to internalize new
learnings
.
Assumptions about teaching, leading include areas the leader
sees as her responsibility, the kind of model she expects herself to
be, and the kinds of interventions she sees as most appropriate to
promoting psychological growth.
Stated goals are goals named in pre-trip literature, and goals
verbalized by a leader in an initial interview.
Background and Contextual Factors Illustrated by Jean Ketchum . Jean s
background includes years of Girl Scouts; recent participation in an
assertiveness for women group led by a therapist, and various back-
packing trips with men friends, women friends, lovers, and alone.
cherish the countryside and mountains, and has lived forShe grew to
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several years without electricity or water in a trailer high in the
hills. A key experience was introducing a woman friend to back-
packing: despite both being women, her friend deferred all power
to and "laid this heavy trip on me of being just like her ex-
husband, making her feel inadequate, making it entirely HIS trip."
Her role models are Scott and Helen Nearing.
The organizational context Jean works in is the continuing
education division of U.C., Davis. Her course, "Women and the
Wilderness Experience," is aimed at women whom she feels could be
better served by the University (in this case, as a resource to learn
backpacking skills).
Jean's philosophical context is that men have defined wilderness
experience as conquering, overcoming challenges, proving themselves,
and leaving women in their wake. The alternative she sees in a
women ' s approach includes more nurturing of land and each other
,
sharing of leadership, enjoying wilderness, and having fun with
other women. Overall, women having access to wilderness without men
is seen as one part of women learning to make the most of educational
and recreational opportunities. Jean sees this learning occurring
when women assert their wants and needs and overcome their ingrained
tendency to put the needs of others before needs of their own.
Jean’s perception of her participants is that a wide range of
married, single, middle-aged and younger women find great pleasure
and varying rewards in backpacking (especially in the simplicity,
beauty, and renewal of the mountains). This is promoted by giving
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women the skills and confidence to go backpacking on their own terms,
and helping them find women friends to go with.
Jean's Background and Context Influence her Assumptions
. Chiefly
from her background in assertiveness training and her experience with
the woman friend who felt powerless when Jean introduced her to
backpacking, Jean postulates that "psychological planning is as
important as what's in your backpack." She assumes women become
capable of defining and asserting what they want from a backpacking
trip through 1) having the skills to not feel at the mercy of those
who can read the map, or know what equipment to bring, or how to
put up a tent and start a fire
,
and 2 ) having the confidence to state
clearly such things as what kind of hike they would prefer, what kind
of dinner and campsite they would enjoy.
Gaining such skills is assumed to happen by going backpacking with
women and picking up skills and experience without formal instruction.
Gaining such confidence and knowledge of what one enjoys is assumed
to happen through trying out a very relaxing, low-keyed style of
backpacking, interspersed with structured discussions of what you like
about backpacking, what fears and doubts you have about going off
without men, and what you need to feel comfortable and in control
in the mountains. Hearing other women's issues and delights is not
seen as the central source of learning--DOING it is --but it is
believed to help women clarify their own styles or beliefs.
One behavior derived from Jean's perception of participants
is that she takes a large group—twenty women—on the weekend. Her
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assumption is that with that many participants each woman will find
one or two other women they enjoy, can relate to easily, and could go
backpacking with in the future
.
Jean's stated goals are for participants to gain
-assertiveness for backpacking trips and elsewhere
-sufficient backpacking skills to go on trips with men or
women
-confidence to take home
Clearly, these goals are derived from her assumption that changes
in attitudes and skills occur through practice in stating one's needs
and in backpacking skills.
Background and Context Influence Jean's Goals . Figure 3a shows that
background and contextual factors can influence goals directly, as
well as influencing the assumptions from which goals are derived.
In Jean's case, her own experience with assertiveness work helped
her to feel more confident about stating her wants and needs. This
background experience seems to be reflected in the emphasis on
assertiveness as a goal. (One might as easily expect her to teach
some goal-setting strategy if her intent is for women to know what
they want out of backpacking.) Overall, though, Jean's stated goals
seem to come directly from her assumptions about the process of
psychological change for women. Figure 3a shows the relationships
of background and contextual factors, leader's assumptions, and
stated goals for Jean.
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FIGURE 3: DERIVATION OF GOALS AND ASSUMPTIONS FOR JEAN KETCHUM
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Figure 3: Definitions and Illustrations of Categories
Course Factors c Definitions . Pert ic ipen'ts includes course meinbers '
ages and education and economic backgrounds; their previous outdoor
and physical experiences; their current life issues; their attitudes
towards themselves and other women; and their expectations and goals
for the course. (Personality and the ways they make sense of new
experiences are undeniably factors, but outside the data gathered in
this study,
)
Course design includes physical activities, group-building, and
interpersonal activities, the environment selected for the course,
the way food and shelter are procured, the psychological processes or
concepts presented, and use of time and resources.
Leadership behavior includes a leader's verbal disclosure, her
communication of expectations, her expressions of affection and
approval, her conscious and unconscious modeling, her direct skills
instruction, and her verbal and physical interactions with indi-
viduals .
Perceived Outcomes: Definitions . Learning experiences are thoughts
,
feelings, and actions reported as indicative of learning, e.g.,
assigned some meaning, by leader or participants.
Participant outcomes , as perceived by leaders, are new thoughts,
feelings, and behaviors believed to last beyond the duration of the
course. Because these are reported by leaders, they tend to be those
thoughts, feelings, and behaviors somewhat in line with goals set
by
leaders, or ones that participants verbalize clearly.
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Course Factor Categories Illustrated by Jean Ketchum . Jean's
ranged from eighteen to fifty-five years old, from total
novices to women with some hiking experience; they were a mixture of
working and middle class women with high school, college, and a few
graduate student educational backgrounds. There was a nearly even
balance of single, newly divorced, and married women, with many
mothers and two grandmothers. Their expectations seemed to be
primarily recreational, with hopes of learning the know-how of back-
packing. Issues varied: some were concerned about the selfishness
of leaving husbands, families, and worthy causes to go off for their
own pleasure; some were concerned about finding meaningful jobs and
logistics of child care; some were excited about sleeping out for
the first time. Many told of the surprise their children and hus-
bands expressed at the thought of them going to the mountains with
all women . The younger members tended to have more involvement in
the women's movement and exposure to other physical pursuits like
yoga and jogging. Most participants knew at least one other group
member prior to the weekend. The group assumed heterosexuality and
future backpacking with men.
The course design they encountered began with a pre-trip
meeting during which they were taught how to pack a pack and filled
out questionnaires on their previous experience, desires for the
weekend, and fears. They were divided up into food groups of six
or seven members and planned their menus. Carpooling was
arranged.
The weekend overnite involved a three or four mile hilly
hike into
a lake; time for swim.ming, sunning, and relaxing; dinner
and an
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unstructured campfire; sleeping in tents or outside; hiking with the
option of climbing up a peak. Three discussions were introduced at
rest stops: first, "my fears and expectations"; second, "how I ask
for what I want from a trip"; third, "what I most enjoy about back-
packing and time in mountains." The discussions were led by Jean
and two assistants.
Jean's leadership behavior was very unassuming. She helped
women figure out if their packs were loaded most comfortably if
someone asked her to help, or if she happened to notice a loose
strap or obvious imbalance. She showed people the route on the map
and told how to look for trail markers
,
but did not formally teach
map reading or routefinding. At first, she walked along in the
front of the line (after making arrangements for the author to wait
up and show two latecomers the trail). She did not seek out people
to talk to; if others initiated a conversation, she responded briefly
with her own views and experience. During the discussions, she threw
out the general topic and then let the conversation take its own
course. At the lake, she played lifeguard for a while and then swam
across the lake and spent time with a sunbathing couple of group
members. At dinner, she made the rounds from cooking group to
cooking group. At the campfire, she was quiet, allowing a couple of
older women (former girl scout leaders) to move the group into singing
camp songs. Conversations overheard between Jean and participants
seemed mostly to be about previous backpacking experiences, or her
living in the country and planning to build her own house. Overall,
Jean talked relatively little in comparison with many participants.
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and modeled a delight and appreciation of being in the mountains.
She taught things about backpacking primarily when asked directly to
do so.
In discussing the weekend on the ride back to Davis, Jean cited
participant outcomes in terms of general successes. She felt success-
ful because she had overheard women making plans to go on future
trips, some with each other, some with families, and one with her
grandchildren. She noted that no one had been in pain, overly
exerted, or pressured to keep up; that women had found other women
with similar problems and similar appreciation for the retreat and
renewal of time in the mountains. She was less sure of the gains in
assertiveness made by members. She thought that getting home and
telling how they had successfully hiked in, made camp, cooked dinner,
and hiked back out would continue participants' good feelings of
being confident to go off on their own trips. She mentioned that
women were making their own decisions about how to spend time and
energy on the trip, as exemplified in some women choosing the
strenuous hike up the peak, some women staying in the meadow and
talking or being alone, and wome women continuing to saunter back
to the case at their own pace.
Unrecognized Influences on Leader's Perceptions, Actions . In the
diagram presented for Jean (Figure 6a), several important dynamics
between components are overlooked. First, a given group of
participants will modify leader assumptions, and thus modify the
course design and the leader's behavior. An example in Jean's
case
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was that during the hike in to basecamp, one woman got behind and lost
the trail. Jean realized this when she didn't arrive at the lake, and
went back and found her. This occurrence clearly contradicted Jean's
assumption that women hiking together would not set a pace someone
couldn't keep up with; and that in the supportive atmosphere of the
group, that map reading and trail finding would Q^uickly be learned
by all participants. The resulting change in course structure was
that Jean encouraged the author to lead the group in a formal map
and compass instruction session the next morning. The resultant
change in leadership behavior was that on the hike out Jean assigned
one of her assistants to hike at the rear of the group and make sure
no one got left behind.
Thus
,
the diagram must be modified to show that unexpected
occurrences like this one are a learning experience for both leader
and participants and will ,influence and change a leader's assump-
tions (Figure 4).
Secondly, there are times that background and contextual factors
influence leader behavior directly, without conscious formulation
into an assumption. When one participant expressed her strong fear
of rattlesnakes, Jean responded by giving information about snake
habits, and assured her that she, the leader, would keep an eye out.
When questioned, Jean acknowledged that she doubted that anything
other than experience handling rattlesnake country camping would
change the woman's fears, but that she gave information because that
was how men she had hiked with responded when she had expressed fears
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of snakes. This example points out that leaders may revert to
imitative behavior of their own previous leaders rather than referr-
ing consciously to their own assumptions about how fears are reduced.
In a second example, Jean's expectations and behavior influencing
what happened at the campfire seemed to come directly from old Girl
Scout days. Talking later, she acknowledged that, given her goals
for increasing assertiveness and skill level, the time might well
have been used other than for singing and chatting; but her own
experiences of Girl Scout campfires had formed an assumption that had
precluded any examination of campfire time.
Thus
,
the Figure 1 must be expanded to show that background and
contextual factors may lead directly to leadership behavior or course
design (Figure 7). These direct influences are usually recognized.
A second kind of recognized influence is formed when the leader
observes outcomes for participants during each course: these
observations feed back into her assumptions about the sorts of condi-
tions that promote gains for particular kinds of participants. How-
ever, it is noteworthy that because leaders view participant outcomes
through their own assumptions, they are likely to see primarily
outcomes which confirm their beliefs. An example of this with Jean
occurred when she did NOT encourage a fiftyish woman to attempt the
peak climb, despite the woman expressing desire to do so (and also
fearing holding up the group). This woman did not climb, and reported
^The author's observation was that the woman's fear was reduced
by this exchange
,
probably as much through the affect and tone of
confidence Jean presented as through the increased knowledge of
snake habits.
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later that she had a nice afternoon in the meadow. Jean interpreted
this as a confirmation of her leadership; "There's lots of time for
her to climb up things if that's what she wants... she would have been
a lot slower and only had sneakers anyway." Another leader would
have interpreted this scenario as Jean not giving the woman adequate
support and encouragement to take on the very challenge that would
have made her weekend outstanding, based on a differing assumption
that the crux of the experience would have been in accomplishing
something she was unsure she could do. Jean's assumption was that
the crux of the experience is enjoying oneself; therefore, if unsure,
sitting in a meadow is just as good a way to do that as climbing a
peak
.
The complete diagram (Figure 7 ) illustrates the recognized and
unrecognized sources of influence on goals, assumptions, course
design, and leadership behavior. These unconscious influences come
directly from a leader's prior experience, or from absorbing an
organization's norm, or from observing the particular experience of
one participant, or from outcomes she noted in a specific course.
Summary: Basis of Categories Used in Data Analysis
This chart (Figure 7) presents the categories for analysis that
will be used to report findings of the nine remaining programs
.
Though presented as if all these categories emerged directly
from field observations, there was an implicit perspective that shaped
them—the investigator's own assumptions about groups, leaders, and
educational experiences. This investigator's perspective was primarily
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from psychological education. It grew out of her experience teaching
in an affective education project, becoming involved with gestalt
therapy, the women's movement. Outward Bound, Friere's notions of
education, and developmental theory. Specific strong influences were
the following authors and teachers
:
- Al Alschuler (Achievement Motivation research)
- Jerry Weinstein ( Towards Humanistic Education )
- Louis Smith, Pat Keith ( Anatomy of an Innovation )
- Jane Loewinger (Ego Development Research)
- Lieberman, Yalom and Miles ( Encounter Groups: First Facts)
- Jed Williamson (OB course director and teacher)
The research basis supporting the importance of course goals,
design, and leadership behavior is discussed in Chapter V. In brief:
a leader’s goals and assumptions influence
1. Her behavior, which has known effects on participant
outcomes
2. Her expectations, which have known effect on participant
achievement
3. The match or lack of match with participant expectations,
which strongly influence participant learnings.
The impact goals and assumptions have on all other course
components as illustrated in the diagram for viewing programs (Figure
7), and in the case of Jean Ketchum, will be assumed for each of the
nine remaining programs.
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CHAPTER IV
PRESENTATION AND COMPARISON OF TEN PROGRAMS
In Chapter IV, the method of viewing programs developed in the
previous chapter is used to present data from the programs studied.
Programs are then compared for similarities and differences in goals
and assumptions. The chapter is organized into two sections:
Section 1 presents field data for each of nine leaders and their
programs (data for Jean Ketch um was included in Chapter III). The
categories from the method for viewing programd developed previously
provide the organization for the data.
Section 2 compares the goals and assumptions of the ten
leaders. First, overall similarities are presented; second, differen-
ces in emphasis are examined; and third, comparisons are made of the
role in psychological gain assigned to various factors, e.g.,
acquisition of wilderness skills, acquisition of psychological
concepts, role modeling, group support. Comparison of the programs
is concluded by summarizing the goals and assumptions agreed upon
by a majority of the leaders.
Section 1: Presentation of Findings
The author’s formulation of leadership, having been defined and
illustrated in Chapter III, is to be kept in mind in reading the
data for each of the remaining nine leaders.
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For each leader, data will be given for each category of the
diagram; and examples given of leadership behavior, learning exper-
iences, and participant outcomes.
Table 3.
Leader #2: Arney Johnson .
Background and Contextual Factors .
Arney is a fifty-some-year-old director of a YWCA in the South
side of Chicago. She is a long-time Y administrator, who discovered
that "enjoying the out-of-doors is not just something for the white
middle class" through attending retreats for Y staffs held at camps
and resorts. She has put great energy into raising money and building
a shining, modern, well-equipped Y amidst the rubble of an inner city.
Her own environmental concerns were illustrated by her story of the
young trees in the front lawn and their struggle to survive: "We
realized that the children were destroying the little trees because
no one taught them respect for them, and that if we introduced the
mothers to some of the nice things about nature and growing things,
this would be passed on to the children."
Organizational context : The Harris Center YWCA is committed to
the mental and physical health of women, girls, and children of the
community. Women's weekends are one aspect of getting these groups
involved in issues and activities that make their lives healthier.
Philosophical context : Women of the community have very narrow
lives. Just because they may be on welfare, they should still have
choices and dignity and feel that they deserve to do things for them-
selves. Finding out that they can enjoy the company of other women
and enjoy a rustic woods environment ape two small pieces in helping
women to value and care for themselves and deal more effectively with
their issues
.
Perception of participants : Women of the community feel guilty
if not constantly taking care of their children and husbands. This
keeps them from getting as involved as they could in discussions of
relevant issues when at the Y—they are always interrupted by another
demand. It also keeps them from discovering the potential of friend-
ships with other women.
Assumptions and Goals .
Key proce ss of psychological gain : Mental health is ^enhanced
by
discovering new options, treating oneself to some recreational
time.
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and trying out new interests. Such discoveries can be made most
easily in the safety ^of some familiar things along with the new; withtightly structured time schedules; and with women who already know
they like the woods to serve as models
.
Leadership assumptions : Leaders have to provide for preliminary
needs/fears of participants in order to get them, there, get them to
stay there, get them to be open to experience. They gear activities
and discussions to framework of participants, e.g., face-make-up
session leads into concepts of forest /natural beauty; discussion groups
are not on assertiveness or separations but legalities of child
support and economic concerns
,
Stated goals : - women try out and enjoy doing something entirely
for themselves
- have positive experience being with other women
and being in a primitive outdoor setting
- be freed of husbands and children long enough
to get involved in discussion of issues of
common concern
Course Factors .
Participants : They are a mixture of single and married working,
mothering, and professional women aged twenty to fifty. Their expec-
tations include fears of bears, woods, water, lesbianism, and being
away from husbands and children for the first time. The attraction
is the physical, recreational activities.
Course design ; "Women’s Weekends" at rustic camps on Lake
Michigan feature physical activities both strange and familiar (disco
dancing, polar bear dips, volleyball, nature walks, yoga) and rap
groups (money management, child support, nutrition, menopause).
Cost is $40; some subsidy is available if cannot afford all of it.
Resource people are available for the rap groups. There is a tight
schedule with no time to get homesick. Food is cooked for them; no
children or husbands attend.
Perceived outcomes : Women are reported overcoming phobias of
water and thus they stop instilling water fears in their children; they
frequently gain appreciation of the natural environment, e.g., "the
air smells so good up there." One woman discovered "I do not have to
tolerate men I do not like when there is so much fun being with women."
Another woman subsequently took her family to a cabin for vacation.
A grout) of participants organized a workshop on menopause that stemmed
from a discussion group.
Example of unsuccessful outcome : A woman went expecting it to be
a resort like Geneva and was sorely disappointed.
(Learning experiences and example of leadership behavior are
missing due to being unable to observe Arney in the field.)
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Table 4.
Leader #3: Diane Navicky.
Background and Contextual Factors.
A single, 36-year-old social worker, Diane moved to Washington
state from a steel mill town around Chicago. She had seen a picture
of Mount Rainier on a calendar once and pledged to live near it. She
began backpacking some five years ago. She has written her master's
thesis on changes in mutual trust and self reliance through a back-
packing course for women.
Organizational context : Her backpacking course for women was
twice offered through community advertising and once through a commun-
ity college. The first two courses cost $25 plus expenses, the third
cost $90 (for credit).
Philosophical context : High country's vastness, beauty and lack
of control allow women to glimpse those possibilities within them-
selves .. .promotes a flashback to "matriarchal tribunal council" as
opposed to women's current state as "products of slave mentality" and
dependence on men who take them to mountains and make it an intimi-
dating, terrifying experience.
Perception of participants : Women find going hiking without men
fearful and thus do not do it. Some women need to become more self-
reliant, some more group aware.
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : Women are fearful in moun-
tains without men, and generally fearful of success. Small, success-
insured steps of gaining and using new skills allows women new trust
in themselves, which then allows them to trust other women as^well.
For some participants, the change is towards mutual trust (which means
cooperation with others on task accomplishment); for others, the
change is towards depending more on themselves. Risks must be at
very low levels, and if you fail, it must be safe to try again,
you know you can physically care for yourself, then you can feel
like you can care for others, and trust them to care for you.
"Once
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Leadership
^ assuropt ion : Leader must control participants'
> '^sli being; leader is responsible for insuring their successes;
she is not responsible for building group other than modeling suppor-
tiveness and cooperation. Leader is responsible for connecting with
each member so their needs/fears will be responded to, and responsible
for training them well enough so "that no one I taught will ever go
out and die of hypothermia."
Stated goals : - skills to go backpacking comfortably
- confidence in oneself
- trust in other women
Course factors .
Participants : First two courses consisted of housewives, working
women, one mother and daughter ages seventeen to fifty; most were
complete novices. Third course included teachers and masters'
students. Participants' expectations included finding some women to
go hiking with, getting skills to be confident enough to go with
husbands or boyfriends . Some brought marital problems and several had
suicide attempts in their history.
Course design : Eight evening lecture /simulation classes, one
cookout
,
one day hike, one backpacking overnight to nearby mountains.
Example of leadership behavior : One woman was very scared of
crossing a log bridge. Diane noticed this the first time it occurred,
talked with the woman quietly at the next bridge, stayed back and
watched her at the third. On the way back, the woman still was
hesitant and even took off her pack. Diane sent the rest of the group
a little way ahead to wait, and firmly reassured this woman that she
was going to carry her own pack and go on across.
Example of learning experience : Diane saw the above example of
leadership behavior as a learning experience for the woman— she did
cross--and also a learning experience for her as a leader. She felt
resentful of having to do so much coaxing and supporting.
In another case
,
on the day hike , one woman was amazed to
discover the freedom of peeing under bushes.
Perceived outcomes: First course group still meets as support
group and continues the attitude that "you can do it." Women are not
seen as internalizing that belief, but able to re-create it through
the achievement of a summit... the affirmation of self, having done
it without husbands. Women from group go backpacking together.
Minimal success is a vroman completing classes and getting skills
enough to enjoy overnight.
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Table 5.
Leader #4: Sandy Jensen.
Background and Contextual Factors .
Originally from New York state, Sandy always was active in out-
doors pursuits . She moved to Minnesota to work with an Outward Bound
School and enrolled in a masters program in experiential education in
which her emphasis was blending experiences of personal growth and
wilderness. She invented the series of workshops for women at the
suggestion of a friend when she was searching for some employment to
keep her in northern Minnesota.
Organizational context : The Environmental Learning Center in Ely,
Minnesota offers school children, special groups, and adults environ-
mental education experiences and programs on related topics, e.g..
Native American crafts. Women's workshops cost $20-$30 for a weekend.
Philosophical context : Rather than approaching life as an ob-
stacle course or a search for happiness or success, women (and men)
need to get in touch with their needs and interests, and set goals for
themselves in any direction. Life then can become a big, rich
learning experience . Discovering those aspects of outdoors pursuits
and women's groups that participants find most valuable and rewarding
is one part of that process.
Perception of participants : Group members were mostly in their
20 's and 30 's, without previous experience in skills being taught,
about 50% aware of the women's movement and "rediscovering themselves
apart from men." Expectations were often split between those women
coming for skills and women coming to share and discuss their issues
with other women. Most want to "move into part of their life that
is new: want to include the outdoors, want to try something new,
want to be with all women."
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : When women practice stating
their own goals and then take responsibility for making them happen,
they feel fulfilled and satisfied; and become more able to set other
goals. Equally important, when women take opportunities to learn new
things (especially things they imagined would be difficult to learn),
they gain confidence to pursue other interests. Fully functioning is
assumed to be "an individual who is constantly learning, particularly
making personal connections from experiences that incorporate the
physical, emotional and intellectual."
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Readership assumptions : Leader is full participant, therefore
one member of group decisions. She is also a resource person, skillsinstructor, and knows the options of the area. She is responsible for
safety. Sandy always works with a co-leader with different skills sothat both leaders model being learners as well as resources.
Stated goals:
- positive experience of trying new things,
gaining new skills
- positive experience of sharing with other women
- women expressing their goals and working out with
group how to meet them
- learning to function smoothly in group other
than family
Course Factors .
Participants : (see above)
Course design : Women's outdoor workshops are a series of two-
themed weekends (or five day trips). The combinations are winter
camping and assertiveness training, rock climbing and dance, canoeing
and sexuality, canoeing and woman strength. Sandy is the resource
person for the outdoors skill, and she recruits a co-leader with
expertise in the complementary theme. Together they plan the
general sequence of activities, with input from participants once
they assemble.
Example of leadership behavior : Camped the next to last day of
a canoe trip on an island, the group was sunbathing. Talk turned to
the dreaded mile -long portage faced the next morning. Sandy got up
and went for a walk exploring the island and came back quietly
delighted with the examples of glaciation. She suggested a nature
walk for whoever was interested. The whole group got Interested as
she pointed out clues to what had happened to this island at varying
times in its history. Effortlessly, the group energy turned to the
delights of new discoveries of flora and fauna and away from their
negative anticipation.
Examples of learning experience : During practice canoe swamping
and rescue, one team in the rescue boat had great difficulties (due to
wind) getting the swamped boat back over to dump out the water.
Sandy watched patiently and confidently from shore , though it took
them almost forty-five minutes to finally "save" the team in the
capsized boat
.
Perceived outcomes : Generally, Sandy notes new interests and
pleasures of canoeing and gaining new skills. A specific example of
a new interest
:
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On the canoeing and sexuality trip, a woman took the
leader's suggestion to take a mirror back to a private
place and look at her genitals. Afterwards, she shared
with other women feelings doing it. This experience
wasn't "heavy" or an "emotional breakthrough", but
Sandy was impressed that she would never have thought
of doing so, nor of talking about it, under ordinary
circumstances
.
Perceived failure (partial) : On another canoe trip, a woman
signed up to "give up smoking, breast feeding, and seeing my therapist."
Of course, she was a hormonal disaster and her way of dealing with it
was to talk, complain, and bitch non-stop for five days, with almost
no time to get involved in and reflect on the experience of canoeing.
Sandy saw this as need for therapy, not education. Despite the
woman's feelings that she got some good things from the trip, Sandy
thought her negativeness and its effect on the group approached a
failure
.
Table 6.
Leader #5: China Galland
Background and Contextual Factors.
At thirty-two, China is a writer, poet, boatwoman, rafter, parent
of three and formerly was a city manager and English teacher. When
ujajfpied to the former director of the Outward Bound School , she
initiated the first all-women's course and went as a participant.
Later, she and her then-husband formed a short-lived organization
called Peak Experiences, through which she co-led wilderness weekends
and trips for families, adults, and women.
Organizational context: Women in the Wilderness is a collective
of volunteers who put out'"a newsletter listing trips led by women (see
profile of Erica Fiedler). China is a co-editor of the newsletter.
Philosophical context: Masculine principle has raged unmitigated
and we are headed for destruction through total lack of balance.
Women must restore balance through bringing the feminine out m the
world, and also integrate the masculine within ourselves by
exploring
the adventuring, life-risking side we have neglected. To
become woe
is the heroic task: after finding whatever is along the way
on one s
quest, bringing it back to share with community. However,
that may
be the definition of heroic for men, and women may have
to define
what’s heroic for them. Men as well as women stand to
gam. Men are
suffering from the imbalance and stifling of the soft
parts o ei
selves
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Perception of participants : Women are especially affected by
wilderness risk experiences because they are so outside their
experience. Generally, every woman, no matter how advantaged or
disadvantaged, has much to learn from such experiences in furthering
her own quest.
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : Wilderness experiences are
powerful metaphors that often serve as breakthroughs in each person's
personal journey. This can occur when one discovers "sources of new
strength in overcoming fears—not just in slaying those particular
demons, but seeing the whole pattern of how you deal with fear and
DOING something with it." Stress brings a rawness, a "telescopic
lens" to look at ourselves and our patterns. Through working through,
or processing the fear, it can be transformed into energy. Another
kind of breakthrough can be seeing things in the environment that
strike hard because they symbolize your inner state. Still another
breakthrough may be seeing and feeling moments of your own and other
women's heroism.
Leadership assumptions ; Leader is responsible for creating a
series of opportunities and helping people make the most of them
(being available for individual therapeutic work). With options, peo-
ple can pick and choose. She is responsible for matching experiences
to the readiness of participants and to their schemes for understanding.
She is responsible for modeling being a strong woman (confronting chal-
lenges) and for technical competence, safety.
Stated goals: - share powerful experiences with others, usually
women, sometimes families
- discover the heroic within yourself, while en-
acting your own mythical journey
- bring back more positive self image, more confi-
dence and strength
- each woman find the strength to pursue , commit
herself to her own quest
Course Factors .
Course design: A weekend trip like "Wild Women and Good Sports"
includes mix of risk-challenge experiences like the high^rappell or
rock climbing, with fun, groupy or alone reflective periods.
China
uses poetry and drawing exercises to metaphorically portray the
inner experience.
Participants: Most are well-off, highly educated Marin ^County
men and women, ages twenty to forty, who already are
involved in
various physical and growth methods. The expectations are
for powerful,
possibly frightening, physical/psychological experiences.
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Example of leadership behavior : Women crossing a swinging log
were going so slowly that it made the task harder than it needed to
be. China stepped in to take her turn, modeled doing it quickly, and
with lots of confidence; others picked up on her approach and all did
it. (Previously, some were talking about not trying it.)
Perceived outcomes and example of learning experience : Insights
into personal patterns of coping with fear and stress: Frequent break-
throughs like the woman who fell out of a raft, was terrified, made
it back in, and talked about it as a baptism--a sudden coalescing of
the fears she was going through ending her marriage and getting
through to them a new beginning, a rebirth of courage and clarity.
Table 7.
Leader #6
:
Molly Higgins
,
Beth Bennet
,
Barb Eastm.an
.
1
Background and Contextual Factors .
Molly and Barb are long-time climbing partners and both have been
Outward Bound instructors for years. Beth is a climbing friend of
theirs, who just recently began OB instructing. All define themselves
as climbers. All are in their mid-twenties, have been to college, and
pursue other physical activities.
Organizational context : The Women's Wilderness Seminar they led
was run by Outdoor Education Consultants, Minnesota. The OEC runs
trips/adventures (primarily rock and mountain climbing), open to
anyone who can pay. Organizers are former OB instructors. The trip
planner, Constance Hilliard, was injured and unable to lead the course
as planned. $268 plus transportation.
Philosophical context : Climbing serves as metaphor for this
society, where women assume men know more, are stronger and more
capable. Climbing with women forces shared responsibility and psycho-
logical equality, because women do not give over power to men.
Eventually, women can climb with men, when they know their limits and
strengths, and can assert them (that constitutes psychological equality).
Women tend not to take their abilities and potential seriously, espe-
cially as climbers. There are other teachers besides climbing—what-
ever the pathway, following it to great intensity and achieving all you
can with it should be every woman's right.
Perception of participants : Women have rarely had a chance to
experience the trust, respect, and friendship that can occur between
^R0ferred to as MBB or Molly, Barb and Beth hereafter.
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women. It is available through mutually responsible, risky, totally
compelling, physically interdependent experiences that expose the
whole range of emotions and roles.
Women get scared easily and are not proficient at tackling fears
head on. Taking risks that you know you are ready for and choose,
even if you fail, are powerful learning experiences.
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : Intense experiences (seems to
mean high investment of psychological and physical energy, "heavy"
emotionally and interpersonally ) combined with reflection, promote
"knocking the first domino" towards getting rid of entrenched wavs of
thinking. However, overcoming fear is not the crucial element of
gaining confidence and strength. It is more often doing things you
never thought you could; and accepting your abilities and progressing at
your own pace. That happens most dramatically for women in environ-
ment of high support and lack of competition through physical chal-
lenges that women choose for themselves . Also important is a lack
of fear of keeping up or proving oneself to men; and leaders who
demystify apparently frightening things, and are available to help
deal with fears that may arise
.
Leadership assumptions : Leaders are responsible for introducing
options; in this case, sharing what the rewards of climbing and
mountain camping can be so participants can make good choices of how
to use their time. Leaders are responsible for safety, technical
competence. Leaders are not responsible for interpersonal dynamics
beyond building a group that can cooperate on tasks, but Molly and
Barb feel responsible for each member finding someone to feel close
to. Leaders are resources for climbing and everything else they know
about. The three have differing views of their responsibility to
insure successful experience for each member.
Stated goals: - have opportunity to meet women with similar
interests, needs, problems
- get away from tumult of city
- learn new skills
- adventure
•
- be part of a community founded upon meaningful,
shared experiences
- (unstated) everyone get turned on to and involved
in rock climbing
Course Factors .
Participants: The ten women were aged twenty to^forty; two
of working class backgrounds and from the sam.e paint factory;
the rest
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were students, social workers, teachers, housewives. Their expecta-
tions mixed learning backpacking, camping skills; trying climbing;
having dramatic vacation; getting to know women they might have a lot
in common with. Most were fairly new to mountains but had some
physical activities in their lives.
Course design ; Participants met in Wyoming, packed food, camped
at trailhead, and hiked in one long day to basecamp. The three in-
structors, all advanced climbers, introduced the group to climbing and
to options for day-hiking. Thereafter, they acted as resource
people and facilitators of women making daily decisions about what
they want to do, learn, and try. All ate together, usually all were
involved in evening discussions (free flowing). There was one major
move to another climbing area with second basecamp (ten day trip).
Examples of learning experience : The first day of climbing one
of the groups (choice of joining the "hot to trot," "never tried till
now," or "scared shitless" factions) went long and high over a
cascading series of ledges. Roped climbing was introduced when parti-
cipants wanted to continue their route and Beth felt safety called
for it. By the end of their climb, participants were doing the
belaying and even setting up the next belay... all in the spirit of
excitement about moving up the ledges
,
not as a formal or fearful
introduction to climbing.
Perceived outcomes : Leaders thought women perceived themselves
as stronger in every way (changed self image), felt more in control of
their lives, clearer on what they value, and realized they can go
after it. They saw women discovering what women's friendships can be
like and becoming less content with old patterns of relating, and
taking more responsibility for their goals.
Example of unsuccessful outcome : One woman felt alienated from
group; another said she would never climb on snow again because she
got too scared.
Table 8.
Leader #7: Erica Fiedler (and five or six others,
Women in Wilderness Collective).
Background and Contextual Factors .
Erica is an artist, ecologist and aspiring "priestess.
worked with the Ecology Center in San Francisco and from
conversations
there, got the idea for a collective that would offer
women a who.e
range outdoor experiences: nature walks, fishing and
kayaking^
_
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skills, botany, and ceremonies of nature and spirituality
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Erica’s spiritual homes is Findhorn, Scotland. She lives without an
apparent income, trusting money to come if she, indeed, is following
the right pathway.
Organizational context : Women in the Wilderness is an entirely
volunteer organization. The core group of five or six women puts out
a newsletter that announces trips and events led by women, from a
naturalist’s walk through the San Francisco financial district to the
American Women’s Himilayan Expedition, 1978. Monthly programs range
from spiritual gatherings to lecture on running.
Philosophical context : Within each individual is the power to
define reality and power. It can be done in negative or positive
ways. The dominant definitions in our society are negative, oppres-
sive, and destructive. As women, we have special connections with
our creativity, mothering and powers of connectedness, and it is up
to us to use them to save us all.
Perception of participants - Totally different experiences of
connection with earth will be important to different women, but
making those connections is important to everyone.
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychologcial gain : The diversity of our experi-
ences, ideas and opinions, and the process of evolving from them our
collective wisdom is the learning how to be truly collective rather
than individualistic. Conflict and differences are part of that
process and so is attuning ourselves to each other and to larger
forces. Women need to get their strength together as women before
sharing solstices, ceremonies with men; but the process is towards full
interdependence and a return to creative balance.
Leadership assumptions : Various styles are appropriate for
various leaders. . .all are responsible to insure the space/structure
that allows each participant to share their particular offerings...
leading with a man brings up important blocks and power moves to
examine
.
Stated goals: - to support women becoming the leaders of their
own lives
-
participation in the world out-of-doors is a
direct way for us as women to experience our
competence and challenge our sense of adventure
Eventually, Erica would see the group becoming ’’women and other
wild creatures." The underlying goal is to realize the interconnec-
tedness of all things, the preciousness and beauty of all life
and
take on stewardship of the earth. Discovering these connections
may
be through local history (ranchwomen weekend), plants,
ethno-botany
,
gardening, yoga, or outdoors skills/trips.
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Course Factors .
Participants : Most are men and women and children in Bay area;
only women can offer trips and may specify to whom they are open.
The group seems to attract white, upper middle class, well-educated
women at greatest levels of involvement. Male members have suppor-
tive, secondary roles (an auxiliary).
Course design : Offerings are intensely varied. Erica often
leads backpacking trips at a leisurely pace, or work weekends at a
farm up the coast with time for gardening, singing, sharing food,
and various work efforts
.
Example of learning experience : A backpacking trip Erica led
had twenty participants, but emphasized learning how to nest, to
blend, to harmonize within the environment so that it did not
create any invasion.
At a large national conference, the male/analytical/achieving
tone was counteracted by Women in the Wilderness leading a closing
ceremony celebrating the migration of the pregnant whales passing by
...a male musician played "inter-species music" .. .people joined in
dancing and a game of connectedness called "kin."
Example of leadership behavior : At a gathering for "building
a network of women in the wilderness" at a large national conference.
Erica opened with a short story of the energies that began Women in
the Wilderness and then had each person there, men as well as women,
tell what they sought and what they were doing. She closed the
meeting with a circle of joined hands, an "attunement" and fantasy of
carrying on the energy that people gained in seeing and hearing of
their common bonds.
Perceived outcomes: Women finding ways that they can spend time
in wild and not-so-wild places; women getting strong, getting more
confidence in listening to their inner voices; women finding other
women of kindred spirit
.
Table 9.
Leader #S: Pat Griffin.
Background and Contextual Factors .
Pat loved sports all her life, and could not get enough with _
limited options open to young women. She became a physical education
teacher and coach, and then a college swim coach. Formerly
papng^^
attention to the promising athletes, Pat suddenly discovered t
^a i
was as big an accomplishment for a few women on my team to
finish a
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whole practice as it was for others to break all records." She was
introduced to Project Adventure at a workshop for teachers and imme-
diately saw the potential if done in an all women's group. (The old
roles were dominating even group initiative tasks in her workshop
setting.) Pat is now a doctoral student in Humanistic Education,
designing and teaching courses combining the physical and psychological
realms
.
Organizational context : Project Adventure for Women is taupht
through Everywoman's Center's Project Self, a collection of courses
and workshops by and for community and college women. ($30 fee, no
credit
)
Philosophical context : There is a powerful, strong, clear part
in everybody. A community of real support— "hands on, hearts on"...
brings that out. "If you have ten people believing you can cross the
wire, wanting to celebrate that with you, it has GOT to help."
j'For women to take back their power, they have to have experiences of
repeated success, success when they set the level of challenge and
ask for the kind and amount of support they want . Women realizing
that they are alright but that the game needs changing, and stopping
everything and changing the rules... that is the metaphor."
Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : For women to be able to feel
safe enough to try out and succeed in new, scary, or risky challenges,
they must
:
1. be the ones who say yes or no_ to doing it and decide when
2. choose the level of challenge to attem.pt
3. feel total psychic and physical support in their choice and
attempt
4. be celebrated in their achievement.
The level of difficulty of certain challenge has bearing only relative
to the individual's personal best (no comparisons). Succeeding in
things thought difficult or even impossible is a source of new strength
and confidence, and carries over to other areas of endeavor. The
physical psychological are inseparable.
Leadership assumptions: Leader is responsible for setting norms
of support, freedom to fail, and disclosure through modeling
and
carefully selected progression of exercises. Leader^ is responsible
for designing each session but remains open to changing it...^go
wit
the energy." Each woman having some kind of successful
experience is
the leader's responsibility.
‘Stated goals: - women having fun together, taking control
^of
their physical experiences, realizing their power
to set their own challenges, change the rules
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- experiencing the power of "communities "--women's
power unleashed by psychic and physical support of
each other
- overall, women to gain the strength and self-knowledge
to change their physical lifestyle
Course Factors
.
Participants ; From nineteen to sixty in age, mostly twenty to
forty. Some students, lots of mothers, teachers, unemployed, single
parents, lesbians, housewives, therapists, doctoral students, secre-
taries. Most physically inactive since youth, totally lacking in
confidence in their physical abilities.
Course design : Initiative tasks, individual challenges of ropes
course; playing new games and transforming old games in super-supportive
atmosphere of celebrating each woman's accomplishments. Taught twice
with eight weeks of two hour sessions (participants continued for
two more weeks) and once with two and a half day weekend, after which
group organized monthly day outings for more ropes course, cross
country skiing, tobogganing.
Example of leadership behavior : The first game of the course
involves women in a shoulder to shoulder circle, with one woman in the
center spinning around holding a broomstick up vertical, counting,
finally throwing it down and trying to jump over it in her extremely
dizzy state . Pat sees falling down in front of everyone as a perfect
opening of vulnerability to make fools of ourselves in front of each
other, and important that she does so too .. .followed by talking about
it, which she starts off. (The circle keeps people from spinning
out too far and hurting themselves.)
Example of learning experience : One exercise Pat finds "consis-
tently powerful" is each woman taking a turn letting out the deepest,
most powerful yell she can. Not a scream, Pat comments that it is
surprisingly difficult for some women to let their power out in such
a blatant way, but deeply freeing.
Perceived outcomes : A \-Joman from Pat's first course has completely
changed her presence (from timid to confident) and physical activities
lifestyle (from none to regular running, swimming, skiing.) Other
women have found the experience to be the support and catalyst lor
major changes in their lives (separations, beginning therapy are
two examples).
Perceived failure (partial): "A woman in the first group tried
lots of pvritina new things onlv to get my approval . She just trans-
ferred her dependency from her husband to me .
"
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Table 10.
Leader ^9: Womanshare : Diane, Carol, Billie, Sue, Nellie.
Background and Contextual Factors .
Diane, Carol, and Billie met in Montreal, ran a business to-
gether and were in the same women's group. The three of them
—
Carol and Billie were now lovers—traveled up and down the West coast
in search of land to buy—Diane had some money from her father. When
"relationship problems" demanded they stop traveling, they settled on
a mountainside in Grants Pass, Oregon. After deep quarrels about
the land being Diane's or collectively owned, they structured their
family for shared ownership and shared responsibilities. Nellie
joined them from a nearby homesteading effort; Sue joined when she
became Diane's lover. The family sees their class background are
crucial factors (three middle class, one lower middle, and one
working); and describe themselves as lesbian separatists. Their
ages are from twenty-seven to thirty-two; all have college or mas-
ter's degrees. Background information they see as important includes
the ages they became lesbians, where they grew up, and their astro-
logical signs.
Organizational context : Wom3nshare is a collective of five women
making land payments by running retreats for women's political growth.
Wider context is women's culture of northwest, including a women's
land trust, women's businesses, spiritual and political gatherings of
women who identify with creating a separate culture /economic ^system
in which to develop feminist alternatives to patriarchal capitalism.
Philosophical context: To "heal ourselves, heal our sisters,
and heal the earth" women must continually examine how they have
internalized and act from classist, patriarchal, oppressive assump-
tions. Each woman is the authority on what she needs, her^own
feelings, and for directing her own search. However, ^she is account-
able to other women, and they to her, to be open to dialogue about
her lifestyle choices (decisions of where to put time and energy) and
this loving struggle is how women evolve a 'serious alternative to
the patriarchy." The serious alternative requires a new kind of
power, based in spiritual sources and a new vision of relating,
based in non-possessiveness
.
P-rcention of participants: Leaders assume women have
experiences
with all-women's groups, aJ^T"familiarity with the women's
movement
(if not lesbian separatism). However, they welcome women
who have not
yet broken out of traditional roles. They assume
that women s con-
Liousness levels, politically/personally, are due to class
backgrounds,
not to any fault of their own.
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Assumptions and Goals .
Key process of psychological gain : Gathering together to
examine our experiences and draw from them personal/political learn-
ings, is the route to personal/societal restructuring that would allow
health. (Mental health is impossible under patriarchal oppression.)
Leadership assumptions : Leaders are responsible for putting
out their own needs; for providing some structures and suggestions
so all women can share in decisionmaking; for sharing things they
are involved with as resource people (if requested to do so). They
are not responsible for actively helping each participant make the
most of the time, but are responsible for the shape the weekend takes.
Leadership is seen as a function, not a power of charisma or greater
knowledge. It must be demystified and shared. Leaders, though, do
prior planning and check with each other during retreat to talk about
how it is going, about problems in facilitating groups, etc.
Stated goals : - develop our personal/political awareness through
dialogue
- re-create our energy by being with other women
and in the country
- create and participate in all manners of women
sharing their thoughts, caring, healing, beauty
Course Factors .
Participants : Groups vary from 50% to 95% lesbians; of highly
divergent classes, education, ega, and life situations. Some girl
children attend. Not all are separatists. Most are city women; al-
most all identify themselves with women's culture, women's revolution.
Course des ign i Five day retreats . Womanshares are for any
woman to enjoy the land and group. Payment is on sliding scale
(normally $15 a day). Participants help structure the workshop ses-
sions on the given theme (such as Class, Country Skills, Money,
Sexuality, Creativity, Spirituality) and allocate time to pleasures
(music -making, massage. Tarot readings, tai chi, hiking, swimming,
dancing). Collective members serve as resource people, discussion
facilitators, participants, and cooks.
Example of leadership behavior: An afternoon option was to go
swimming in the river and participate in a Dream Workshop led by
Diane,
Women piled into a pickup truck and converged _ on river. _
Crossing the
river was challenging for some; no leaders waited to assist.
Once
down in the swimming hole, Billie and Carol went off toget
^
were they were having difficulties opening up their
relationship and
needed time. Diane, and everyone else, played and swam
naked,
getting annoyed at male voyeurs. Diane finally got
around to asking
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if anyone had dreams they wanted to work on. She got little response;
shared a bit about her ways of interpreting dreams. One woman told
about one and Diane explored it a little with her, not making efforts
to gather or focus others' attention or energy on it.
Example of learning experience : In examining class backgrounds
and their ramifications between women, participants shared their
feelings of being financially poor or comfortable growing up, and
slowly sorted out differences that seemed to evolve from that, e.g.,
whether you buy insurance, go to doctors, eat junk food, steal, are
expected to go to college, expect others to do the dishes, assume
there will be enough money or constantly worry about it.
Perceived outcomes : Women gain a vision of what could be--a
realization that they have choices. "If five city women can live
this way, I could too." For some, gaining a skill gives confidence
to gain others. In one case, a participant became a carpenter in-
stead of a corporation secretary. For some, making friends, being
revitalized by gardening the land, music, relationships, or insight
into oneself/all women leads to changing their lives/friendships in
the city.
Table 11.
Leader #10: River Uma.
Background and Contextual Factors .
In her thirties, River was Sally Barnes Shook, a Maryland sub-
urban housewife, who moved to California with her two sons and husband,
"just knowing there was something more." Moving from Sausalito^on to
Mendecino, she got into "California New Age Primitive," living in a
commune with women, then a tipi, then hand-building ^a dwelling. Her
first wilderness trip--taking very little, discovering ^at last what
it was that called her from the Eastern suburbs --was with Robert
Greenleaf. She began doing more trips with him and his ^students and
eventually led some; and also wrote a book on the dwellings her
friends built and of all the struggles to create a new culture more
in balance with the earth and its sources. With Robert, she is
now
^
writing a book on her experiences with the Bone Game (a native
American
contest of psychic powers between tribes).
Organizational context: Semester length course "The Experience
of Wilderness," is taught in the Psychology Department
of Sonoma State
College; trips are major learning experiences along with readings o
native peoples' thought and culture. River also offers
workshops,
weekend trips for community groups, and once did a Bone
Game session
for factory workers.
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Philosophical context : Enculturation is dooming us and the environ
ment to destruction. Men and women together must develop spiritual
ways, redefinitions of what we buy into as reality. Women being to-
gether without men is a powerful entry point into spiritual realms,
but the major oppression is not men but our culture's way of viewing
power and objectifying life forms. Men and women engaging the
teachers of wilderness and various processes (e.g.. Bone game, silent
alone time) can see clearly the patterns of response to each other
that warp, strangle, and block full connectedness. (Men are not seen
as more powerful, just having different patterns they need to break
out of).
Perception of participants : Men and women, like herself, need
opening experiences to break into new ways of seeing/structuring
reality. Particular class backgrounds, occupations, or previous
humanistic experiences are not prerequisite.
Assumptions and Goals :
Key process of psychological gain ; Moments of clarity, glimpses
of full intuitive and perceptive power are most likely to occur through
entering into exercises, games, activities that demand focusing total
awareness on others and/or environment. The Bone Game helps this
happen quickly, due to the intensity of merger with others demanded by
competition. Time alone or without language in wilderness focuses
awareness, promotes merger with environment. Activities like silent
animal tracking teach entering the consciousness of other living
things. A "backwards day," in which everyone tries to do the opposite
of their usual response, is another way to "take people out of their
standardized patterns
,
habits
,
and stuck spots
,
which allows them to
go into spaces of another consciousness."
Leadership assumptions : River's role is to be a full member,
following rules set by group (e.g., consider others as ourselves,
tell honestly where you are, verbalize all intuitions no matter how
foolish them seem) with some particular responsibilities for present-
ing clearly what the experience might be, suggesting options of
activities, checking out the wilderness area, helping people leave
behind their enculturated thought patterns and expectations (e.g.,
leading rite of renaming ourselves, casting out on a stone our
expected limitations and pains). She is also responsible for giving
people space to talk about their experience and make connections with
their other life. She does so by pointing out contradictions between
life of our culture and attempts to enter into wholeness with^
others, environment (e.g., questioning a decision to use saplings
to build a sweat lodge).
Stated goals
:
- to become as natural as possible
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- get in touch with our addictions (places where
hooked, unfree)
- to see what social forms develop naturally when
we let go of culture
"Enter into wilderness with as little enculturation operating
as possible so you can be healed by experiencing your oneness with an
enviornment still in perfect harmony. Find your place in it and
glimpse another consciousness in which the connectedness of every-
thing is obvious; there is no question of right action ... (experience
)
the planetary wisdom our cultural forms have pushed out."
Course Factors .
Participants : Mostly have been humanistic education students;
some local folks from women’s communes; one factory workers group.
Example of leadership behavior ; Having agreed to all speak out
and honor all flashes of intuitions during the weekend. River reports
being suddenly aware a young woman should put her shirt on. She
struggled with this being some prudish flashback to old conditioning,
and ridiculous, but went ahead and said it.
Example of learning experience : A famous playing of the Bone
Game was men versus women. River saw the intensity of anger, compe-
tition, rage as "high learning" about ways women and men give away
their power to each other; confuse and block their clarity to connect;
as well as it boldly sketching existing male /female power struggles.
Perceived outcomes : After course, almost all participants are
reported to work to save last pockets of wilderness. Specific
outcomes include one woman being able to warm herself, sleeping out
without a bag on a cold night, by envisioning a red light. This
woman also told of spending a weekend in the inner-city without money
and acting on her intuitive/other-consciousness perceptions of who
to approach, what action to take; she met with great sharing and
openings-up of people, as opposed to previous nasty, fearful, harmful
city experiences. A factory participant reported as learning "there's
a whole other way of relating to the universe."
Perceived failure: River felt she failed as a leader when, at
the beginning of one playing of the Bone Game, people laughed and
giggled (cracking the attempt at another level of reality) and did
not take the game with full seriousness.
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Section II: Conipar*ison of Programs
This section begins with an overview of the goals found to be
prominent in the ten programs. Differences between the programs
appear upon examination of the emphasis placed on the goals by dif-
ferent leaders and the assumptions from which the goals are derived.
Reoccurring clusters of goals are illustrated with typical quotes
from leaders and participants. Differences among programs are illus-
trated by a series of diagrams comparing the role in psychological
gain assigned to the following factors:
1. acquisition of wilderness skills
2. acquisition of psychological concepts
3. experience of womanfriends and group membership
4. leadership and role modeling
5 . experience of the wilderness
The comparison of leaders’ goals and assumptions is concluded
by presenting the assumptions of leadership and of the process of
psychological gain agreed upon by a majority of the leaders studied.
Overview of Goals Found to be in Clear Consensus . The first goal/
assumption of clear consensus among leaders studied is that parti-
cipants gain confidence, competence, strength, and an availability
of new options from discovering they can both enjoy and feel achieve-
ment doing wholly unfamiliar things and thinking in wholly new ways.
This goal, frequently called women discovering their own power (also
called self-reliance, self-esteem, enhanced self-concept, or self
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image) is believed to be gained by breaking through self and societally
imposed ideas of what is possible, both as individuals and as women
•
(The exception is River: her focus is breaking through limits assumed
as members of the culture.) All leaders see new physical activities,
challenges, or skills as one crucial means to this end. All leaders
agree that an emotional climate of safety and high group support is
necessary. To varying degrees, all agree that leaders are responsible
to help women take safe, manageable steps towards gaining new skills
and trying new and challenging or risky things . There is a marked
absence of belief in "here 's-your-boat-sail-it-I ' 11-meet-you-tomorrow"
as the learning process. For all, the time together is seen as a
prototype of what it can be like to live simply; focused on the
present; in close touch with the physical world and one's body; and
within a caring, supportive group. Everyone (except River, who
agrees but does not emphasize it) agrees that finding out how
enjoyable or powerful it is to be with all women is a valuable
learning and results in changed attitudes towards both women in
general and oneself. And finally, there is consensus that women s
psychological gain is some mix of discovering one’s physical, emo-
tional, and spiritual strengths; and that these are found in inter-
acting w'ith self, others, and the environment.
Differentiation Among Leaders' Goals and Assumptions . Within these
broad areas of consensus, leaders put their emphasis on different
aspects and processes. Generally, the clusters seem to be
leaders
who emphasize psychological gains coming:
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!• Through individual and group accomplishment (discoveries of
new interests, development of competencies, taking challenges and
risks )
;
2 . Through discovering new enjoyment of, appreciation and
respect for women (making friends; being accepted and believed in
by a close, caring group);
3. Through taking charge, becoming more assertive (feeling more
able to take care of yourself; ask for what you want and need; set
and meet your own goals and challenges; make decisions);
4
. Through using leader and other group members as role models;
5 . Through finding interests
,
pleasures
,
and energy sources in
wilderness; through glimpsing another consciousness (spiritual/
psychological or political/spiritual or physical/psychological flow
state
)
6. Through experiencing a different way to live (lifestyle
emphasizing community, physicality, wilderness environment).
For each of these processes, there are typical quotes from
leaders and participants that illustrate the goal in action. The
following series of discussions identify which leaders emphasize
particular aspects of each goal cluster, and the typically associated
comments
.
^"Flow state” is a term used by Cigzentmihaly for moments of
experience where one loses differentiation between action and self ;
loses normal sense of time; feels both wholly in control and wholly
non-controlling; and feels deep sense of union and joy.
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A. Discoveries of individual interests; enjoying new things
B. Learning new skills, especially ones seen as outside parti-
cipants' realm
C. Successfully taking on challenges and risks
D. Group accomplishments
E. Maintenance of skills, interests, attitudes and psychological
tools beyond the course
A . Discoveries of individual interests; enjoying new things:
Sandy, Jean, and Arney focus on psychological gain through recreation
and learning; they see the process as one of trying things out and
learning what one does and does not get excited about; they do not
see it in terms of challenge/risk but of opportunities/options. Typi-
cal leader comments
:
"Test and see."
"Try it out—it is bound to be a new sensation I"
"You've never done it? Great, this is the perfect chance."
Typical participant comments:
"Wow, that is neat; I never tried anything like that before."
"I just never thought of doing something like that."
One example of this kind of exploration with little or no fear
is Arney 's story of a participant who "got so fascinated with birds."
...She came in my office and said, 'You know, Arney,
there aren't any birds in my alley. Up there there were
so many birds I Now, why do you suppose that here I have
to go over to the park just to see some birds? I put
some food out and everything'...
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Eventually, we found her a bird -watching group to join. I never saw
anyone get so interested in birds 1" Other examples are Sandy's
telling about the woman who had never examined her genitals before
the canoeing-sexuality workshop, and of her participants who got very
interested in massage, geology, and painting; and Jean's stories of
women who discovered their interests in wildflowers or climbing peaks
or taking assertiveness training.
B . Learning new skills, especially ones seen as outside parti-
cipants ' realms : For Sandy and Jean, this is a continuation of the
previous category. For Diane, Molly, China, Womanshare
,
and Erica,
gaining new skills involves a sense of challenge and mastery. For
women with a low trust in their physical abilities, it may involve
paralyzing fear if not handled correctly. The skills seen as parti-
cularly powerful to learn— "an incredible revelation," in Barb's
words—are outdoors and physical. Barb sees mountaineering, for
example, as powerful for women because it is assumed to be in the
male province. Similarly, swinging an ax or being accurate with map
and compass are things women traditionally depend on men to do.
Leaders agree that demystification of skills and teaching in small,
incremental, success-assured steps is the via.y to not let fears
develop which might block the learning process. Typical participant
comments
:
"It really feels good to know I can do this safely
and not screw up."
"I can hardly wait to get home and show my husband.
Imagine me, knowing all the strokes and being able
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to paddle stern! Much less carryine a canoe bv
myself!
"
"What an accomplishment. I got us unlost, and maps
only started making any sense to me yesterday."
Successfully taking on challenges and risks : Obviously, this
overlaps with learning new skills for many participants. The affect
seems somewhat different:
"I can't believe it--I DID IT!"
"That was INTENSE."
"Even though I froze, except for my shaking knees, and
I was ten feet off the ground, I got to the other side.
I REALLY DID IT."
For Pat, Diane, China, Beth, and Erica, most strongly, this surge of
accomplishment is key, resulting in dramatic changes in confidence
and self-image. However, with the possible exception of China, no
leaders see inducing stress or fear for the sake of such highs.
Rather, they see setting challenges that individuals are assured of
succeeding at, given group and leader support (Diane and Pat espe-
cially), or trusting and helping participants to set their own levels
of challenge (Pat and Beth especially). All see a necessity for
careful, clear, non-fear-inducing explanation of each skill and
danger involved. If fears do arise, they see working with those
fears. If someone fails, they see a necessity of talking about it
so that women learn from those failures rather than seeing them as
negative or an end ("freedom to fail"). Pat and Barb, Beth and Molly
particularly focus on the importance of individuals having control
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FIGURE 8: ACQUISITION OF WILDERNESS SKILLS
What Role Does Gaining Skills Play? And to What Ends?
taught directly skills for their own
and thoroughly sake, reusable
backpacking
climbing
,
canoeing
camping
traditional outdoor
sports, yoga, hiking,
swimming
backpacking
shelter-building
backpacking
technical climbing
Whitewater rafting
one time climbing
,
rappelling
backpacking
primitive living
wild foods, shelters
,
healing
car repair, gardening
plumbing , chainsawing
"skills picked
up", no formal
instruction
Diane (learning skills inherently
brings a sense of power)
Sandy (skills valuable for their
own sake)
Arney (skills alongside raps lead
to more options for recreation)
Erica (skills allow future ventures
,
and traveling respectfully through
environment visited)
MBS (skills powerful vehicle for
learning about your potential
,
pace, self)
China (skills taught as vehicle to
sel f-confron tation)
Pat (skills are the carry-over
activity AFTER the course exper-
ience of gaining physical confi-
dence)
Jean (skills plus assertiveness
allow you to "go on your o:m trip")
River (skills are one piece of let-
ting go of dependence on the tech-
nological culture, of re-owning
basic processes)
Womanshare (skills to make a sepa-
rate society , free of dependence on
men)
skills as just one vehicle
used, not a central strategy
for psychological gain
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over what level of risk or challenge they attempt, and of each achieve-
ment being celebrated fully and not compared to others' achievements,
and in no way competing with others' levels:
It's crucial that each woman decide the way she
wants to cross the river—using both ropes,
sliding on her seat, getting hands from other
women all the way across, or using just the
cable—and it's wonderful to see how the group
is psychically with her every Sep of the way
and dying for her to make it on the terms she's
chosen.
D. Group accomplishment : The same breakdown applies—varying
leaders see interests, skills or challenges as the key—and all
acknowledge the added complication of designing or negotiating such
skills and challenges at the appropriate level for groups with
varying abilities.
Typical comments:
We work together so well now. . .remember when we
first tried to set up the tents? It took us
two hours I
I guess Deborah's interest in Georgia O'Keefe
started it. I've never seen a group get so
turned on to bones ! Everybody would bring back
vertebrae, skulls, skins, and really look at
them... what a strong and wierd group interest
it turned out to be
.
We DID it... what a group I
We can do ANYTHING.
...Yes, we climbed Mt
.
•
No, there aren t
any men with us
.
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E . Maintenance of skills, interests, attitudes, and psycho-
logical tools beyond the course : One notable thing about gaining
new options through discovering one's interests and pleasures is that
they are relatively easy to take home. Leaders can encourage parti-
cipants to create ways they can continue their new interests, and
help them contract either with other women from the course or groups
in their home environment to be companions or a support system. For
one leader, Pat, this is done through writing out contracts. For
others (Diane, Jean, China, Pat) there are reunions of the group at
which members report on how they are continuing their interest, and
get support for the sense of self that accompanies such activity.
Diane comments that her first course has continued to gather
socially and functions as a support group, "affirming for members
thinking of taking on some new challenge those you-can-do-it feelings."
One of China's raft trips had a nucleus of women from the same
therapy group, so support for psychological gains of the trip was
ongoing. Arney often re -enlists women who have been on one women's
weekend to help with the next one, another strategy for follow-up.
China, River, and Erica make known various groups and organizations
through which an interest can be developed. Other leaders (Sandy,
Molly, Beth, Barb, Womanshare , River) seem to count on participants'
new interests and/or the new friends they will make pursuing it to
reinforce the accompanying attitudes/feelings of power.
2
Psychological tools and skills employed on trips, like dialo-
gical examination of personal experience, or negotiating for options
^See next section for discussion of psychological concepts
phasized by various courses.
em-
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one wants, may be taught consciously as something to take away from
the course or may be left as "the way we did things on that week-
end." A few leaders suggest options for further development of such
psychological skills (China and Pat: various counseling, therapy
options; Jean: assertiveness groups; Sandy: dance, assertiveness
training, goal-setting courses, human sexuality groups; Womanshare:
various consciousness raising and women’s spirituality groups).
2. Psychological Gains Stemming from a New Appreciation of
Women: Changes in Perception of Women in General and Oneself.
A. Finding one can enjoy time with only women
B. Womenfriends
C. Experience of close, supportive group
D. Discussion of the above as a sequence of stages in women’s
consciousness
A. Finding one can enjoy time with only women : Several
leaders --Arney, Diane, and Jean--see women learning they enjoy the
company of other women as the salient goal. Typical of these
leaders is Jean’s comment that: "The women's movem.ent is at the
point for women to start having fun together, not just deal, deal,
deal all the time." Typical participant comments illustrating this
goal:
I had such a great time. I never knew I could
have so much fun with all women.
I learned that if I can have that good a time
^
with women, I don’t have to tolerate men I don’t
enjoy anymore.
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FIGURE 9: ACQUISITION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
How Important Is It To Teach Usable Psych. Tools/Processes?
What Role Does Discussion
,
Reflection, Verbalization Play?
skills emphasized taught
directly
dialogical examination of
every action
self knowledge about
physical lifestyle patterns
of risk taking
examining fears, risk-
taking, where you are in
your life
assertiveness training
goal setting
naming needs of group and
of oneself
decision-making , setting
realistic goals S
challenges
group and individual
decision making; getting
into another conscious-
ness, available option
sharing personal &
political issues, seeing
commonality & differences
discussion & sharing
whatever issues come up
how acquired and how transferred
Womanshare (continued practice
,
structured discussions are heart of
experience)
Pat (debriefing each exercise by dis-
cussion of journal writing; articulat-
ing patterns of thoughts, feeling
and actions; contracting to act on
new knowledge)
China (Introspective exercises in
fantasy, metaphor
,
writing, indi-
vidual therapy type-work)
Jean (vaguely structured discussions)
Sandy (modeled, asks each member to
set goals & negotiate them with group)
Erica (modeled, helps individuals
clarify their needs)
MBB (daily discussion of options,
possible gains from each; indivi-
duals make choices of how to spend
each day)
River (structured exercises to iden-
tify emotional & physical needs;
conscious discussion of connections
between experience of trip and
life back home)
Arney (structured discussion groups
with resource people, forced choice
among workshops)
Diane (no structure, believes dis-
cussion of personal and political
oppression evolves from being in a
group of all women)
low emphasis
no conscious
teaching
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Everyone asked me why I'd want to spend a month with
just women. I wasn't sure I'd like it either—what
a surprise I
These leaders and all others (except River) attribute changes
in attitude towards self and other women to finding out how much one
can respect, trust, and appreciate women. Typical expressions:
Wow'. Women aren't dumb, they're exciting'. And
you can really count on them, even to do hard
things '.
When I thought I couldn't go on, I looked straight
up and straight down... I saw women climbing in
front of me, and women climbing behind me, and I
knew I could keep going.
It's different seeing women do physically diffi-
cult things— I had seen men do that portage a
week before
,
and they had a lot of trouble with
it . I wondered how we would ever handle it
.
Then we did it, and it wasn't even that hard...
and that changed how much I think of women being
capable of.
What do they learn? That all women are strong,
that all women are beautiful.
B. Womenfriends : A slight variation on this goal of women
gaining new appreciation for each other is women making friends,
friendships that leaders see as qualitatively different than ones
women have previously experienced. This is emphasized by Diane,
Pat, and Molly in particular. The differentiating qualities as they
explain them are:
1. Women sharing intense, physical and emotionally-bdring
experiences
2. Women discovering their fears/doubts/life confusions
are
shared by other women
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3. Women discovering they can ask for what they need, be it
emotional support and caring, or time alone, or physical
assistance
.
Typical expressions:
Other people were feeling as isolated and lonely as I
was --yet I saw them being so strong and together on
the outside.
I had no idea other women were dealing with the same
stuff—oh, about their marriages and feeling selfish
for feeling discontented.
My friendship with you is unlike any of my other
friends— It must have to do with how it felt to have
you belay me, and that night we hiked back in the
dark and were so giddy we almost missed the turnoff,
and, oh, just sharing things like the sunrise on Mt
.
I don't think they'll be satisfied with the super-
ficial sharing of coffee klatches anymore.
Friends. That's what we got out of it—friends.
Arney points to friendships from the women's weekend being dif-
ferent in that they bring together women of different classes who
would normally stereotype each other:
This one woman, she had a real thing about school prin-
cipals. Well, on the weekend, she sat on the bus next
to a lady who was a principal, but she didn't know it.
They got to be friends, and, first thing you know, this
woman was protecting the principal from lizards she
was real scared of lizards! They came out being real
partners .. .now that would never have happened here in
, the neighborhood.
Diane and Jean point to women finding new friends to go backpacking
with as the key outcome related to friendships.
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C- Experience of close, supportive group of women : A third
variation of the cluster of goals pertaining to friends is pointed
out by leaders who emphasize the experience of being a member of a
group that gives total support, has great closeness and cohesion, and
radiates belief in and acceptance of each individual member (Pat,
Diane, Womanshare
,
and River, though her groups are not just women).
Pat talks of this as "womanpower—unleashing the psychic and physical
power of ' communitas
.
Typical expressions:
You’ve read about support in books, but I never had
any idea what it really meant . I feel so good with
this group... with you guys, I can do anythingl
We made a community I All our gay-straight differences
stopped mattering—we were a band, or clan, or some-
thing.
Maybe this is why men like being on baseball teams
and going off hunting together. It's so wonderful
not having men around to worry about, just women who
understand...! know I never would have tried half
the things we did if men had been along.
I think of the group being like a prism—we're a
rainbow of women, all real different colors, but
together, we make white light.
I never knew I could love twelve women.
D. Discussion of goal cluster : This set of goals relating to
changes in attitudes and expectations of other women and oneself is
believed to work in two ways. Diane's assumption is that only a^ter
coming to new trust in oneself can this trust generalize to other
group members. China, Erica, Womanshare, and Molly, Beth, and
Barbara think that the change begins with seeing other women in your
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group as worthy of respect/affection which then transfers back to
new appreciation of oneself. Jean and Arney focus on changed per-
ceptions through discovering what fun it is to be with women, and
the comfort /support of finding you are not alone in your problems
and issues.
Despite these variations, all leaders (again, River agrees but
does not emphasize it) agree strongly that the experience of being in
a women’s-only group sharply motivates changes in attitude. (Woman-
share assumes this has been experienced many times prior to coming.)
There seems to be suggestion of a stage development similar to one
developed by a class the author took on education as feminist
. . 3
consciousness raising:
Stage 1. Believing men are necessary to really have fun/meaning-
ful safe adventures
.
Stage 2. Discovering it is fun, safe, enjoyable to spend time
without men.
Stage 3. Discovering there are particular values and rewards
from friendships with women.
Stage 4. Discovering how many needs one assumed men must meet
can be met by women
.
Stage 5. Discovering the power of a group of women.
Stage 6. Discovering that, given your equality as found by
developing your power with women, that this does not
^The course was entitled, "Education as Consciousness Raising
and was taught by Judy Evans in 1975. This ^series of
stages is a
loose adaptation of stages in women's consciousness
presented by
Carlene Riccelli (from her paper on Feminist Identity Developmen
).
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FIGURE 10; EXPERIENCE OF MAKING FRIENDS AND OF
GROUP MEMBERSHIP
How Important is the Cohesion
,
Support from Group?
What Role Does Making Friends Play?
intense whole-group
experience of community
Pat
(glimpses of another level of consciousness
River through experiencing group intimacy and
power)
Erica
Womanshare (group gives glimpse of an alternative
to relationships in the patriarchy
;
loving individual women and working
out those relationships a major source
of political
,
personal growth)
Sandy
Diane
China
MBB
Arney
Joan
(valuable to learn to work together in
group other than family)
(trust in other members leads to shared
group identity , pride)
(sometimes group gives glimpse of power of
a band of women; sometimes it can stifle
individual's uniqueness and needs)
(finding a few friends amongst large group
is one good thing to get from experience
)
individual friend or
friends the goal, no
emphasis on group unity
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have to be sacrificed if men are re-included.
Stage 7
. Discovering that men are not superior/deserving of
women's primary attention but that they have their own
vulnerabilities, stuck places, blocks, inadequacies,
and that the power, support, and connectedness can
extend to and include them as well.
Different goals as expressed by the various leaders seem to match
closely to different stages:
Jean, Arney, Diane - moving from Stage 1 to Stage 2
Molly, Beth, Barbara, Diane, Jean - moving from Stage 1 to Stage
2 or 3
Pat - moving from Stage 2 to Stage 3 and 4
River, China - moving from Stage 2 and 3 to Stage 4 and 5
4
River - moving from stage 5 to Stage 6
Taking Charge . Feeling more able to take care of yourself; able
to ask for what you want/need; set and meet your own goals and chal-
lenges; make decisions for yourself and for the group.
A. Coming to feel you deserve time for yourself
B. Practicing stating wants and needs
C. Setting one's own challenges, goals, standards
D. Sharing leadership and group decisions
'"''Womanshare does not appear in this categorization by stages.
They certainly would advocate women moving to Stage 5,
but would see
it as the final stage, and that it should be expanded
laterally as
further growth occurs. Stage 6 would be probably seen
as regression
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A. Coining to feel you deserve time for yourself : Within this
cluster of assertiveness kinds of goals, Jean, Arney, and Sandy
emphasize developing an attitude of women deserving to do or learn
things just for themselves.
Typical expressions;
Women need to do things for themselves sometimes,
DESPITE being full time wives, mothers, and
wage -earners
.
It’s giving yourself a gift of getting away from
it all for a while.
Things are changing. Women now think it is alright
to take time to enjoy themselves, even though there
are so many huge problems and people who need their
attention
.
You don’t HAVE to have a boyfriend or husband wanting
to go to justify taking off backpacking’.
B. Practicing stating one’s wants and needs : More character-
istically a part of assertiveness training, Molly, Beth, Barbara,
Jean, Sandy, and Pat emphasize knowing what you want or need and
being able to ask for it, both in terms of activities and emotional
interactions
.
Typical expressions:
It’s learning how to go on your own trip.
I really can ask for what I want... even if I don’t
get it, it sure is something to be able to try
asking directly.
I figured out what I needed for myself to be able
to have just the kind of day I wanted and I GOT it I
It’s a major accomplishment to me if a woman can
articulate her oim goals for the weekend, negotiate
with the group how to meet them alongside everyone
else’s goals, and feel like she accomplished what
she set out to do.
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Leaders vary in the ways they promote a norm of directly
asserting one's needs and goals. Jean sees assertion as a prime
skill to be taught directly. At Womanshare and for River, it is an
assumption that everyone can express their needs, and used as a basis
of operation. Molly sees learning to state your limits and prefer-
ences as something learned through climbing. Pat structures every
exercise so that each woman has to ask for the amount and kind of
physical support she needs. Sandy sees personal goal-setting and
negotiating goals with the group as the major psychological learning
she offers. For Diane and Arney, and to a lesser extent, China,
helping women articulate their needs and desired level of challenge/
support is assumed to be possible only as they get to know what the
available options are, and have had some first-hand basis for knowing
what they want among those possibilities.
For the first few days, it is our responsibility to
give people a taste of what's available—climbing,
route finding, day hiking, things like that.
When I'm being paid to lead, I feel like it is my
responsibility to share the things that have been
meaningful to me, adjusted by my looking at the group
and guessing what they would get most out of.
C, Setting one's own challenges, goals and standards : This is
an extension of the previous discussion for those leaders who empha-
size the psychic gains for women from acting without a sense of
competition or comparison to set standards or to other group members
accomplishments. Setting your own challenges, and asking for the
amount of support you need to achieve them is seen as practice
for
taking charge of all aspects of your life
.
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Typical expressions:
One kind of risk is to say "no" to an activity or
challenge. Only you know what you're ready to
take on.
It is OK for one woman to climb to the top of the
tree, another to the middle branch, and another stand
just off the ground and have us celebrate all those
levels together.
The big thing is to come to accept your own pace,
your own abilit ies . . . to feel just as terrific for
doing your first 5.2 climb as someone else does
after a 5.8 climb
.
Closely allied with this emphasis on internal rewards and per-
sonal responsibility for goals is some leaders' emphasis on women
having the freedom to fail; to see failures not as an end but as
another kind of learning experience:
It used to bother me to fail on things . Now I know
it is inevitable, teaching me something, so I don't
get depressed.
Just another sensation, I guess... it sure helps to
look at it that way.
Leaders have to help women accept and learn from
their failures. It doesn't have to be devastating...
that's something women aren't trained to do very well.
D. Sharing leadership and decision-making : A final aspect of
taking charge is the emphasis some leaders put on sharing leadership
and decision-making for the structure of the course (particularly
Sandy, Erica, Molly, Barbara, Beth, Womanshare , and River). This
typically evolves from establishing it as members' responsibility to
state their own needs and desires and moves towards problem solving
of how to meet the preferences of all group members. As Sandy
Ill
expresses it, "Women only know how to cooperate within families. It
is a big learning to stand up for your own desires and also take into
account the needs of others."
Course structures reflect how much input participants are
expected to have in the choice of goals and use of time. Notably,
a trip which must cover a route in a certain number of days, espe-
cially a route known to the leader but not to participants, has far
less room for group decision-making than either a basecamp or work-
shop format where the use of time is open-ended. With the exception
of Sandy's canoe trips, variations of the basecamp model were used by
leaders who emphasized group control of goals and time structure.
Typical expressions:
All those group decisions I That's one thing I'll
never forget... now I ask myself all the time, 'well,
what are the options?'
I feel it is important to keep them active and busy.
There will be a full schedule , and we ask each of
them to choose seven activities for the day; you know
volleyball, nature walks, yoga, nutrition raps, things
like that
.
Once we gather and talk about what each of us wants from
the weekend, we can make up a tentative schedule. Some-
times we will have thought up some possibilities before-
hand, but the group can throw those all out if they
have better ideas
.
I did feel responsible for making sure that the plans
for the next day got talked about each night. That was
pretty easy, with all those little groups going off and
coming back to tell their adventures of the day--people
got the idea pretty quick that it was really up to them
to figure out if they needed a rest day , or more low-key
top-roping, or wanted to check out a lake they had been
hearing about
,
or take pictures all day , or do a hard-
ass push for some summit
.
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^ • Psychological Gains Made Through Using Leader. Other Group
Members as Role Models . Assumptions about the kind of leadership
that promotes most gains for participants differ only slightly. China
and Diane emphasize the responsibility of the leader to model strength,
courage, and competence; this does not seem to exclude the leader also
sharing her own unresolved issues or areas in which she feels unsure
of herself. As Diane expresses it, "Women have to see me as capable
of taking care of their safety and able to teach them what they need
to know to get along out there without men. So I present my exper-
ience and competence."
Arney, Jean, Sandy, Molly, Beth, Barbara, and Erica emphasize
their role as resource persons: people with skills and experiences
to share as participants want to learn/hear about them. Pat, River,
and Womanshare see themselves first as facilitators: they emphasize
providing structures and processes that participants can use to shape
the experience to their needs and interests. (Quotes illustrating
these assumptions are like those previously offered under "shared
leadership")
.
Role-modeling is assumed to work in two ways. China, Diane,
Molly, Beth, Barbara, and River emphasize that their role as leader
sets them up as a model of a woman in a position of responsibility
,
and that their approach to problems, challenges, and their lives
in general will serve as examples:
Women have commented to me how much it means to see
people like us (Molly, Barbara, Beth) who take their
physical pursuits incredibly seriously, and who
really are strong women.
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FIGURE 11; LEADERSHIP AND ROLE MODELING
What Posture Should The Leader Take—Role Model, Hero,
Facilitator
, or Peer? What Is The Function of Modeling?
Leader as
Super-Woman Hero
China
Diane
All agree on role of resource person;
& primary responsibility for safety
(be a model of a strong, competent woman)
MBB
River
Sandy (be a shining example of one woman's quest,
facilitate; disclose personal weaknesses
Erica and vulnerabilities as well)
Jean
Pat
(facilitator first; model disclosing
,
normsetting ; emphasis on members
modeling from each other)
Arney
Womanwhare
Leader as
simply a peer
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I feel a real responsibility to actively model
approaching fearful things with confidence.
Pat, Sandy, Molly, Beth, Barbara, Erica, and River also see
importance in modeling a way of leading that also means being a full
participant and group member:
I do as many of the games and group problems as
I can (when I don't have to stand back and watch
out for safety, or stay out of the problem solving
because my suggestions would carry too much weight.)
How does one best lead? I went to sleep thinking
whether I should try out for pointer, or insure that
role go to someone who had not experienced it before.
On this course
,
we had so much to learn from all
these amazing women as anybody else... we sure hadn't
had the experiences they were bringing.
I usually just offer information, not opinions, when
group decisions are being made.. .of course, I'm still
one member of the group, so sometimes I say what my
preference would be
,
but I try to make it clear it
is just one member's preference.
All the leaders studied commented in some way on how important
they think it is that participants learn from each other to use each
other as models. Some actively facilitate this (Pat, Molly, Beth,
Barbara, China) by making sure there is discussion of how different
people approach things and how much can be learned from experimenting
and trying out someone else's approach. Others assume it will happen
spontaneously.
There's so much to learn from watching how someone
else gets through frustration, fear, moments of doubt.
I feel like I gained something from each person in
this group that I want to try one for myself. .
.
's way of coping, 's humor, s
sketching, 's affectionateness.
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FIGURE 12: EXPERIENCE OF WILDERNESS
How Important Is It To Go To A Real "Wilderness"?
What Role Does Wilderness Play?
typically where crucial experience
do they go? of trip role for "wilderness"
last untouched shore
of Northern Calif.
River (wilderness as teacher, leader)
Erica (any ecology demonstrates the
connectedness of all living things (the
primary learning) but wilderness maizes
it awesomely clear)
High Sierras
Cascades
their land outside of
Grants Pass, Oregon
Boundary Waters
area of Minn.
old Y camp on shores
of Lake Michigan
Wind Rivers, Wyo
.
Jean (wilderness for renewal, teaches
simpler living
Diane (freedom of high country is im-
mense gift—country not wilderness
necessarily)
Womanshare (place to re-source one's
spiritual power, learn of cycles,
women's connections to earth)
Sandy (wilderness offers fascinations,
new learnings of animals, plants, ways
to travel; also uplifting)
Arney (first time in rustic setting is
equivalent for this population to wilder-
ness—opens up pleasures of a previously
fearful environment)
MBB (much to get into, learn from mtns
.
and their weather, rock, wildflowers
,
etc.—but with cliffs or other skills
vehicle could happen anywhere)
north of S.F. park areas
Western Rivers for rafting
China (powerful for metaphoric , mythic
reasons; offers "grailes" and "quests"
and "dragons" , but so does hi rappel 1
anywhere)
Pat (not wilderness—woods & old tires
& sense of fort-building as kids impor-
tant because it is unlike memories of
p.e., it feels playful)
not "wilderness" that's needed
ropes course on UMass
campus, area hills for
skiing, sliding
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5 • Exploring Personal Connections to Wilderness Environment,
Glimpsing Another Consciousness
. Finding personal appreciation of,
interests in, and feelings of connection to the wilderness has been
noted in Jean's, Arney's, and Sandy's reports of women's interests in
birdwatching, geology, wildflowers
,
etc. For most learners, dis-
covering fascinations with aspects of the ecology, and moments of
feeling at home with and in awe of the wilderness lead directly to
feeling responsible to preserve wild places. Changes in environmental
consciousness are talked about in psychological or spiritual terms by
China, Jean, Diane, River, Erica, and Womanshare
:
All the sudden I could see the whole passage of
time and life just in that one dying, beautiful,
old tree.
There's such a sense of freedom getting up into the
high country. Women are still products of slave
mentality, but up there with a band of women... is
a flashback to some matriarchal past of our uncon-
sciousness .
I was transfixed by that frozen waterfall. Tears
came... there I was, coated with layers of sparking,
hard ice, but still somewhere deep down wet and
flowing.
...after my first real wilderness trip... when I had
to go home... I freaked out, I said 'but this
home... I'd been dancing, crying, doing all these
things I'd never done before and I WAS home.
People leave realizing the healing powers of
wilderness, and our responsibility to the earth.
The power of our connections to the land, our bodily
cycles, the tides, plants, weather, moon... it is so
apparent living out here .. .they ' re so deep, so much
parts of our bodies, so spiritually symbolic they're
hard to talk about
.
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Closely related to this goal for River and Erica is a goal of
people glimpsing another consciousness, one of total interconnection:
Our purpose is to see for ourselves about magic
and power
.
We block ourselves off from our power to tune into
all the energy, the unlimited possibilities of
the cosmos
.
There is another consciousness available to people.
Once you open to the connectedness of everything,
how everything works together, there is no question
of right action; total organic quality of life is
abundantly obvious. The environment becomes the
teacher—instantly and automatically we get into
the planetary wisdom our cultural forms have pushed
out
.
For River and also for Pat, these glimpses of another conscious-
ness can come through feelings of the power of connection to a group
as well as to the earth and its creatures. For Pat, another experience
of changed consciousness comes through the flow state found in some
physical activities, which she describes as "a moment or series of
moments you feel so connected to the group and what you are doing
that everything fits--you have no sense of having to do anything to
make it happen, it just and everyone else is tuned into the same
thing.” For Womanshare, the glimpse is at another sort of alternative
consciousness
,
also one of an intense community , but founded on
creating political and personal right actions as well as spiritual
sources of power.
6 . Prototypic Experiences of a Different Way to Life . A final
goal of consensus among the ten leaders is for the course
/weekend/
trip to function as a prototype experience, as a time outside
the
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normal expectations and pressures. Of what it is a prototype varies
widely: Fat, Womanshare
,
and Erica emphasize it as a prototype of
what a community can be. Pat, Molly, Beth, Barbara, Diane, Sandy,
and Jean see it as a prototype of a physically active, fully-here-
and-now simplified lifestyle; for Erica and River, it is a prototype
of living in another state of consciousness; for Diane, Jean, and
Arney
,
it is a prototype of not depending on men to enjoy yourself
fully.
A time out—what a perspective giver!
A glimpse of what COULD be.
A serious alternative to the patriarchy.
I don’t know about going back... every day was so full,
so whole, and beautiful .. .every day I grew as much as
in a month at home
.
If five city women can life like this as a family on
their own land in the mountains
,
then I suppose I
could too.
Why can't we live like this ALL the time?
The psychological impact of such vision-giving experiences
is not well known. Certainly it functions as a point of reference
and expands people's notions of what's possible. Quite possibly, it
leads to discontent and setting one's expectations of life a bit
higher. Leaders seem to agree that it is a consistently powerful gain
just to know that such other ways of living are possible, although
they do not agree on specific, direct behavioral changes it may lead
to.
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People don't forget. They may go through some real
down times after they get home and plug back into the
old grind, the old expectations, the old fragmented,
half-honest hurry-scurry lives. But somewhere inside
they know there's another way to live; that they're
still the strong women who did all those amazing
things out in the mountains. At some point, they'll
use that strength to take whatever the risk is that
they need to take
.
The power of these experiences humbles me, and makes
me very careful. One woman sees Project Adventure
as the experience that gave her the courage to
separate from her husband; another woman's experience
crossing the river was so intense she took some time
out with a therapist and really started changing her
life around. And that was all from one weekend...
The transition is real difficult. Now I know the
level of support and caring that's possible, but I'm
sure not getting it in my apartment. I've been brave
about opening up talking about how we feel about
living together, though, and I would never have done
that before
.
At least now I know where I'm headed.
Summary of Shared Assumptions . The ten programs compared for the
types of goals leaders held and see being achieved strongly suggest
the following shared assumptions:
1. Women make clear psychological gains from trying out and
achieving physical endeavors and skills they had not con-
sidered as either interesting or possible. The gains are
most dramatic with pursuits that are outside their concep-
tion of themselves or of women in general. This change in
what is physically and psychologically seen as possible
leads to a heightened sense of confidence, power, and
self-worth
.
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2. Women make clear psychological gains from experiencing the
pleasures/trust/respect of working, living, and sharing
with other women. Seeing women as more enjoyable, capable,
or trustworthy than one did previously leads to a changed
image of both women in general and oneself. This change in
perception comes more quickly when all roles are filled by
women, all needs must be met by women (there are no men
around )
.
3. Sharing a wilderness/outdoor experience of heightened
emotional and physical interdependence, in a novel, simpli-
fied environment of concrete challenges and rewards
,
away
from the complicated patterns of one's daily existence,
provides a "time out." The contrast of the experience leads
to psychological renewal, re-examination of one's values
and pleasures, and/or a glimpse of living at another level
of consciousness.
4. There is an optimal level of newness and risk-taking for
each participant, one that does not produce fear and
anxiety but develops competence through manageable, inter-
esting sequential challenges. These challenges may be
physical or interpersonal. They may be appropriately set
by the participant herself or by the leader. (Leaders have
responsibility for broadly structuring the kinds of new
experiences and options offered and most believe for pre-
paring participants thoroughly and carefully enough for them
to succeed .
)
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5. The active support of other women and of the leader is a
necessary component to psychological gain, and one which
leaders believe is more easily found within groups of women.
No one sees "going it alone" or "getting through without
having to ask for help" as useful experiences (unless a
participant specifically sets that as her challenge).
Secondary assumptions, shared by a majority of leaders but not
by the sample unanimously, include the following:
1. Women learn to take charge of their lives by practicing
asking for what they want and need, defining their own
goals, and setting their own challenges.
2. Women experience the power of women's energy and strength
by working within a close, cohesive, emotionally honest,
task -accomplishing group. This often includes sharing
power and responsibility for group decisions.
3. Women's consciousness of their connectedness and responsi-
bility to the natural environment comes from exploring the
beauties and wonder of living in close touch to their own
bodies, weather, landscape, and other life forms. The
wilderness is NOT a series of obstacles and challenges to
be conquered. The notion of living in harmony with the
environment is stressed.
4. Women' can better transfer their heightened sense of
confidence, strength, and personal power to their home
environments by continuing with some newly discovered
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interest, physical purusit, or by staying in contact with
friends 'from the course.
5
. Leadership among women is as much involved with supporting
as directing or challenging . Leaders are full members of
the group, with much to gain from the experience as members
(though perhaps in different areas). Leading involves
disclosing one's own struggles, fears, and joys, as well as
modeling confidence, strength, and taking on new learning
opportunities or risks. There is a marked rejection of the
leader as authority or hero, or even as totally-competent
woman role -model.
CHAPTER FIVE
TOWARDS SYSTEMATIC DECISIONS: PERSPECTIVES FROM
RELATED LITERATURE
The data presented describing and comparing leaders and their
programs did not uncover a systematic basis for decisions about
course design and leadership behavior. In order to predict what
impact a certain course element or leadership behavior might have on
a participant's learning, additional literature was consulted. The
most informative concerned small group process, psychological edu-
cation, sex differences, encounter groups, and leadership style.
Specifically, the field study and questions and problems raised
by the leaders required a perspective from the literature for deciding:
1. Q. How to choose the ideal set of outdoors skils, acti-
vities and challenges for a given group.
Is stated interest enough? Is novelty crucial?
or overcoming fear? Must there be a moment of
"I can't believe I really did that?" And are
leaders responsible for insuring each partici-
pant has some "breakthrough" experience?
A. Different leaders advocated each of these criteria
while all agreed that there was no one set of effec-
tive activities.
2. Q. How to insure that psychological learnings last.
Do new attitudes and confidence continue naturally
beyond the course? Is time for discussion and
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3 .
4
.
reflection adequate to insure internalization?
Is there need for one coherent psychological
to be taught? Are some psychological
frameworks more appropriate than others?
A. Leaders agreed upon the need for a mix of action and
reflection, but differed in emphasis and approach.
Q. How to maximize the learnings related to being a member
of a group of women
.
Does being with other women inherently lead to a
new appreciation of oneself and women in general?
How imperative is group cohesion, or group accom-
plishment, or making deep friendships? Should
group composition be controlled, or does anyone
stand to gain?
A. Leaders agreed on the power of being in a group of women,
but disagreed about their own roles in molding the
interpersonal dynamics
.
Q. How to modify one’s leadership style to the particular
course and group
.
Are there some leadership behaviors that are con-
sistently important? Does choosing a particular
style influence what people learn? How much
influence over participants' gains does the leader
actually have?
A. Leaders agreed that being a resource person who dis-
closes her weaknesses as well as strengths, and who is
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highly supportive, is important. They disagreed about
how much responsibility leaders should take in decision-
making and to what extent they should serve as a model
of the ideal, liberated, competent outdoorswoman
.
Discussions of these four clusters of questions comprise the four
sections of the chapter. The answers from the leaders studied are
reviewed, and the answers from the related literature enumerated.
Problems observed in the field informed by aspects of the literature
are included. Strategies that different leaders use to maximize
lasting gains that are supported by the literature are mentioned.
Considerations in decisionmaking gleaned from both leaders and
literature conclude each section.
Section I: Choices of Outdoor Activities, Skills and
Challenges for a Given Group
Leaders Perceive a Wide Range of Equally Appropriate Activities. A
majority of leaders agree that acquiring new outdoor interests and
skills, and achieving unthought -of physical tasks, are the heart of the
psychological gain process in outdoor experiences. Womanshare and
River are the exceptions; their emphasis in psychological skills and
interests
.
Leaders did not agree on any particular set of skills and
activities, nor did they agree on the necessity of achieving a
particular level of competence or succeeding at a particular level
of challenge. We have seen that some leaders emphasize exploring
new interests (Arney, Jean); some gaining new skills (Diana, Sandy,
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MBB); enjoying/succeeding at physical activities (Pat); one over-
coming fear (China); pursuing something wholeheartedly and putting one-
self on the line (MBB); acting out of another consciousness (Erica,
Womanshare
,
River). The actual activities vary from nature walks
and disco dancing (Arney) to technical mountaineering (MBB) and
extended wilderness fasting (River).
Dissimilar Activities Promote Psychological Gains . Related litera-
ture supports leaders' beliefs that dissimilar course activities may
promote similar psychological gains (Csigszentmihalyi
,
1974; Roberts,
et al., 1975; Shore, 1977). Unsoeld (1974, in a speech to outdoor
course professionals) parodies the search for neat correlations
between course activities and psychological gains:
We hammered out the four objectives of OB, each one
complete with the appropriate program element .. .Self-
concept (man, it's a pleasure not to have to talk about
that here today) - taught with the high rappel; Com-
passion -- taught on the wall and beam and nowhere
else; social service — teaching a sense of social
service is clearly limited to the duty watch at Hurri-
cane Island; and finally there was the really tough
one
,
the one we agonized over - "to see man in a
cosmic perspective" - and we programmed that with a
solo
.
More broadly, Csigszentmihalyi (1974) and Roberts (1975) found
psychological gains in sense of self, confidence, initiative, and
well-being from involvements with the arts, chess, and brain surgery
as well as adventure pursuits. Studies of encounter groups
suggest
that the crucial learning experience of a course will vary
from
participant to participant (Lieberman, Yalom and Miles, 1973).
^M Lieberman, I. Yalom and M. Miles study Encounter
Groups:
First Facts (New York: Basic Books, 1973) is referred
to repeatedly
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This is despite leaders often believing in a particular kind of
breakthrough--e
.g. , disclosure or expression of rage--as the critical
moment. However, leaders' perceptions of what actual, observed ex-
periences were "breakthroughs" for the various participants in their
groups were not highly accurate. One concludes, then, that leaders
cannot program crucial, breakthrough experiences for each participant
The leaders and the literature agree that psychological gain is
determined neither by the specific course activities nor by arranging
specific moments of realization.
Considerations in Choice of Activities; Participants' Expectations;
Level of Novelty, Challenge; and Specific Objectives . Three findings
in the literature are relevant to a search for guidelines in choosing
course activities and goals. They are:
1. The importance of matching participants' expectations and
values to course goals
.
in this chapter. Of the many empirical studies of encounter groups
and small groups process consulted, this study stood out for two
reasons. First, the design and methodology were singularly compre-
hensive . Groups of randomly chosen college students were led by ten
highly recommended, experienced leaders representing five different
approaches (Gestalt, TA, Synanon, Esalen Eclectic, NTL). The battery
of tests and indicators assessing participants' learning included
standardized personality measures, records of critical experiences,
and pre-, post- and six month post -interviews with participants and
significant others. The ongoing outside observations of group acti-
vities and leader interventions led to a full analysis of norms,
leader behaviors, and learning processes. Correlations were drawn
statistically between all factors of course design, leadership beha-
vior, participants' and leaders' expectations and values, and degree
and kinds of participant learnings. Kurt Back (1973), a severe
critic of the encounter movement, calls it "probably the best avail-
able investigation in this field." Secondly, this study has research
implications for the field of outdoor adventure courses. The design
and instrumentation are potentially adaptable to comparing outdoors
courses and analyzing the effects of the diverse variables that
leaders
suggest are important.
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2. The importance of an optimal level of novelty and optimal
level of challenge.
3. The need for specific, limited objectives.
Participants' Expectations and Values Must Match Those of the Course.
Studies demonstrate the importance of the values and expectations
brought by participants (Bednar and Lewis, 1971; Egan, 1970). Course
activities, or at least the goals justifying inclusion of certain
activities, must match participants' values and expectations.
Alschuler (1973) found that the only predicator of lasting learning
in achievement motivation courses was the initial value participants
placed on achieving in general. Lieberman, et al. (1973) found that
the expectations of how much participants wanted to learn from the
encounter group discriminated high learners from moderate learners,
and high learners from "casualties." Borstleman (1969) found that
the most successful OB students were those who most closely shared
the values of the instructors at the onset. Conversely, Fletcher
(1970) found that the least successful OB students were those whose
values and goals were most dissimilar from those of the course.
The implied guideline for deciding on course activities--and
whether to emphasize dramatic challenges, or new skills, or exploring
new interests--is first to consider what participants expect and
value. If someone comes to gain sufficient canoeing skills to take
her family on a trip, as did one of Sandy's participants, she may not
automatically see the value in discussing her sexuality. Two
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participants that leaders cited as unsuccessful examples can be traced
to conflicting or unclear expectations. Arney reported one woman who
expected the weekend to be at a resort "like Lake Geneva" and was
bitterly disappointed to discover outhouses. However, she came back
for a second weekend a year later when Arney had clarified the nature
"the rustic facilities and why they were of value. The second time
she reportedly loved the weekend as intensely as she had hated it the
first time. On MBB’s trip, two participants came expecting a scenic
vacation in the Rocky Mountains. The hardships of backpacking,
sleeping on the ground, freeze-dried vegetarian food, and being
expected to learn some basic rock climbing were not their idea of
their long-awaited vacation. They left and rented a car to tour the
Rockies
.
Most of the leaders studied partially recognized the need for
agreed-upon goals and expectations. It was standard practice to ask
participants to share what they wanted to get from the trip, either
at a pre-trip meeting or the first night at the campfire. However,
since Arney, MBB and Sandy had all asked participants to share their
expectations, and had tried to clarify what the trip would be like,
it appears that verbalization of goals and expectations is not
always sufficient and that other strategies are called for. Bednar
and Lewis (1971) researched pre -group training and concluded it may
well be the most important variable in structuring expectations.
Pat and River begin their courses with exercises designed to free
people from the expectations they may have brought. They follow
these with exercises meant to experientially clarify the nature of
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the course. China, Erica, River and Sandy sent out pre-trip litera-
ture on the goals and kinds of activities to be expected.
The importance of participants' values and expectations, and
the necessity of clarifying the goals of the experience, were not
recognized by the leaders studied to be as crucial as the literature
suggests
.
Optimal Levels of Novelty and Challenge . Lewin suggests that the first
phase of psychological change--unfreezing--occurs when participants
in a novel situation have an experience they had not conceived of
being within their capabilities. This fosters an openness to
experimenting with new behavior and attitudes. Samuel, Baynes and
Sabeh (1978) found that in high stress situations, an initial success
experience correlates with high performance on subsequent tasks.
Alschuler (1973) similarly advocates that psychological education
courses begin with a "moderately novel, intense, integrated exper-
ience" in which all the central aspects of the course are felt.
This preliminary "immersion experience" is important for two reasons.
First, it gives participants an experience on which to base their
exnectations of the course; second, it shifts their attention and
promotes a receptiveness to new experiences.
"Moderately novel" suggests a balance of totally new and familiar
activities. White (1958) supports the inclusion of some familiar
elements to maximize learning from novel environments. Such a
balance can only be judged for a particular group of participants.
For Arney's participants, the initial experience of traveling by
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bus out of the city in the dark, and arriving at the totally unfamiliar
scene of woods, lake, and non-electrically lit cabins, was balanced by
the familiarity of a disco dance as the first activity. For the
majority of MBB’s participants, all but two of whom were familiar with
woods and hiking, carrying forty pound packs ten miles to an isolated
mountain lake was comfortably novel
. The two who were totally unfa—
^ith hiking, being with all women, and physical activity, how-
ever, reported considerable anxiety about the physical and psychological
demands of this entry experience
.
For most courses under study, an appropriate level of novelty was
assured by participants having chosen the course on the basis of
three criteria:
1) the new activity they would experience;
2) spending time in an unfamiliar outdoor environment; and
3) being a part of a group of all women.
Closely related to structuring optimal level of novelty is
structuring an optimal level of challenge. Csigszentimihalyi (1974)
investigated the relationship of level of difficulty or challenge to
psychological reward. He found that problems somewhere between the
outermost limits of one's abilities (beyond which is fear-inducing)
and the utilization of only part of one's abilities (below which is
boredom producing) is the "flow channel." The "flow channel" includes
problems which challenge one fully without producing anxiety. The
experience of challenges at this level is characterized by absorption,
timelessness, unselfconsciousness , feelings of both total control and
total abandon, and deep joy and union with all life. Czigszentmihalyi
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found that people who experienced this "flow" state sought experiences
that would repeatedly provide it, that it was "what's fun in fun."
Structuring activities that provide such an optimal level of
challenge for all participants depends on an accurate assessment of
the abilities and previous experiences of individuals. One strategy
used by MBB and Jean is to present a variety of options that offer
varying levels of challenge. The leaders encourage participants to
choose the activity they see as most beneficial. Pat stresses indi-
vidual participants modify the level of difficulty of each group
problem. For example, they may choose to use a guide wire in crossing
the bridge, or to do it no-handed, or do it with their pack on. And
they know that whatever level of challenge they take on will be fully
supported by the group. Similarly, Sandy suggests variations of
portaging for individualized challenges: carrying the canoe with
another person, carrying it alone, getting it up with help, getting
it up alone, jogging with the canoe on your back. MBB offer numerous
routes up a cliff so that every participant can find a climbing
challenge that insures the possibility of success, while minimizing
fear and anxiety.
Leaders agree that successfully taking on challenges one step at
a time is preferable to a philosophy of "high risk, high gain."
Lieberman, et al. (1973) parallel this belief with research on
encounter group leaders. The leaders who advocated risking every-
thing to make the dramatic breakthrough were notably unsuccessful,
and had the highest number of casualties.
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The implied guideline for choice of course activities is to
select pursuits whose level of difficulty can be individualized.
This suggests NOT doing only summit climbs, where everyone either
succeeds or fails by making it or not making it, or planning a route
down a Whitewater river where either one successfully runs the rapids
or one gets left behind.
A second implicit guideline is to carefully assess the previous
experiences of each participant. Activities can be structured to
begin a few steps "beyond" what individuals have done before, i.e.,
slightly more challenging and novel than they have personally
experienced. Activities do not then hurl participants into unknown
realms
.
Specific, Limited Objectives Are Needed . One additional finding of
Alschuler (1978) has implications for choice of course activities.
He found that lasting gains were more likely in courses that used
many diverse strategies towards a single, specific psychological
goal, rather than in courses using the same experience towards many
different goals. Women's outdoor courses are not characterized by
specific, limited objectives. Like outdoors experiences in general,
they tend to offer an experience found to be of value to the leaders
and assume that various participants will gain different valuable
outcomes. Two guidelines for choosing course activities are:
1) to clarify and simplify what participants will gain; and 2) to
select activities most aligned with those goals. Although these
guidelines are simple, they have often been overlooked. Jean Ketchum
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IS Illustrative. One of her stated goals was for participants to
gain sufficient skills to go backpacking without men. However, she
did not include activities that required participants to gain basic
in map reading, routefinding, shelter building, packing a
pack, or trail cooking. Connie Hilliard, the course organizer for
MBB's trip, is another example. Her stated goals included women
becoming competent and comfortable in mountain living. However,
the activities she envisioned for the course centered entirely
around rock climbing, rather than camping; and all three instructors
she hired were climbers, rather than people interested in teaching
camping skills.
As psychological goals are clarified and limited (e.g., learning to
ask and give help as opposed to "turning your life around") physical
activities can be matched more closely with objectives. Although
there is no demonstrated simple correlation between specific psycho-
logical gains and specific physical pursuits, course activities
shape the kinds and focus of interactions. River’s course, for
example, asks participants to relinquish their enculturated forms
and patterns of thinking. Instead, they experiment with non-rat ional
,
non-languaged sensing such as silently tracking an animal--imitating
its steps, cues and movement for hours at a time. Sandy, in another
example, pairs assertiveness training with winter camping because
both involve forcefully asking for what one needs. Winter camping
carries dramatic consequences of being cold if one is passive about
one’s needs. Winter camping would not facilitate Womanshare’s
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emphasis on examining each action for its political and class assump-
tions. Group discussions are doomed when the choice is to keep
moving or have cold feet
.
Clarifying what activities may best promote desired psychological
goals must be continually re-evaluated on a course. Diane's stated
goals were for participants to develop both self-reliance and mutual
trust. When interviewed after leading a dayhike, she was concerned
about the class's lack of group solidarity or trust in each other.
However, the activities of the dayhike did not demand any group
cooperation or problem solving. Everyone had been encouraged to be
on her own; and Diane had helped anyone who expressed any discomfort
or anxiety. Trust was built only in her. In the interview, she
decided she would soon stage a simulated accident with herself as
victim, forcing the group to act Interdependent ly
.
The guideline suggested here is to consider how a given
activity will limit or shape participants' interactions with others,
themselves, and the environment; and what issues/concerns/skills it
is likely to highlight.
Specific, Limited Goals or Individualization? Alschuler s finding of
longer-lasting effects coming from courses with specific, limited
objectives is clearly not the model used by women designing outdoors
courses. However, tolerance of many valid goals for the experience
has
an advantage of allowing participants to define their own
goals and
focus on areas of personal concern. Friere (1972), Lieberman
(1973)
and Weinstein (1976) point out that self-chosen issues,
integral to
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participants’ current concerns and life situations, promote the most
direct use of concepts or strategies learned in a course. In addi-
tion, defining goals that are personally compelling enhances feelings
of being in charge and empowered.
This positive interpretation of broad, vague goals assumes
certain leadership capabilities. Leaders must be able to help parti-
cipants articulate meaningful goals; and they must be available to
assist participants in drawing connections between their goals,
their behavior during the course, and their feelings about related
situations. Most of the leaders studied did not attempt this depth
of clarification in any systematic way. (China co-led with a
therapist and regularly used drawing and poetry to encourage parti-
cipants to reflect deeply and synthesize new understandings.)
Guidelines on Choice of Activities from Literature and Leaders . To
sumamrize the considerations for choosing activities: There is no
direct and consistent psychological outcome for a given outdoor
activity. Leaders must select activities with consideration of
participants’ expectations and values, specific course goals, and
the entry level of the group’s skills and familiarities. Stated
interest is a good starting point, but not a limit; moderate levels
of novelty and challenge encourage total focus, absorption, and
avoidance of both anxiety and boredom. The match of values and
expectations of the participants to the leader and course is empha-
sized by the literature, and substantiated by problems of leaders.
Participants can set their own appropriate level of risk and
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challenge within activities that are flexible in difficulty. While
it is important for leaders to help participants articulate their
own goals for the experience, leaders would not seem to be the best
judges of what will be "breakthroughs" for certain people, and
should not expect themselves to program moments of transformation.
Fear does not seem to be useful. It is paralyzing, unless overcoming
fears is an explicit goal of the course or participant. While leaders
offer a rich, complex experience and can help different people focus
on their particular goals and issues within the course, leaders need
to clarify and simplify their specific goals. Then activities can
be selected that emphasize interactions relevant to chosen goals.
Section 2: How to Insure that Psychological Learnings Last
(Do new attitudes and confidence continue natur-
ally beyond the course? Is time for discussion
and reflection enough to insure internalization?
Is there need for one coherent psychological
strategy? Are some psychological frameworks more
appropriate than otehrs?)
Leaders Advocate Mixing Action and Reflection . Leaders agree almost
unanimously that mixing personal reflection with action racilitates
lasting personal learning. (The one exception is Diane: she sees
whatever discussion arises in the group as sufficient.) Leaders did
not agree on any specific balance of doing and reflecting, nor did
they agree on the need for a coherent psychological theory or
strategy
to be taught (e.g., risktaking strategy, behavior self-modification
or transactional analysis). The most widely used psychological
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framework for making sense of the experience is modified assertiveness
training. Sandy, Jean, China, Erica, River, Womanshare
,
and Pat all
emphasize defining one's needs and wants and directly expressing and
negotiating them with the group. Processing of experiences varies
from informal discussion of the day's events (MBB, Sandy), to meta-
phorical ways of making meaning (China, River, Erica), to discussion
based on a series of questions (Jean, Arney, Womanshare). The leaders
base their understanding of the growth process on different cognitive
frameworks. Although these frameworks are used as the basis of
questions for discussion and reflective activities, they are not
shared explicitly. River, Womanshare, Pat and China are the excep-
tions. They provide written explanations of their concepts. All
leaders agreed on the importance of making connections between what
happens in the course and issues/concerns in participants' lives
"back there." The strategies for continuing new attitudes and
psychological skills vary from specific contracting (Pat) and on-
going support groups (Diane, Pat) to issue -oriented rap groups
(Arney) to suggestions of ways to continue new interests through
specific groups (all, upon request). Continuation of friendships
begun on the course is actively supported by some leaders (Pat,
Sandy, Arney, Erica, Diane). See Figure 10, Chapter IV.
Support from the Literature for Combining Action and Reflection.
The importance of combining intense, physical experiences with
reflection is soundly demonstrated in the literature of individual
change. Weinstein (1976), Rhoades (1972), Friere (1972), Borton
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(1970) and Lewin (1948) all present similar cycles of action and re-
flection necessary to lasting self-understanding. A composite of their
models might be diagrammed:
(decisions to try a new
behavior, role, experi-
mentation plan)
Research has shown that encounter groups were more successful when
moderate amounts of time were spent on "there and then" as well as
"here and now" (Chaikin and Derluga, 1978; Lieberman, et al
. ,
1973).
This research supports leaders' practice of including discussion about
participants "other lives." Disclosure of personal issues, concerns,
joys and struggles is agreed to be a crucial aspect in women changing
their view of themselves and each other; such disclosure also connects
the courses and varied women's groups to the rest of participants'
lives (Lloyd, 1973; Lindbloom, 1978; Header, Solomon and Bowen, 1972).
Kurt Lewin 's three step change process—unfreeze, change and refreeze
—
suggests that the "refreezing" occurs through participants' concep-
tualizing what has happened (Rhoades, 1972).
Both leaders and literature, then, support the combination of
action and reflection.
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Considerations in Promoting Lasting Gain . Three findings in the
literature are relevant to a search for guidelines in promoting
lasting psychological gain. They are:
1. The importance of cognitive input from the leader.
2 . The need for a conceptual framework matched to the
developmental level of participants.
3. The importance of practice, rehearsal and reinforcement in
one's referrent group for new learnings to be transferred.
The Importance of Cognitive Input from the Leader . For lasting
learnings, is it enough to reflect on the experiences of the course
alone or with other participants?
Reflection can take many forms: sharing the affect of an
event; musing over the aesthetics, skills or historical precedents;
or describing interactions in detail. In striving for personal,
psychological learning, reflection usually means analyzing one's
thoughts, feelings and behaviors in terms of some conceptual frame-
work. Such reflection assigns meaning to one's internal and
external responses. Participants assign meanings to events and
feelings based on frames of reference they bring to the situation,
or interpretations given it by others.
Lieberman, Yalom and Miles (1973), in investigating which
leader-behaviors influenced how much members learned in encounter
groups, discovered that the amount of the leader's cognitive input--
presenting a framework for assigning meanings to experiences—was
a
critical variable. Alschuler (1973) similarly found that
those
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achievement motivation courses that skipped teaching the theory had
significantly lower participant gains.
Leaders studied varied widely in the amounts of both structured
discussion and cognitive input they made. However, a majority did not
directly teach or share a coherent framework for understanding the
process in which they were engaged. For example, Jean structured
discussion questions leading participants to name their fears and
rewards from the various parts of a backpacking trip. The questions
were derived from assertiveness training steps. However, Jean
never presented an overview of the concept of assertiveness training^
(Jean, like most leaders studied, was glad to discuss her under-
standing of the overall approach if requested). Leaders' prevalent
attitude was that it was preferable for group members to share their
ways of making sense of events than for the leader to impose one
consistent perspective. (Again, Womanshare and River are the
exceptions: they both offered well-articulated conceptualizations of
feminist dialogue or cultural consciousness for use in interpreting
responses
.
)
During data collection, there was little way to assess the
impact on participants of not presenting a coherent cognitive frame-
work. Extensive interviewing well after the course would have been
necessary. However, the literature makes a strong case for including
more direct cognitive input
.
Leaders studied seemed more comfortable presenting their
con-
for individual change in the form of questions forceptual bases
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discussion, and personally sharing a perspective they have found
useful
.
Leaders must find comfortable ways to articulate the psycho-
logical learnings of the experience. Field evidence suggests that
as leaders clarify their own conceptual frameworks, they will be
more able to make cognitive input that is meaningful to participants.
Choosing a Strategy for Meaning Attribution Appropriate to Develop-
mental Stage of Participants . Lieberman, et al. (1973) note that the
theoretical framework used in an encounter group is of little
importance . However
,
they were studying encounter groups composed
entirely of college students. Weinstein, Tamashiro, Loevinger,
Piaget and Kohlberg have done parallel work on changing, develop-
mental structures that individuals use to make sense of their
experience. Their work suggests another consideration in choosing
a framework that will be usable and understandable to participants.
Simplist ically
,
developmentalists suggest that cognitive structures
determine rules an individual uses for understanding all her thoughts,
feelings and actions. For example, in the stages of self-knowledge
development (Weinstein, 1975; Tamashiro, 1977), someone at a
situational stage of thinking sees all her behaviors and feelings
being determined by the external situation. One is brave rock
climbing because the situation causes one to be brave. Persons
at
an internal stage of thinking, in contrast, see being
brave in a
rock climbing situation as caused by their internal
responses to
taking on a new, ohallenging task. People at a patterned
stage of
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thinking may compare their responses to a rock face to other
seemingly impossible tasks in other aspects of their life. Appro-
priate questions for helping a participant learn from her experience
of rock climbing would vary according to her way of looking at it
(Ziff, 1979).
An example from Sandy's canoe trip illustrates leaders' ques-
tions making no sense to a participant. The topic for a morning
discussion was the sources of women's strength. Participants were
asked to inventory their internal responses to tasks in various
aspects of their lives that require "more strength than they could
muster" and compare them with the way they handled the previous
day's difficult paddling and portaging. For one woman, the question
made no sense. She saw her competence in canoeing as wholly unre-
lated to other problems in her life. Canoeing was something
physical one just did because it was there to do and enjoy, whereas
the obstacles in other parts of her life were unsurmountable because
her whole life was a "muddle of failure and disappointment."
Arney's questions reflect an appropriate way of helping parti-
cipants see analogies, given a concrete, situational way of thinking
she asks first for women to say what they liked and didn't like
about swimming in Lake Michigan, and then to review what fears they
had about water before they came. Next they talk about what they
fear and like about the Y's swimming pool. Finally, they explore
how they might share their new confidence with water and swimming
with their children who swim at the "Y".
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The guideline suggested here is that questions match the level
of abstraction or generalization across situations that is appro-
priate to participants' thinking. Similarly, any psychological
theory to be used as a framework must follow the "rules" for seeing
the world used by the participants.
Making Attitudes and Psychological Strategies Transferrable
. Leaders
advocate various ways for participants to retain the "psychological
boost" their new interests and friendships have afforded them.
Research on encounter groups suggests an interesting difference
between trips and groups. Lieberman, et al
.
(1973) found that no one
continued friendships begun in the encounter group. In contrast,
trip leaders report that their participants do seek each other out
socially, as a support network, and for more outdoor recreation. If
friendships begun on trips form the basis of a new referent group,
they may parallel the phenomena of students who go off to college,
are immersed in an intense, value -changing experience, and continue
those new values through peer support and reinforcement (Lewin, 1948).
Students who go through Outward-Bound-type courses as their entry
into an alternative high school semester similarly report that
fpi0y\ds from the course formed a new social circle which reflected
the values and lifestyle begun in the woods. The influence of
shifts in women friends on adult women's psychological functioning
has not been » thus far, studied sufficiently to draw a comparison.
Leaders also point to continuation of new interests and skills,
with or without other group members, as a way to continue the
changes
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begun in the course
. There is nothing in the literature to prove
that continuing to do, for example, yoga, as one did every morning
on MBB's trip, has measurable impact on maintenance of personal
learnings/attitudes. However, it is common sense, and fits with
reinforcement theory, that if such interests are strongly evocative
of an experience in which one felt strong, powerful, brave and in
touch with oneself and other women, some of these attitudes will be
brought to continuation of the activity.
Several leaders particularly emphasize continuing to expand
physical activity after the course. Pat, especially, has women
write contracts for how they will change their physical lifestyle.
The research showing that changes in fitness are accompanied by
changes in psychological sense of well-being supports this strategy
for transfer (Read, 1975; Dodson, 1969; Fould, 1974).
Both Alschuler and Lieberman found that practicing one’s newly
learned strategies for relating or achieving increased transferra-
bility. Going outside the group, trying out a new set of responses,
and returning to the group to evaluate the results is also advocated
by Weinstein (1976). Small experiments of this type are offered by
leaders who structure days for small groups to go off on their own.
River's course includes trying out a weekend of "acting from the
primitive clear part of your consciousness" in a city , after experienc-
ing it in v/ilderness . Rhoades (1972) and Lieberman, et al. (197 3)
caution leaders of the need to actively help OB students and encounter
group returnees articulate their new learnings and perspective to
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circles of family, friends, and co-workers who expect them to act in
familiar ways. Other strategies for introducing the experience and
its meanings to these referent groups are used by leaders studied.
Pat encourages participants to organize day trips and invite signi-
ficant friends to join the reunion activities. China and Erica
offer women an organization with newsletter and ongoing events to
support and continue their new interests/identity.
The guideline suggested here is to work out with each participant
how she can continue the growth she most values from the courses.
Summary: Guidelines for Promoting Lasting Psychological Gain. In
summary, both leaders and related literature support the mix of
action and reflection. The literature suggests that explaining
a cognitive framework as a basis for participants is critical to
lasting gain. Leaders tend to use processing questions that reflect
such a framework, or share it as a personal way they understand
their own experiences. The literature suggests that a leader's
approaches may be loudly heard by participants, and that modelling
the leader's approach to problems/goalsetting/stress, etc. may
substitute partially for a coherent, cognitive theory. However,
there is clear need for more specific conceptual input
.
' Developmental theory suggests that processing questions be
matched with part icipants' structures of thinking. There is support
in the literature for maintaining learnings through establishing a
referent group who share the new values and approaches taken on in
the course. The degree to which adult women's friends ar^ their
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referent group is unknown. The degree to which continuing a physical
or psychological interest from the course maintains learnings is
similarly unknown. However, reinforcement theory and the correlation
of psychological gains and increased physical competence suggest that
continuing course activities will maintain course learnings. Prac-
ticing one's nev7 strategies and styles and returning to the group to
evaluate one's experiments is suggested by the literature and leaders
as another useful strategy for maintaining gains
.
Section 3: How to Maximize the Learnings Related to
Being a Member of a Group of Women
(Does being with other women inherently lead to
a new appreciation of oneself and women in
general? Is group cohesion, cooperative accom-
plishment, or friendships the crucial psycho-
social experience? Does anyone stand to gain,
or should group composition be controlled?)
Leaders Emphasize Group Experience and Friendships . Leaders (except
River, who agrees but doesn't emphasize it) agree that there are
inherently important, dramatic learnings for women in living, working
and sharing an outdoor, physically demanding experience with other
women. They see new appreciation/belief in themselves and women in
general as the lasting attitudinal change. They also see new atti-
tudes of valuing time in all-women's groups, freedom from dependence
on men, and increased expectations of women. Leaders believe that
any woman who really wants to participate in a course will gain.
Several leaders point to membership in a cohesive, highly supportive.
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competent group as the crucial experience. Others stress making a
few friends and pursuing one's individual interests and goals.
Findings Support Gains from Psycho-Social Factors . The literature
of consciousness raising groups, women's studies, classes, and
encounter groups fully supports the concept that psychological gains
and attitude changes are attributable to the psycho-social experience
of group membership (Bailey, 1976;Kirsch, 1974; Whitely, 1973;
Newton and Walton, 1971). Different courses addressed different
stages in feminist consciousness. Overall, being with an all-women's
group particularly promotes changes at all but the final stages (see
Section 2, Chapter IV).
The primary mechanism for learning from group members is a kind
of modeling described by Schein (1969) as "scanning." Participants
who are searching and open to trying new attitudes and approaches
focus on people who have a relevant strategy for the situation.
Rather than modeling from an entire personality, they try on and
integrate the specific information or specific approach. In both
encounter groups (Zarle and Boyd, 1977; Moss and Herron, 1978) and
Outward Bound courses (Rhoades, 1972) "scanning" is reportedly a
learning experience with lasting results. The conditions that
fostar its occurrence are members seeking new approaches, a climate
of positive regard for each member, and public acknowledgement that
different approaches are successful to solving problems.
Leaders and the literature agree that group members can learn
both from being a part of a group of women and from individuals
in
the group
.
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Considerations of Psycho-Social Variables
. The literature is some-
what less optimistic than leaders about psychological gains inherently
occurring in any given group of women.
Several considerations are relevant to guidelines for managing
the psycho-social dynamics of a group:
1. Group norms influence powerfully who will gain and what
will be learned. Participants' expectations influence
group norms
.
2. Not everyone gains from group membership.
3. Group accomplishment and group cohesion somewhat influence
learnings, but do not automatically go together.
Neither the influence of friendships forged through shared
adventures nor the process of changing expectations of oneself and
other women has been adequately investigated.
Group Norms Influence Who Will Gain From the Group . Group norms
prescribe what is acceptable and valued behavior. Participants most
valued by the group tend to embody group norms. One’s acceptance
and status in the group partially correlates with learning. Highly
valued members tend to learn more (Terezukis, 1976). Members who
don't meet with group norms --who are not accepted--frequently have
negative experiences. Lieberman (1973) explains: being accepted and
valued does not guarantee high learning, but must be present for
learning to occur.
The two participants on MBB's course whose expectations were for
a scenic vacation illustrate issues of group norms and acceptance.
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The other participants shared expectations for the course to be
physically challenging, stressful at times, and to emphasize
learning from the personal experiences of other group members as
well as from the leaders and the mountains.
Most participants were highly verbal, of middle class backgrounds,
and influenced by the women's movement. The two expecting a "vaca-
tion" were working class, unaccustomed to sharing feelings, and
suspicious of women's liberation. One of the norms that developed
was engaging in long evening campfire discussions about feelings and
personal learnings from the day's experiences. Another was rejoicing
in the new freedoms of camping without men. There was no need to
worry about one's appearance, nudity, going to the bathroom, or
admitting fears and inexperience. When the two working-class parti-
cipants announced they were leaving the course because they had had
enough of climbing and the hardships of camping, others tried to
persuade them to stay. Arguments were based on values prescribed by
group norms, "You learn a lot about yourself from trying out real
scary things." "Isn't it fun to be without your husband for a while?"
Somewhat guilty, one member suggested that the two might be leaving
because they thought people didn't like them. She mentioned they
might feel uncomfortable with a group where they alone wore make-up,
hated the food, and missed male company. Part of what was at issue,
she hinted, was their deviation from group norms, and whether or not
that denied them acceptance in the group. At the end of this same
trip, another member who had abstained from the nightly discussions.
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commented on the issue of norms. She felt that, despite protests
otherwise
,
people were glad the two left . It was more comfortable
without them. She added that she, too, had felt the pressure of the
group norms. She did not like talking in a large group. She felt
people don't share honestly when in a large group, because of sanc-
tions that develop about "right" ways to look at things. She felt
she was excluded from full acceptance in the group because she chose
to connect to people individually or in small groups
.
This example illustrates the importance of leaders allowing
group norms to be broad enough to assure each member a position of
acceptance and respect . While leaders do not control the norms that
develop, they can make public their respect for each participant's
particular style and contribution. Lieberman (1973) points out that
leader approval is heard loudly by members, as is leader disapproval.
Critical incidents that learners reported frequently included posi-
tive feedback from the leader; "casualties" of encounter groups
consistently reported some leader criticism that was experienced as
devastating.
Rhoades (1972) points out that wilderness course leaders have a
distinct power to influence group norms. The unfamiliar environment,
life and death dependency on leader and group, and emotional stress
contribute to participants' susceptibility. Different leaders
studied used different approaches to insure that all members were
accepted and valued. Sandy consistently has a co-leader with com-
pletely different skills and perspective from her own, who
states
openly different opinions about decisions and different
experiences
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of the same activity. Such differences, coming from the status role
of leader, contribute to developing broader norms.
Erica has different participants name an interest or expertise
they offer (e.g., wildflower identification, fire-building, or
writing poetry). This practice helps set norms of valuing each
member as a contributor, especially when route or schedule is subse-
quently modified to incorporate these interests
. It also contributes
to the norm of learning from each participant, which, in turn, pro-
motes - modeling from all members as well as from the leader.
Two guidelines emerge from the consideration of group norm
development. First, leaders should take extreme care to prevent
norms from developing that will exclude any participant. Secondly,
leaders should make an active effort in early stages of group develop-
ment to find and acknowledge the unique contributions of each member.
Are There Consistent Learnings from Norms of All-Women's Groups?
Norms not only mold the climate of who can learn, but are often taken
on by participants as values. This is especially true when their
experience of the group has been positive and they have gained
approval, respect and a sense of accomplishment following those norms.
Typical in the courses studied were norms of openness, trust, dis-
closure, high levels of cooperation, and enormous support for each
woman realizing self-chosen goals and challenges. The literature on
sex differences, and the values of the women’s movement, suggest that
these norms may emerge consistently in task-oriented women's groups.
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Maccoby and Jacklin (1974) reviewed the massive and fragmented
literature of sex differences and found few differences that were
substantiated. Some that were substantiated are relevant to the
dynamics of an all women's group (as opposed to co-ed or male group-
functioning) :
Men in groups display more behavior aimed at proving
their competence, superiority and abilities as com-
pared to those of other members
. Men display more
aggressive and violent behavior.
In taking on challenges and adventures, women are
more likely to publicly acknowledge their fears
(though they are not necessarily more fearful).
They are not more likely to retreat from novel,
unknown problems, or have less achievement moti-
vation (though it is spurred by different social
circumstances), or have generally lower self
confidence, or be more empathetic, or be more
passive in attempts to influence decisions.
The picture that Maccoby and Jacklin paint of women's functioning in
groups correlates, generally, with norms for women popularized by the
women's movement, and norms found in the field study:
— more disclosure of fears
,
personal concerns
— more confidence in social skills, higher verbal abilities
-- less competitiveness stimulated by peers, more affection and
interpersonal concern
-- less attempts to dominate, more shared decisions based on
taking into account more factors
^Maccoby and Jacklin are conservative. Other authors report far
more sex-role stereotyped patterns in small co-ed groups. Arles (1976),
for example, observed women develop more affection, interpersonal
concerns, interact increasingly with men, are more restricted in
style, do not assert leadership.
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If parlricipants have been involved at all with the women's move-
ment, they are likely to bring common expectations about how women's
groups will operate, and commonly held images of "strong, competent,
liberated outdoorswomen. " Bequaert (1976) found that women expect
women's groups to include:
— personal sharing
— generalization from the personal to women's situation as a
whole
— support for individual members restructuring their goals,
roles and lives.
Various authors (Bequaert, 1976; Richardson, 1974; Gearhart,
1976; Rennie and Grimstad, 1975) have identified attributes of strong,
powerful, liberated women that may be expected to lead to norms
valuing:
— separatism from men, for short or long periods
— assertiveness
-- physical competence
— spirituality
-- interconnectedness of the physical, emotional, intellectual
aspects of self
It is striking how each of these values from the women's movement is
reflected as the primary goal of one or more of the courses studied.
Of course, these feminist attitudes will not effect the expec-
tations of every participant. One woman came on one trip solely to
please her boyfriend, and brought expectations of nothing beyond
gaining skills to paddle without building bulging muscles.
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An observation from this field study was that participants of
women s courses come from all stages of feminist consciousness. The
literature and field study illustrate that norms are influenced but
not dictated by previous experiences in women's groups. Assuming that
participants share a positive experience of being with women, they
will probably change their attitudes towards women. However, being
with all women is not automatically consciousness raising. If psycho-
social dynamics are divisive and alienating, it may even lower their
appreciation for women as a categorical group.
Who Stands to Gain From Such Outdoors Experiences? Readers previously
considered the importance of expectations for participants' lasting
gains and for the norms that form. One more function of expectations
suggested by the literature
,
is to give clues about who might NOT
benefit from an outdoors experience.
Lieberman, et al
.
(197 3) found for encounter groups that
"casualties" and "high learners" were markedly similar in their
assessments of their personalities and needs. Both groups had inade-
quate patterns of coping, low self esteem, low self regard, and valued
growth and change. The difference was that high learners were ini-
tially cautious, and expected the growth process to involve some pain.
Casualtias had unrealistically high expectations: they expected some
"pleasant magic" to be worked upon them.
Sandy's example of a failure was a participant with unrealistic
expectations. This participant sought a "cure": she wanted to stop
smoking after fifteen years, go off breast feeding "cold turkey" and
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get out from her house (other than to the mailbox and her therapist)
for the first time in months. Her constant complaining and hostile
misery made her needs for attention very difficult for group
members to accommodate graciously. She violated norms for cooperative
efforts and attentive listening. She was not close enough to group
norms of enjoying challenges and supporting others to be respected
and accepted. Her expectations, while unrealistically large, did
include some moments of difficulty, so she was not disappointed
that the course did not automatically cure her. In fact, she
reported new attitudes towards her options and capabilities resulting
from the trip. The effect on the rest of the group, however, was
disastrous. So much attention and energy went into this one parti-
cipant that little other sharing occurred and little closeness
developed. Leaders seemed to think that they should be able to
transform the experience of any participant who was resisting
becoming fully involved, having a bad time, or not complying with
group norms. The literature suggests some applicants want more than
the experience can possibly provide, and with little effort on their
part. Under peer pressure, such participants may convert to group
norms (Sherif, 1961), or may simply see the experience as failing
them. The cost to the rest of the group must be considered carefully
for such marginal gains.
The Crucial Experience of Others: Cohesion? Accomplishment? Friends?
Lieberman, et al. (1973) found that, with encounter groups, a sense of
cohesiveness that developed late in the group's life was slightly
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correlated with learnings. Fiedler (1967) and Jurma (1978) report
that group satisfaction correlates directly with task accomplishment.
However, Alschuler (1973) found that accomplishments resulted in
positive evaluation of the course at its completion but were unre-
lated to long term gain.
Sharing stressful experiences, and succeeding at them, is a way
leaders see groups becoming "tight.” Schott (1975) argues in his
participant observer's report on OB, that extreme interdependence in
stressful situations can promote animosity, jealousy and unresolved
conflict as well as cooperation and compassion. Without research to
assess the psychological impact of friends, we can only speculate
that the key variable is being accepted and valued, whether this
comes through a cohesive group, obvious accomplishments, or a few
new friends
.
Summary: Guidelines For Maximizing Gain from Being with Women. In
summary, the literature suggests that the psychological dynamics of
the given group will profoundly influence who learns from the
experience and what she learns. Building norms that allow each
member to be accepted and respected is a prerequisite for psycho-
logical gains. Sex differences and norms promoted by the women's
movement tend to shape common expectations, values, and norms in all
women's groups. However, simply being part of a group of women does
not guarantee a more positive view of oneself and other women. Two
considerations for leaders are: 1) that they use their power to
influence norms so they are broad enough to validate each
member s
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j a,nd 2) "that: they actively create opportunities for
members to learn from the strengths each brings. Applicants with
unrealistically high expectations and little anticipation of pain
are not assured of gaining from the experience, particularly if they
do not fall within norms of acceptable attitudes and behavior.
Section 4: How to Modify One’s Leadership Style
to the Particular Course and Group
(Are there some leadership behaviors that are
consistently important? Does choosing a group
facilitator or strong-woman role-model approach
influence what people learn? How much influence
over participants' gains does the leader
actually have?)
Leaders' Perceptions of Effective Leadership . Leaders unanimously
agree that being a resource person for skills and information is a
primary function. Being responsible for safety is agreed upon as a
second function (except for River, who believes people must take
responsibility for themselves). Emotionally supporting each parti-
cinant is a third agreed upon function, expressed in varying styles
and intensities. All leaders (with the possible exception of Diane)
see that disclosure of their own vulnerability and unresolved issues
must accompany their position as a role model. Rather than being a
role model overall, leaders speak of modeling specific characteris-
tics. These might include strength, curiosity, enthusiasm, full
Involvement, risk-taking, striving to live in harmony with the environ-
ment, learning from every group member, or other specific values and
attitudes they seek to develop in participants.
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Leaders differ in the emphasis they put on sharing leadership
responsibilities and decision-making with a co-leader and the group.
The kinds of decisions they share with the group vary. Some offer
individuals simple choices of several activities or discussion topics
and ask the group to decide where to stop for lunch. Others share
all major decisions with the group: whether to keep on towards the
summit in threatening weather; whether to stop hiking until tensions
in the group have been discussed and plans revised. Leaders also vary
on the amount of teaching they deem effective, the mix of structured
and unstructured activities and time, and responsibility for group
dynamics
.
Effective Leadership Includes Caring, Modeling and Sharing Decision-
Making
.
Within outdoor adventure literature, there is no argument
about the necessity of leaders' functions for safety and for acting
as a resource
.
The literature of psychological education and encounter groups
validate leaders' beliefs about the importance of giving emotional
support, modeling specific attitudes and sharing decision-making and
leadership
.
1. Support for the importance of caring . Part of Lieberman,
Yalom and Miles' study (1973) of encounter groups was to discern the
most effective blend of four categories of leadership behavior. They
found that the most successful leaders combined high levels of
meaning attribution and caring with moderate levels of managing and
stimulating. The authors characterized this leadership style as the
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"love daddy." He both allowed participants to control the depth and
duration of their personal work, and gave validation and caring to
whatever depths participants chose to explore. Through both ques-
tions asked and concepts shared, he offered ways to understand
the unfolding process of individual and group development.
Closely related to the necessity of caring is belief in each
pstticipant
. Research on school teachers' expectations supports
leaders' assumption that believing in each participant is important.
In a series of now-famous experiments, Rosenthal and Jackson (1964)
demonstrated conclusively that students believed to be more capable
or more ready to learn achieved more than students not expected to
make dramatic progress. Dramatic expectancy effects have also been
demonstrated for shopworkers (King, 1970) and rats running mazes
(Rosenthal, 1973). Self-fulfilling prophecies, negative or positive,
appear to be less of a factor in encounter groups. Back (1973)
found leaders to have uniformly high, even overly high, expectations
of participant gains.
The field study suggests, similarly, that leaders of women's
trips hold uniformly high expectations of all participants. They
have an almost "true-believer" faith in the potency of wilderness
experience for women who try wholeheartedly. There was only one
example in the field study that could be interpreted as a leader
operating from low expectations of a participant. Jean did not
encourage the sixty year old grandmother to try climbing the peak.
Although the grandmother had doubts about her oto endurance
,
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Jean's expectations may have been influenced by her age. Even in
this example, however, Jean maintained high expectations that the
woman would eventually climb the peak when she had done more hiking
and had boots instead of tennis shoes. Jean's caring was obvious as
she ensured that the woman had an alternative she foresaw as a wonder-
ful afternoon.
Support and caring are more powerful coming (initially) from
leaders than other participants (Lieberm.an, et al., 1973). Leaders'
position of authority explains the surplus meaning given to their
behavior or comments. The finding implies that leaders do not have
the choice of being "just another participant."
High support, high expectations and high caring are norms of
women's movement groups. The literature demonstrates that these
norms are also critical leadership factors. Leaders studied agreed.
2. The Importance of Leader as Role Model . Participants and
leaders model specific approaches to tasks or problems. This modeling
or scanning was reported to be a major learning mechanism within
groups. Modeling done by the leader carries some additional dynamics.
Role models are people chosen to exemplify an entire personality, or
lifestyle, that one seeks to emulate. Role modeling requires that a
person respects and identifies with an individual. Schien (1969)
describes two kinds of identification: positive and defensive. A
participant may experience helplessness and disconfirmation of her
beliefs about herself. This experience fosters defensive identifica-
tion. It may lead to "idolizing the leader for her power and
prestige.
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and narrowly imitating her behavior" (Schein, as reported in Rhoades,
1972). In contrast, a participant may be able to leave the situa-
tion, trust in the leader, and see the leader's power in her personal
attributes, rather than her position. Such conditions promote posi-
tive identification. The participant will try to see the world
through the leader's eyes, rather than directly imitating her beha-
vior. She will try out a wide range of new behavior and extend
these behaviors beyond the immediate situation. She will integrate
it with her own goals and style
.
The leaders studied, to varying degrees, all exposed their own
areas of weakness and foible as well as their strengths and expertise.
They emphasized experiences in which participants felt powerful,
not helpless. Participants were then more likely to identify
positively with the leaders. In addition, by sharing both strong
and weak parts of themselves , leaders avoided being seen as distant
and all powerful. As a result, women were less likely to transfer
dependence directly from men to women-in-roles-of-authority . Two
such examples were referred to in the rield study. Pat s lailure
was a participant who "transferred her dependency from her husband to
me." Jean talked of the friend vho she took backpacking but who resented
her for being "just like my husband, knew everything."
3. Shared Decision-Making and Leadership Functions . Some
leaders emphasized demystifying leadership functions and sharing
responsibilities. This emphasis was associated with promoting
In the field study, shared leadership dependedpositive identification.
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on whether the leader saw group decision-making and non-hierarchical
power as course goals. Shared decision-making is supported on other
grounds. Lieberman, (1973) found that learnings were retained longer
in groups where more direction is decided by members.
In contrast, however, learnings in encounter groups are entirely
interpersonal and intrapersonal. Outdoors courses also emphasize
new skills and challenges. Thus, the time spend in outdoors
courses on group decision-making must be balanced with time for
skills development, intense physical experiences, and task accom-
plishments
.
Leaders studied frequently co-led their trips, and thus
modeled negotiation and shared decisionmaking continually. In one
program, there was clearly a hierarchy of leader and two assistants.
Usually, however, there was emphasis on equally shared power. Besides
sharing with co-leaders
,
one leader had each participant assume the
leadership functions for a day. After modeling and naming the
specific functions and responsibilities of a leader, some participants
became leaders. Others chose roles for the day of navigator,
nurturer, bare-breasted sun worshipper, complainer, comic, naturalist,
journal keeper, commisar, etc.
In summary, leaders and literature agree that participants
sharing power for decisions leads to less dependence, greater invest-
ment in the accomplishments, and lasting learnings. Taking on
different roles within the group fosters specific "rehearsals" of new
ways to be a contributor. It also demystifies the functions of
leadership and group roles.
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Situational Leadership: Considerations in Adapting One's Style of
Leadership
. One final consideration was raised by the literature,
but not articulated by the leaders studied. Leadership style must be
adapted to a particular group, course, and to the stage of develop-
ment of that group
.
One has seen how developmental theory informs leaders of the
different styles of thinking that participants have. Strategies for
helping participants draw meanings from an experience must be appro-
priate to their way of seeing the world.
Similarly, participants see different styles of leadership as
appropriate at different developmental stages. For example, a parti-
cipant at Erica's Women in the Wilderness collective retreat defined
leadership as the source of an organization's direction and structure.
She was frustrated by Erica's facilitation of a lengthy dialogue
about whether or not to offer official "Women in the Wilderness"
sponsored trips . She spoke of dropping out of the group "because all
we do is talk." Her views may have stemmed from a developmental
stage of seeing the world composed of rules and rule-givers (c.g.
Loevinger, 1970, 1973; Kohlberg, 1973, and Tamashiro, 1975).
Another way to perceive this same woman's frustration is to
conceptualize leadership not as a function of personality and role,
but of situationally-differing needs of a group. Blanchard and
Hersey's (1972) theory of situational leadership suggests that leader-
ship should be based on analyzing the needs of the group in two
basic categories: relationship and task. Relationship includes
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the inputs of caring, support and reflection on group process. Task
includes structuring manageable goals, roles and the specific
sequence of tasks to accomplish those goals. Blanchard and Hersey
identify a general life cycle of the kinds of input that groups needs
from leaders
:
1. High relationship. High task
2. Low relationship, High task
3. Low task, High relationship
4. Low task. Low relationship
This sequence may be varied, and earlier stages returned to as
situations demand. It roughly echoes the previously-discussed
needs for:
1. Early intense, integrated, structured experiences of indi-
vidual and group successes (High Task)
Building norms of acceptance and validation of each member
(High Relationship)
2. More sharing of decision-making and leadership functions,
individually chosen challenges (Lowering Task Input)
Modeling and support from other participants (Lower Rela-
tionship Input)
3. Forays trying out new skills and group processes without
the official leader, and experiments of translating newly-
developed skills into situations and groups apart from
course and other participants (Low Task, Low Relationship)
This general progression from high leader structuring and
support to low leader input was pronounced in MBB's course. The
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first few days included group initiative tasks, tightly structured
times for skills instruction in backpacking and climbing, and dis-
cussions on particular topics that encouraged each member to present
herself and her strengths. During the last few days of the course,
the group had become the decision-maker about whether to move the
basecamp and when to hike out. Different small groups planned and
went off for a challenging technical rock route, a day of summit
sunbathing, and a day of snow and ice climbing. Discussions of
feelings and problems occurred without leader's facilitation. As
Barb expressed it, her goal was to have given away all her skills
and information by the last part of the trip. Alongside group members
assuming responsibility for supporting each other, she would then
"fade into being a full, carefree participant." In actuality. Barb
and other leaders assumed a role in the last phase of the trip of
helping participants articulate and consolidate their feelings, new
attitudes , and areas of growth from the course. Often this was done
through individual conversations in which each participant evaluates
her learnings and defines ways to continue them.
Womanshare illustrates situational leadership differently.
There, the leadership remained high task and high relationship for
only a few hours ; the sooner the recognized "leaders" moved away
from fulfilling those functions for the group, the sooner partici-
pants would step in and assume them. To some extent, this is
Z'eflective of the women's movement emphasis on non-hierarchical
,
shared leadership. To some extent, it reflects the skills of the
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P^^'ticipants in that particular group: most had had extensive
previous group experience.
To summarize the discussion of in adapting one's leadership
style: leaders studied had, to varying degrees, an intuitive sense
of shifting leadership functions to the group as the course pro-
gressed. Leaders did not express the notion that effective leadership
behavior depends on the style of participants' thinking, the group,
the situation, and the stage of group development. Rather, they saw
their leadership style as a function of personality, beliefs, and
previous experiences. Becoming more adaptable in one's leadership
style is suggested as an area of growth for the leaders studied.
Alternatively, it may be that leaders would do well to lead parti-
cipants from backgrounds and life situations similar to their own.
In addition to promoting identification, leaders who are similar to
participants are likely to be close in the developmental level of
thinking and to utilize a leadership style that is somewhat comfor-
table and familiar to the group.
Chapter Summary: Key Leadership Considerations and
Their Effect on Participants ' Gains
Leadership behaviors of consistent importance have been mentioned
in the preceeding sections. Specifically, we have seen the necessity
for leaders to;
1. Clarify participants' expectations.
2. Match values and expectations of the group with those of
leaders and with course goals
.
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3. Offer a developmentally appropriate cognitive framework for
making meaning of the experience.
4. Mold norms and roles to insure acceptance and respect for
each group member.
5. Foster conditions of positive, rather than defensive,
identification and modeling from leader and all group
members
.
6. Share some level of decision-making.
7. Adjust leadership style to the particular group and
situation
.
What difference does it actually make if a leader’s behavior does
or does not incorporate considerations? More basically, what differ-
ences does an individual leader make in participant gains? The
differences made by the leader on what participants gain from a
course are enormous in encounter groups. Lieberman, et al . (1973)
found that leaders and group norms were the major variables in
whether participants learned and whether their learnings lasted.
This would appear to be less dramatically true for wilderness
courses, where the additional elements of the setting and course
activities play large roles.
However, findings of Borstleman (1969) on the impact of leaders
on OB students closely parallel Lieberman ’s findings in encounter
groups. Leaders particularly effect changes in values and attitudes.
Lieberman, (1973) found that they do not strongly effect changes in
behavior, self-concept, concepts of others, and relationships outside
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the group. Not surprisingly, a leader’s particular emphasis (e.g.,
cooperation, self-reliance, assertiveness, etc.) is reflected in how
participants describe their learnings (Lieberman, 1973; Borstleman,
1969). This is echoed in two studied of Outward Bound showing that
gains varied from patrol to patrol. Authors Jickling (1977) and
Linder and Linder (1971) suggested that these differences may stem
from leaders’ individual priorities and interpretations of the
experience. In the field study, conversations with past participants
confirmed that members see their experiences in the terms suggested
by the leader. Diane's participants talked about discovering the
freedom of going backpacking without men, and of trusting and
enjoying other women. China’s participants talked about over-
coming fears and metaphorical breakthroughs in their psychic journey.
A specific comprehensive evaluation of the effects that
correlate with leaders’ behaviors, values and attitudes is unavail-
able. The case for using the guidelines developed in this chapter
depends on leaders’ desire to avoid consequences when crucial con-
siderations are ignored.
A complete table of the guidelines, including specific leader-
ship and course factors, questions for leaders’ consideration, and
Dossible consequences of ignoring a given factor , is included in the
next chapter.
CHAPTER SIX
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCH
I
In this chapter, the study is summarized. Conclusions about the
form and content of women's outdoors courses for psychological gain
are presented in the form of answers to the questions originally
posed
.
1 . What is the range in form and content of the courses
currently offered?
2. What are the commonalities and differences in goals and
assumptions? Is there a consistent "women's course" or
"women's approach to outdoors experience?"
3. On what basis do leaders make decisions about appro-
priate course design and leadership behavior?
4. Given the process by which practitioners design and lead
courses, and the critical variables identified in the
literature, can a systematic basis for decisionmaking be
outlined?
Two recommendations for research conclude the chapter. The
first outlines an ideal comprehensive study correlating course fac-
tors with outcomes. A second one defines critical, answerable
questions that merit immediate study.
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Section 1: Summary and Conclusions
Conclusions can be drawn from the ten case studies and review of
related literature as to the "state of the art" of women's outdoor
courses that promote psychological development. These conclusions
answer the four questions originally posed for the study.
Q. #1: What Is The Range In Form And Content Of The Courses Currently
Offered? Wilderness /outdoor experiences are of interest to more than
white, middle and upper class women. Black, Chicana, and Chinese-
American women, of working class backgrounds and urban lifestyles
are represented, though in smaller numbers compared to white middle
class women. Participants are diverse. They range in age from
sixteen to sixty-two. They are single, married, divorced, and
widowed. They are mothers, professionals, factory workers, graduate
students, college students, and retirees.
Participants include women of all levels of experience with
outdoors and physical activities. They are strongly weighted, how-
ever, towards the inexperienced and novice levels.
Leaders and organizers of women's courses have an active interest
in women and expanding the options for women. They do not, however,
necessarily identify with the women's movement. They represent all
stages and degrees of feminism: from first asserting women's rights
to time for themselves, to working towards a lesbian separatist
society, to wanting to re-include men in a new order emphasizing
rights for all living creatures.
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Activities in courses are diverse, including physical, psycho-
l^sical
,
interpersonal, spiritual, educational, and environmental.
The goals of courses are similarly broad. They include experiencing
one s connection to the cosmos and one's primitive, intuitive clair-
voyance; getting over being afraid of water, bears, and being without
men; developing skills in backpacking, canoeing, and mountaineering;
being assertive about one's wants and needs; and gaining insight
into one's own quest and heroic journey.
The range of settings is similarly diverse. It includes a
ropes course in a grove of trees on a college campus, a rustic camp
on the shores of Lake Michigan, a mountain range reknowned for serious
rock climbing, a last pocket of true wilderness beach, a women's -only
ranch, and a famed lake region.
Results perceived by leaders correlate to some extent with their
goals and assumptions about the process of psychological gain. They
include overcoming phobias; valuing the feeling that they deserve
time for themselves; spending time with women; Increasing expec-
tations of themselves and other women; improving physical competence;
committing themselves to continued physical activity in their lives;
glimpsing or acting from another consciousness; experiencing another
more harmonious way to live; aid lessening dependence on men.
VThile no leaders reported strongly negative results for a
participant, most identified one example of what they considered to
be a "failure." "Failures" included two women who left a course,
not finding what they sought; a woman who transferred her dependency
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from husband to leader; a woman who expected a resort and found pri-
mitive camping; a woman who drained the group with her extreme and
neurotic neediness; and an incident of the group not entering into
the seriousness and psychic power" of an intended exercise.
What leaders perceive to be the psychological content of the
courses, directly reflects their assumptions about the kinds of
growth available in women-shared outdoor experiences. Each leader
defines the primary kind of gain and how it happens differently.
Mental Health
Mental Health is enhanced by having new options,
treating oneself to recreation, trying new
interests. (Arney)
Self-Reliance and Trust
Once you know you can care for yourself physi-
cally, then you can feel like you can care for
others, and trust them to care for you. (Diane)
Goalsetting, Confidence, and a Process of Constantly Learning
Setting goals and realizing them, particularly with
outdoor pursuits vfhich they imagine to be difficult,
promotes confidence to pursue other interests .. .towards
constantly learning, particularly making personal
connections from experiences that incorporate the
physical, emotional and intellectual. (Sandy)
Insights, Heroism, and Cvercoming Fears
Wilderness experiences are powerful metaphors in
each person’s personal journey promoting three kinds
of breakthroughs: transforming fear into energy,
seeing things in environment that give you insight
into your inner being, and seeing and feeling moments
of your own and other women’s heroism. (China)
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Commitment to Pursuits, and Changed Expectations of Self
Intense experiences, psychologically, physically and
interpersonally "knock the first domino" towards
"getting rid of entrenched ways of thinking. Over-
coming fear isn't what's critical, but doing things
you never considered possible that you choose and
pursue totally. (Barb of MBB).
New Sources of Strength in Environment and From Other Women
Learning from forces in environment and from each other
allows women to attune themselves to real sources of
harmony and power. (Erica)
Choosing One's Challenges andRisks: Getting and Giving Support
Women can feel safe enough to try and succeed in new,
scary or risky physical tasks if they choose the chal-
lenge and level; feel total support for their choice and
attempt; are celebrated in their achievement. (Pat)
Dialogue as Process of Healing Ourselves, Our Sisters, Our
Environment
Women gathering in loving struggle and dialogue allows
us to examine our experience and draw from them
personal/political learnings. This is route to per-
sonal and societal restructuring that would allow health.
(Womanshare
)
Changed Consciousness. Union With Environment and Other Life Forms
Moments of clarify, glimpses of full intuitive and
perceptive power can reintroduce us to our primitive
wisdom. These glimpses are more likely to happen
in wilderness and through games /experiences that
demand total focus and merger with environment or others
of the species. (River)
Assertiveness and Confidence
Stating your wants and preferences gets you to the back
tacking trip you really want and confidence to take
home. (Jean)
Q. § 2 : What are the commonalities and differences in goals and
assumptions? Is there a consistent "women's course or women '
s
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approach" to outdoors experience? The ten programs studied
revealed diversity in specific gains and ways of achieving them. In
spite of this variety, several consistent themes about course
elements, leadership, and participants’ gains were identified.
Participants gain confidence, competence, strength, and new
options. They discovered that they can both enjoy and achieve
unfamiliar things and think in new ways. Frequently this goal is
called "women discovering their own power." It is achieved by
concrete experiences of breaking through self-imposed and societally
imposed ideas of what is possible, both as individuals and as women
(and for River, as members of the culture). New physical activities,
challenges or skills are one crucial means; but breakthroughs can
happen through a wide variety of new pursuits.
Participants discover how enjoyable or powerful it is to be
v/ith and learn from women. When women experience the support, caring,
openness, and accomplishment of working and living with women,
their attitude towards themselves and wom.en in general changes. This
change occurs as a member of a close, cohesive group, or through a
few new friendships based on physical and emotional interdependence.
Leaders believe an all-women's group is crucial to participants'
learning to trust in women and develop a feminist consciousness.
Sharing a wilderness/outdoor experience in an environment of
concrete challenges and rewards provides a psychological "time
out.
The contrast alone to one's daily, complicated existence
can lead to
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psychic renewal. It can also help one to re-examine her values and
psychological approach to life, and/or catch a glimpse of life at
another level of consciousness. Learning occurs from modelling other
women's attitudes and strategies, as well as from reflecting on one's
responses to unfamiliar challenges
.
There is an optimal level of newness and risk-taking for each
participant. Fear and anxiety are avoided, while competence develops
through manageable, sequential challenges. These challenges may be
physical or interpersonal. They may be appropriately set by the
participant herself or the leader. Leaders are responsible for
broadly defining activities and experiences that allow appropriate
challenges for everyone.
The active support of the leader and other women in the group is
a necessary component of psychological gain. Leaders believe that
this support is found more easily in groups of women than co-ed or
male groups
.
Having some level of involvement in decisionmaking and goal
setting encourages women to take charge of their learning. Shared,
demystified leadership is of varying importance to different courses.
Women can better transfer their gains to home environments by
continuing some newly discovered interest or physical pursuit, or by
staying in contact with friends from the course . Leaders make some
efforts to help participants continue their growth in some way.
Women's consciousness of their connection and responsibility
to
the natural environment comes from exploring the beauties
and wonder
of living in close touch with their own bodies,
weather, landscape.
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and other forms of life. The wilderness is NOT a series of obstacles
and challenges to be conquered, but a spiritual and emotional source.
Leadership among women is as much involved with support ing as
directing or challenging. Leaders are full members of the group,
with as much to gain as members. Leading involves disclosing one's
own struggles, fears, and joys, as well as modelling confidence,
strength, and approaching new situations as opportunities. There is
a marked rejection of leader as a distant authority or hero. There
are, however, variations of leading as a role model first or facili-
tator first
.
There was found to be agreement and support from research on sex
differences for women's groups functioning differently from men's
groups. Women showed less competitiveness and fewer displays of
aggression and dominance. They showed no less achievement motivation,
while disclosing more fears, and having more confidence in their social
and verbal skills. Differences in decisionmaking, confidence, and role
sharing were inconclusive. The substantiated differences are overlaid
with norms for women's groups popularized by the women's movement.
Such norms include high disclosure, trust, and support, as well as
shared leadership, new roles, and encouragement for self-chosen goals
and risks. The picture in its entirety suggests a consistent women's
approach to outdoors experiences
.
The literature, however, also pointed out that group norms are
a function of participants' and leaders' expectations. A course will
be characterized by "a women's approach" to the extent that parti-
cipants and leaders value this approach. The field study established
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that design and leadership of courses is influenced by the leaders'
previous experiences and current organizational ties. While it is
likely in this culture, at this time, that women interested in orga-
nizing and leading outdoors courses for women have some attitudes and
approaches characteristic of "women's liberation," it is not gene-
tically inherent. It seems unlikely that advocates of "Total Woman"
would choose to conduct wilderness courses for women, given the
essential experience of being in wild terrain without men. However,
there certainly could be "women's courses" run by established male
organizations that hire women instructors who embody their philosophy
The courses would reflect their philosophy of distant, heroic author
i
tarian leadership, of conquering nature to prove one's potency, of
achievements being valued only if they meet certain external levels
of difficulty, and of disclosing fears and emotions as signs of
weakness
.
Q. § 3 : On What Basis Do Leaders Make Decisions About Appropriate
Course Design and Leadership Behavior- The field investigation was
begun with an assumption about how leaders designed their courses:
They based decisions on their goals for a particular course, their
general observations about how women change through outdoor exper-
iences, and their appraisal of the needs and readiness of particular
participants. Field observations and interviews enlarged this
analysis. There were two additional strong influences on a leader's
course design and leadership behavior.
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a. Background
. Background influences might include personally
powerful outdoor experiences, leaders she had used as models,
practices and philosophies of organizations she had worked
for, growth experiences she had participated in, and exper-
iences with women and women's groups.
Organizational Ties
. Current organization affiliations
influenced her areas of concern, enthusiasm about herself
and other women, leadership, outdoor education, and psycho-
logical functioning.
The overall conclusion is that leaders make decisions and behave
based primarily on their own experiences and limited observation of
course participants.
There is considerable variation in the thoroughness and care
leaders give to clarifying goals for a course and making decisions about
activities and leadership style. Leaders' decisionmaking in the
context of women's wilderness courses is a new art. As such, it has
developed neither a theoretical base, nor a forum for exchanging
variations in course form and context. The consistency and coherence
of goals and assumptions can be traced to common influences of the
times, i.e., women's changing consciousness and roles. Trends towards
spiritualism, popular psychology, environmental concern, and new uses
of educational and leisure opportunities are additional common
influences
.
Q. ^4; Given the Process by which Practitioners Design and Lead
Courses, and the Critical Variables Identified in the Literature,
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Can a Systematic Basis for Decision-Making Be Outlined? Literature
on psychological education, leadership, sex differences, and small
group functioning address the gains that leaders see courses fostering.
Combining the key factors in designing and leading courses identified
by leaders with those suggested in the literature, partial guidelines
emerged. The guidelines are not rules, but considerations for leaders'
use in selecting goals, activities, structures for reflection, and
appropriate leadership behavior. These guidelines are useful for
leaders who emphasize group experience, problem solving, risk taking,
and pursuing new interests . They are biased in favor of sharing
roles and decisionmaking, and extending new psychological approaches
and attitudes beyond the course. Other kinds of goals held by
leaders were not conclusively substantiated in the literature. The
guidelines do not relate directly to goals of environmental and
spiritual awareness, acting from another consciousness, or gaining
clarity on one's values and lifestyle. However, as general guide-
lines to ensuring impact of any chosen psychological goal, they merit
consideration
.
GUIDELINES: KEY CONSIDERATIONS IN DESIGNING
AND LEADING WOMEN'S COURSES
Factor
Each participant's
expectations and
values brought to
course
Consideration
Do they match the
values and expec-
tations of the
leader?
Do they support or
fit with course
goals?
Possible Consequences if
Ignored
If they are far off, or in
conflict, a participant may
not value activities or the
course. If they hate it
without allies, they may
either convert or want to
leave
.
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Factor Consideration Possible Consequences if
Ignored
Expectations Can they be ac- Either way, there is little
commodated in group
norms, given those
hope of internalized gains.
of other partici- With one lone deviant,
pants? there is a high possibility
of alienation, not being
accepted by group, and no
lasting learning.
If expectations are un-
reasonably high and there
are no expectations of
hardship, there is high
possibility of no gain,
serious disappointment,
and negative experience.
Entry level of What experiences Limits the possibility of
skills, familiar- offer a moderate "flow" experience and
ity, both inter- level of anxiety? learnings
.
personal and
reflective pro-
of challenge?
Puts all responsibility for
cesses, and Do they ensure the successful challenges on
physical opportunity for the leader.
wilderness self-chosen de-
skills gree of Fear may arise and block or
difficulty? paralyze if leaps are too bi;
What are the High support allows far
small, incre- higher levels of accomplish-
mental steps ments , internal standards.
for teaching and personally meaningful
those skills? achievements
.
Can I honestly sup-
port any partici-
pant-chosen goal
or challenge?
'
Does the group offer
equal, intense cele-
bration of any self'
chosen goal achieved,
not based on external
standards of diffi-
culty?
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Factor
Appropriate
activities
Consideration Possible Consequences if
Ignored
What interactions
do they focus
participants on?
Failure experiences likely
if level of difficulty not
adaptable to range of
participants' skills.
How adaptable are
they to varying Frustration with no time
skill levels? for "what I came for" if
activities focus on part of
What kinds of issues ,what experience is expected
concerns, insights to include,
are they likely to
highlight? Do those
fit with course
goals?
Composition of group
in terms of age
,
experience out-
doors
,
experience
with groups
Will everyone find Non-identification with
some member they other members; feeling
can identify with? alienated,
have things in com-
mon with? Feeling devalued, patronized,
disempowered . Identifying
Should activities defensively with leader,
be modified to high-
light interests,
areas of expertise
that participants
bring?
Developmental stage
of each partici-
pant and overall
group
.
What is the range
of developmental
stages?
Clash of ways incidents
,
goals, and leadership are
interpreted
.
Can appropriate
goals and expecta-
tions be defined
with each person?
What processing
questions, con-
ceptual framework
will make sense?
Should it be in a
whole group?
Should it be in-
dividual conver-
sations?
Possibility of seeing no
connection between course
and rest of her life.
Confusion
.
Immediate positive exper-
ience, but less lasting
gains
.
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Factor
Development of group
level of shared task
and relationship
Group Norms
Identification
with leader
Modelling from
group members
Goals for
experience
Consideration
What leadership
style will be most
effective? What
leadership func-
tions can/should
group assume?
Possible Consequences if
Ignored
Dependence on leader or
anxiety. Horizontal
aggression if no secure
leadership
.
Can they be broad Hard to combat a norm once
enough to accept established,
and include all
members?
Are they what you
want people to
learn from course?
What weaknesses and Idolizing. Defensive
strengths are you identification,
willing to expose?
What is your ap-
proach for taking on
problems, challenges,
risks, new learning
areas?
How can each group
member be seen as a
valuable, contribut-
ing person to learn
from?
Alienation, devaluation, and
underutilization of group
process for learning. All
modelling from leader and
high-status participants.
Not changing attitude towards
women in general
,
but only
women who are super-competent,
heroic, or in authority.
Are they limited? Allov; individualization and
Specific? more internalization.
Do activities fit Goals don't get met because
with the priority strategies aren't sufficiently
goals? focussed to accomplish any
one of them.
Is introductory im-
mersion experience
a clear embodiment
of the goals?
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Factor
Inputs of caring
Meaning-
attribution
Considerat ion Consequences if Ignored
Do they fit with
participants
'
values and expec-
tations?
Does leadership
style match goals?
Can they be indi-
vidualized, or
accommodate the
range of parti-
cipants?
Are they develop-
mentally appro-
priate?
Are some in
conflict with
others?
Is it experienced No norm of high trust, be-
as high and also lief, and caring,
communicative of
high expectations? Less likelihood of feeling
accepted in group. Less
accomplishment
.
Is there high level Less transference to other
of cognitive input situations.
so people can make
meaning of their
feelings and
experiences?
The impression from these guidelines may be that for women to
gain from an outdoors adventure , the leader must seriously contemplate
every intervention. In contrast, the conclusion from observations in
the field study is quite the opposite. It appears that, in comparison
with encounter groups and psychological education courses, the
leader and course design carry less of the burden for engineering
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success. The major difference is that significant psychological
weight is attached to the setting and the activities themselves. At
this point in time, acquiring new physical competencies and caring
for oneself and other women in a primitive setting are associated with
exhilirating new feelings of power, capability, and strength . The
feelings may be associated with breaking cultural taboos, or with
the proven psychological boost from increased physical competence.
The feelings may result from risk, adventure, trust, and initiative
as qualities valued by women.
The field study indicated that negative experiences were rare.
They were rare even for leaders who led intuitively without considering
more than half of the suggested guidelines.
Leaders’ decisions probably make a significant difference in the
degree to which learnings are internalized and transferred to other
settings. Further research is required, however, for any substantial
conclusions about the impact of leaders on participants' longterm
gains
.
Section 3: Recommendations for Research
Existing studies suggest some productive research which is
summarized in this section. Following this summary is a proposal for
a comprehensive investigation that examines the variables identified
in this study. Third, specific questions, whose answers can be
immediately applied in the field, are raised.
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Past Research Suggests Productive Directions for the Field . Research
on outdoor adventure courses has been dominated by studies of Outward
Bound and Outward Bound derivatives. The major direction has been to
prove that participants change as a result of taking the course.
Changes in attitudes towards others, self-concept, increases in
initiative, perseverance and self-understanding have been typical
effects tested. Behavioral changes have been successfully demonstrated
for some groups. (Patients were released from mental institutions,
juvenile delinquents returned to jail less often, and high school
students talked more with teachers who participated in their out-
doors courses
.
)
Form and content have been little explored, beyond Kelly and
Baer's demonstration (1971) that recidivism was lower for juvenile
offenders who went on physically rigorous OB courses than for those
who attended more reflective courses. Consideration of sex as a
variable is a recent occurrence. No conclusions can yet be drawn
about the differences of OB's effects on women and men, or of all-
women's course outcomes as opposed to co-ed course outcomes.
Statistical analysis of pre- and post tests for attitude change
has not produced conclusive results. Anecdotal self-reports of
gains are massive in number and convincing in kind. One can
conclude
from them only that participants believe they are deeply
effected by
the experience. Tests are insufficiently reliable for
measuring
inner states. Behavioral evidence goals has not been
agreed upon for
"normal" populations.
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Meaningful outcome studies would be possible if the attitude and
behavior changes sought by leaders and participants were clear, and
if simple indicators of such changes were discovered. If key course
variables were identified, comparative studies of effective form and
content could be conducted using existing courses with similar popu-
lations and goals.
Implications of This Study for a Compahensive Investigation of Form,
Content and Outcomes of Women's Courses . This exploratory study
identifies attitude and behavior changes sought by course leaders and
participants. This study also identifies crucial course design and
leadership variables in promoting lasting psychological gain.
A comprehensive study that correlates course outcomes with specific
curricular and instructional variables can now be designed.
The Lieberman, Yalom and Miles study of ten encounter groups is
the single best research model for correlating course and leadership
variables with participant gains. An investigation of women's out-
doors courses modelled after the Lieberman study would include the
following as possible outcomes:
1. Changed attitudes towards oneself and other women
2 . Changed stage of feminist consciousness
3. Changes in friendship networks and referent group
4. Increased ability to assert one's wants, needs, and preferences
5. Increased ability to set goals and achieve them
6. Changes in values related to lifestyle
7. Increased physical activity in one's life
8. New spiritual, psychological and ecological pursuits
9. Raised environmental consciousness
10. Changed coping behavior (with fear, anxiety)
11. Changed factors in making decisions
12. Increased risk-taking
Evidence in Lieberman, et . al. suggests that course and leader-
ship variables would be expected to correlate to various of these
outcomes. A comprehensive analysis would examine the effects of the
following course factors, both as discrete and interconnected variables:
Participant variables: expectations
values
developmental stage
level of feminist consciousness
individual, articulated goals for course
previous outdoors experience
status in group
Course format variables :mix of active, reflective activities
strenuousness, novelty and challenge level
of activities
wildness of setting
amount of alone time, group time
amount of negotiation of decisions
kinds of role sharing
level of group accomplishment, individual
accomplishment
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Psycho-social variables; group norms
level of group cohesion
incidence of modeling, scanning
Leadership variables: input of caring, meaning attribution
changes in task, relationship inputs
background and beliefs
conceptual framework shared
feminist consciousness
developmental level
stated goals
expectations of participants
values
A comprehensive study of the scope proposed here would provide
practitioners with valuable information. As the number of courses,
leaders and participants increases, the need for this data becomes
more critical. "The field" is no longer a few well-meaning women who
want to share the pleasure and power of women's experiencing the
wilderness together. "The field" is leaders and agencies offering
courses in response to growing interest and a new market. New leaders
need to know the effects of their every decision, so they can compen-
sate for their lack of experience with information. Experienced
leaders need to research so they can responsibly mold their courses
and leadership style to new participants and newly-defined purposes,
e.g., courses for battered wives who want to learn new coping
strategies
.
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RecoTTiTnendat ions for Studies of Specific Outcomes, Contrasting Courses.
The necessary expertise, time and money for the proposed comprehensive
study may not be immediately available. However, research on dis-
crete variables can begin. Two directions are required in the next
phase of research. First, outcomes that have been explicitly defined
need investigation. Second, contrasting course formats can be
compared for effectiveness.
Of the many outcomes deserving investigation, the investigator
recommends three areas of highest priority. They are:
1. Feminist consciousness and friendships
2. Assertiveness
3. Continued pursuits and changed expectations
Outcomes related to feminist consciousness and women friends
suggest three questions for further study:
a. Do outdoor/wilderness courses effect participants' stages
of feminist consciousness?
b. Do outdoor/wilderness experiences effect women's patterns
of friendships after the course?
c. Do outdoor/wilderness courses effect participants' attitudes
towards other women?
Research methodologies exist for addressing each of these questions.
Comparison studies with women's support groups, consciousness
raising
groups, women's studies classes and women's athletic teams
are
feasible
.
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As well as being important to leaders of women's outdoor courses,
such investigations would inform other significant questions in
women's studies and adult psychology. The psychological significance
of an adult woman's womenfriends is not established. Likewise, the
influence of her referent group is undefined.
A second priority in outcomes research is to examine changes in
women's assertive behavior resulting from outdoor/wilderness courses.
Specific questions to be addressed include:
a. Do outdoor /wilderness courses increase participants'
frequency of asserting their goals, preferences and needs?
b. Do outdoor/wilderness courses effect participants' assertive
behavior in future outdoors trips, in groups of women, in
family and in work settings?
Some observational measures of assertiveness are available. A
related study might compare outdoors courses that teach assertiveness
through physical challenges with courses that teach it through theory
and role play. Adding a third comparison—an outdoors, physical-
challenge course that includes theory--would have major implications
for the field. It could substantiate or disprove the tenet that
teaching a specific cognitive framework increases long-term learning.
The third priority for outcomes research suggested by this
investigator also centers on questions of long-term effects. Three
questions are raised:
a. Do outdoor/wilderness experiences effect participants
patterns of physical activity beyond the course?
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b. Do participants continue interests discovered on courses
in ecology, psychological strategies, or women's issues?
c. Do participants have raised expectations of themselves,
others, and the quality of work and life they deserve?
Because these first two changes are behavioral, they could be
accurately investigated by simple interviews or questionnaires.
Investigation of raised expectations might be conducted through
interviews and reported changes in goals
,
work and lifestyle
.
Research Recommended to Determine Effective Form and Content . Among
leaders who agree on a particular goal, there is need for research on
the most effective course design and leadership style. This explora-
tory study identified the effectiveness of certain "matches:"
—match between leader's goals and participant expectations
—match between participants' values and leader's values
—match between developmental stage of participants and leader
—match between leadership style and stage of group development
The impact of these "matches" could be evaluated in a compara-
tive study of two groups whose participants share common backgrounds,
values and goals. One group will take a course with local leaders.
The other group will take a course in a distant location with unfamiliar
leaders. The study assumes that local women who design and lead trips
will be closely matched in background, expectations and values to the
participants they attract. Research questions could include.
How do lasting gains differ for participants who go on the
distant course run by a national organization and for
participants
who go on trips designed and led by local women?
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Asking not who should sponsor courses, but if they need to be
organized at all, suggests a study comparing the effectiveness of
structured courses and informal trips:
How do experiences of leaderless groups of women who simply
go on a trip together, with no identified psychological goals,
differ from experiences of women participating in structured
outdoor/wilderness courses?
Finally, the basic controversy over courses for women is not closed.
The effectiveness of all-women’s courses, as opposed to co-ed courses,
should be compared for specific gains (gains in feminist consciousness,
patterns of friendships, assertiveness, continued pursuits and in-
terests, etc.). The question to be addressed is:
Given similar course design and leadership, how do the norms
and outcomes differ for women participating in all-women’s
outdoors courses and women participating in co-ed courses?
The rationale for all furthe r research hinges on the value of the
outcomes of women’s outdoor/wilderness courses. If such outcomes are
significant, then research on how to best promote those outcomes is
worthwhile
.
There is a greater meaning attached to all the outcomes recom-
mended for continued research (increased feminist consciousness,
assertiveness, continued course activities, and raised expectations),
all lead to personal and societal change
.
The assertion of this author is that there is potential for a
lasting visionary aspect to women’s wilderness experiences.
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Participants talk of a trip providing "a glimpse of how life should
be" or a "prototypic experience." A large body of articles and
letters substantiate these testimonies.
A wilderness experience can awaken a woman's longings for
achievement and meaningful relationships. Beyond awakening, such
experiences can foment discontent and act as a catalyst for change.
By continuing activities and interests begun on the wilderness trip,
a participant may stay in touch with her newly awakened expectations.
Eventually, a contrast develops between when she believes she can do,
and what she is doing. This contrast may cause discomfort. With
supportive conditions, the discomfort can provoke action.
An example is in order: L. was the wife of a minister and the
mother of two small daughters. She came on one of Sandy's canoe
trips to learn to paddle well enough to go out with her husband. At
one point she was surprised to discover that she had forgotten she
was paddling. Prior to that moment, she had been disheartened and
exhausted. "Suddenly, all I was aware of was the colors of the
water. At each depth there was another glorious shade of deep green-
blue. I could paddle forever... it wasn't paddling, it was just
mixing colors." Her ease and rhythm of paddling continued. She was
asked if she had ever experienced doing something that was hard
and
having it suddenly get easy. "I don't know... of course, painting
was like that. I'd stay there... it just poured out." L. had given
up painting when she married. She was encouraged by
leader and
participants to begin again. Three months later, a
letter came from
L. "It was a wonderful trip. It was hard to
get back into the old
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grind. I kept thinking about going again. Then, one day, I realized
I didn't have to go back entirely to my old life. I mean, if
paddling was as wonderful as painting, then other things in my life
might be good. So, I'm painting, and also started a women's group
in the parish. We talk about how we can serve the church, our hus-
bands, and have time for ourselves too. It's a little scary, but
exciting.
"
Seldom are transformations so quick and painless. Most involve
more doubts about whether the experience of the trip was lost entirely.
A wilderness experience can provide both the provocation and the
support for action. The action may transform immediately unsatis-
fying conditions. Or, it may point out the need for women together
challenging and restructuring the values, roles, and power relation-
ships of the society.
Despite the size of the first step, the implication is that
women's experiences in outdoors /wilderness courses can indeed promote
both personal and social change. As an approach to psychological
education, they are thus in line with the broadest goals of the
field. Both for individuals and women collectively, psychological gain
demands both internal, attitudinal change, and external re-ordering.
Wilderness experiences offer avenues to such empowerment.
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APPENDIX A. LETTER OF INQUIRY
FUrch 20. 1976
Human Sarvlcei Person,
I am crying co find ocher group leaders who do outdoors crips or courses
focused on women.
In Che last chree years I've axperimanced with courses for collage>age
woman: a Chrae-vaek winter trak In the mountains and canyons of Mew
Mexico, and a semestar*long potpourri of outdoor exparlancas. For the
first time this August, I'll being doing some canoe trips for any Intareatad
woman aged 20 to 80.
I'm eager to find out what others are doing In this area . . . with
different kinds of women and from various settings (woman's centers, wilder*
ness schools, environmental awareness InaclCuCaa, etc.). My own Incarast
centers on how, through outdoor experience
,
woman coma Co feel and act
differently In relation to chamaalvos, to others, and to nature, and If
choae changes last.
I'm trying to figure out plans for a study of women's psychological gains
through outdoor experience. It won't be anything statistical: I'll
visit at length with leaders who are doing outdoor courses focused on
women. If possible, I especially hope Co visit people who will be leading
such trips or courses during June or July, so I can briefly be a parclclparf'
as wall as reporter.
In exchange for their time, I can share with leadara the discoveries and
approaches of prograias similar to chairs.
If you are one of these leaders I'm looking for, please let me know what
you're doing ••• even If there's no chance I would be able to visit you.
Just sand a few sentences or a brochure. If you're pressured ... I keep
being told not to expect many snsvert, but feeling somehow this group Is
different.
If you're not doing outdoors stuff focused on woman but know even vaguely
of anyone who la, please send names and addraaaca. If you're Just gacclng
Intaraated In this area and went to Vmow people working on It, 1 would
be be glad to send you a list of the folks I hear from.
TOUR NAME ADDRESS
II YOU ARE DOtNC ? -FOCUSED TRITS OR COURSES, (o«td.«r.)
Who participates?
What kinds of trips or courses?
Are you part of an organization?
Wh.it are your main purposes?
Is there a time I could call you (hopefully evening for cheeper rates) to talk about
Vinai
yoi: ' re doing and whether I might visit you?
Phone Time:
I would like to be pert of a network of folks Interested In women
snd outdoors scuff.
Send me aaDea ot ocher leader*.
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Leaders
•^XIMEN'S OUTDOORS SXPERIESCZS /COURSES
Compilation of courses deemed appropriate through
letter of inquiry and further conversation.
Jean Recchum
University Extension
Univ. of California
Davis, CA 95616
Offerings; "Women and the Wilderness Experience"
Emphasis; assertiveness for backpacking and other-
wise, backpacking skills.
"So wiimen can go on their own trip,
not Just their husbands or boyfriends."
Structure; pre-trip session, overnight backpack
trip with 3 discussions iterspersed
Amey Johnson
Harris Center YWCA
6200 S. Drexel
Chicago, 111. 60637
Offerings; Weekends for women on shores of Lake
Michigan
Emphasis; working women from south side going
for first time to rustic setting, the
first time for most to leave husbands,
children overnight to discover they
can enjoy being with all women and
unfamiliar environment
Sturcture; bus to an old camp, alternate strange
an(^ familiar activities (e.g. disco
^ dance, then polar bear dip, then pizza)
with numerous raps (e.g. legal rights
and child support, menepause, nutrition,
make-up)
Diane Navicky Offerings;
934 N. Pearl »/H-28
Tacoma, Wash. 98406 Emphasis:
Structure;
Written:
Womanshare Offerings;
Diane, Carol, Billie, Nellie
1531 Gray's Creek Rd.
Grants Pass, Oregon 97526 Emphasis:
Structure;
Writing;
Backpacking for women, through community
college and general community advertisement
self-confidence, mutual' trust, some
consciousness raising . through
learning skills in small steps
8 evening classes. 1 cookout, 1 day
hike, 1 overnight
"Effects of Basic Backpac’xing Course on
Self-Reliance and Mutual Trust in an
all Women's Group" (masters thesis)
a mountain retreat for women, with
workshops in Dreams, Class, Country
Skills, Sexuality, etc.
relationship of women and land,
creating a "women's culture that's a
serious alternative to the patriarchy",
personal and political growth and
analysis for feminists
5-woman collective owns land; to make
land payments they run workshops in
which participants share how to
structure time and experiences far a
given topic. The collective members
serve as resource people, facilitators,
participants, and cooks
a book about themselves is due to be
published before Christmas
Connie Hilliard Offerings-
OEC
1826 S. Plymouth Rd. Emphasis:
Minnetonka, Minn. 55343
Molly Higgins Structure:
Pat Griffin Offerings:
Leverett Rd
.
Shutesbury, MA 01072
Emphasis:
Structure:
Morma Kawecki Offerings:
7 Prospect Ave.
Greenfield, MA Emphasis"
with Bertha Petruski
Structure:
Writing:
Women in the Wilderness Collective
Erica Fielder Offerings:
450 30th St.
San Fransisco, CA 94131
Kat Kipping (ethnobiology)
Lindy Osterland (oral history, ranchwomen)
Palma Bane (fishing, hunting, climbing, etc
Mickeye Hakanishi (kayaking. Emphasis:
climbing)
Structure:
Writing:
River Uma Offerings:
Box 278
Albion, CA 95910
Emphasis:
'"Jomen in Wilderness', a mountain climbing
course of 10 days in Wind Rivers, 'Wyo.
women a.xplore their strengths and
common issues through technical climbing
and shared wilderness experience
2 base camps, participants make their
own plans for each day singly or in
small groups utilizing highly skilled
instructors as resources
Project Adventure for women through
Project Self, Everywoman's Center,
Amherst, MA 01002
using ropes course and initiative
problems to provide outdoor experience -
"to explore our feelings about our
physical competence and our past,
present and future physical activities"
weekly sessions of 3 hours - problem
solving, challenges, support, sharing
through"magic cards"
canoeing, backpacking weekends /courses
for women through Project Self, Amherst, MA
confidence, skills leading to comfort
and enjoyment of out of doors
"women breaking through limits imposed
by being bom female"
prepatory session or sessions and 1
weekend trip
I think she has a proposal for a
community collage on how and why
women's outdoor experiences for community
outreach and a counseling program
NatTire hikes, celebrations, all sorts of
skills and activities (fishing, canoeing,
climbing, biking, backpacking) , experiencing
history, Native American culture and craft
workshops, yoga
.)
heighten awareness of our interrelatedness
with all living things, serve as clearing-
house for women with diverse outdoor
interests to find women to learn from,
variety of trips, events offerred through
newsletter, mailings, all volunteer leaders.
Ask to be on newsletter mailing list . . .
it could grow into national connection
Semester length course in the Experience of
Wilderness through Psychology Dept. Weekend
workshops, trips for community groups
Leaving behind your enculturation to get
into a harmony with an environment still
in perfect balance . . find your place in
China Galland
Peak Experiences
Scar Rt. Box 274
>luir Beach, CA 94965
Mandy Manderino
7312 So. 2980 E
Salt Lake City, Utah 34121
Sandl Jensen
Environmental Learning Center
Box 191 A
Isabella, Minn.
Joy Hardin
Outdoors Program
Hampshire College
Amherst, MA 01002
Structure:
Writing:
Offerings
:
Emphasis:
Structure:
Offerings:
Emphasis:
Structure:
Offerings:
Emphasis:
Structure:
Offerings:
Emphasis
:
it and discover your "primitive intelligence"
. . . enter a changed state of awareness,
one people call "flow" or "oneness"
stays in wilderness taking very little
along, participating in cracking, solitude,
fasting, silence, Native American games,
becoming a tribe; extensive reading on
socialization and enculturatlon and on
Native American lore and concepts.
"Bone Game and Shelter Cove", a paper
describing one Crip. River and Robert
Greenway are working on a book on their
work with this game.
women's weekend experience, river crips
women defining "the heroic" • mythological
and experiential approaches to individual
"quests", discovering and defeating their
"demons"
dramatic activities and varied processing
(e.g. ni^C hikes, rappells, peak climbs,
painting, murals, poetry and writing
exercises, music-making) Therapy-like
individual work possible if participant
desires.
"Mountain Women" 1-week backpacking trips
(mountain camping, workshops)
share the"faeling of power, Che whole
different energy from backpacking"
.
Several foci - self responsibility and
power intimacy and relationship style,
body image, survival, aloneness and alternative
living styles
6 days in base campe - hikes, the day's
workshops, alone time and group rituals
were planned by whole group.
"Women's Weekends", and week-long canoe
crips
women learning about themselves and
environment, crying out new activities,
experiencing being with all women's
group
pairs up an activity (rock climbing,
canoeing, winter camping) with a topic
or indoor approach to self discovery
(e.g. assertiveness training, sexuality,
dance)
Semester courses - "Women and Physical
Competence"
,
"Women Athletes and Outdoors-
women: A personal Overview" (with Jennifer
Abromowitz)
,
a month-long course and trip;
"Women and Wilderness" (with Kris Carrillo,
see description)
Women examining their connections to each
other, to a place, and to themselves
through reading, discussion and outdoors
adventures
.
bibliography of women expedlcloners (most’
climbers) of Pam Cahn's; bibliography of
women and nature; course descriptions,
syllabi; proposal setting up visiting pro-
fessors program for liberal arts women to
get outdoors leadership training, I'm in
the process of writing dissertation on
assumptions of leaders structuring outdoors
experleinces for adult women's psychological
gain.
WOMEN LEADING WOMEN PEOPLE I KNOW JUST A TINY SIT ABOUT
. . .
Marsha Angus
, a practicing therapist in Mill Valley, Calif., has run trips for early-
teenage daughters and their mothers, (don't know her address - try c/o
China Gal land)
.
Susan May runs women's retreats at a camp "with canoeing, hiking, fishing, swinsning,
etc. and some organized discussions on various issues." (YWCA Women's Center,
45 Eleventh St. N.E.
,
Atlanta, GA 30309)
Jane McGrath has run a women's course for a mental health clinic that was "extremely
successful", and is deeply interested in doing more outdoor adventures for
women. (Boojum Institute for Experiential Education, 9308 Los Coches 3.d.,
Lakeside, CA)
Laura Potash runs trips and courses to "demystify wildlife and bac'icpacking and let
• women learn to be familiar and competent with out-of-doors through Breakaway,
a free school for women, (447 61st St., Oakland, CA)
Charlotte Nash
,
a feminist feeling burned out by politics and in-fighting, is interested
in possible recreational and skills-oriented retreats or trips happening on
the land she owns in Oregon adjoining the 3 Sisters Wilderness Area.
(25 Prospect, San Francisco, CA 94110)
Carrie Mollenhauer has offerred a women and wilderness course and is interested in
learning from others with similar college-level courses, and "getting women
to take greater risks in their lives." (P.P Box 9931, Mills College, Oakland,
CA 94613)
Sue Cvnert and Dr. Lou Ann Keating cofacilitated a program (Tguess for women). (That's
rea ly all I ’.enow.) (Student Development Center, Holmes Street Center,
Northern Illinois University, De Kalb, 111. 60115)
Ruth Buczvnski offers personal growth outing weekends (e.g. canoeing, backpacking)
specifically for women - emphases on community building, encounter, inter-
personal commimication, self awareness. (Center for Personal Growth,
U-156 University of Connecticut at Storrs, Storrs, CT 06268)
A Woman ' s Place , a collective of 17 women and children offers a mountain retreat for
all women and offers workshop ranging from Full Moon Festival to Alcoholism.
(Athol, NY 12310)
Diane Smallav is planning a counseling/adventure education retreat and assertiveness
training float trip for area and undergraduate women. She focuses on
"awareness of inner and outer self, new competencies and new self concept."
(TJniv. of Missouri - Kansas City, Swinney Gymnasium, 5100 Kockhill Rd.
Kansas City, Mo. 64110)
A. Kay Clifton was involved in a feminist camping program attached to a women's studies
summer seminar. "The project of the 5 participants was to draw up an outline
for a course Feminist Caping." (Sociology Dept., Illinios State Univ.,
Normal, 111. 61761) (outdated address)
Kris Carrillo has studied the writings of Willa Cather and other women deeply influenced
by the landscape of the southwest as a basis for leading a "Vomen and
Wilderness"course focussed on women's responses to the contrasting landscapes
of mountains, canyons and deserts. (1001 3th St. NW, Albuquerque, NM 37102)
Deborah Cole teaches an all-women's rockclimbing course (as well as a co-ed one) at
Hampshire College. She is particularly observing the differences bec/een
the two classes in interaction and emphasis. (Outdoors Program, Hampshire
College, Amherst, MA 01002)
Sharon Anderson and Betsy Easrwood taught a course on women and their experience of
nature, through writing and experiences, (c/o Project Self, Everywoman's
Center, U. Mass., Amherst, MA 01002)
Ruth Hazrard is working on a paper making sense of her experience of canoeing a Canadian
river with other women. She is looking at it in light of readings on matriarchies
of the past and exploring what role a drive to achieve seme "vision" may have
played, (try c/0 Joy Hardin, 287 River Dr. Hadley, MA 01035)
Kate Dvorkin is exploring what effect on friendship may ensue from women
getting acquainted through non-verbal, shared, physical experiences in contrast
to getting acquainted through conversation and dialogue. (Box 300, Hampshire
College, Amherst, MA 01002)
APPENDIX C. PRELIMINARY PROTOCOL
1. Who comes on your trips/courses?
2. Who sponsors your trips?
3. Can you describe a typical course?
4. What are some of the changes or experiences that you want women
to have during the course?
5. Think back to a trip or course that you thought was successful.
What made it so good?
6. Think back to a trip or course that you thought was unsuccessful.
What made it unsuccessful?
7. Who were leaders or teachers in your life that influenced your
style and from whom you learned?
8. Have you noticed changes in the way you lead trips?
9. Do you have a direction you see yourself headed in terms of
leadership?
10.
Are there things you have learned about planning and leading courses
that you would pass on to a woman about to lead her first trip?
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